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FOREWORD

When the Australian Institute of Family Studies was t up in PM, I was
asked, as Foundation Director, w hether we would develop trap:ing pro-
grams for marriage educators, marriage. and family counsellors. family
therapists and the wide range of other professional 'family sunlit. workers
My response in the negative was based on two main reasons.

The first was that the new Institute should use its very limited resourves
to do research on families rather than to duplicate wurses alre idy being run
in many tertiary education ins-atuttons. We were to have a public education
role, not a .pecific tr.eminv., role. Secondly, we could nut really wmnient on
or advise about marriage counsePeng or other family support serv ices until
,ve had sufficient inforn'ation about family lift. itsclf and the changes taking
place in Australia The research d ilt,ebasc ss as too thin fOr us to be in any
position to say what w as v alu.eble or v hat might hclp el-Trove 'marital and
family stability'.

.he it,titute's initial Research Plan la d out a series e)Istudies on family
formation, chi!dre.e, orce and family refurnunun to be done well before
any evaluation of specifi.: tniul ser, ices. Then the: full resourccs of the
Institute were to be devoted in the fifth year to Studies of human relation-
ships education, marriage educatio,-, marriage counselling dnd other family
support setvICes.

Thtit plan, needless to say , was greatly modified over the years, but Its
rationale proved to Ix sound. Our national family formation study, iden-
tified significant shifts in the patterns of youth-to-adult transition w hi h
afTected the nature of mai nage. Retention in education, prolonged financial
dependence, greater sexual freev_om, the assertion of M, Jinen's rights,
delayed marriage, delayed and &creased fertility and the movement of
married women into the paid labour force, all had implications for the
construction of modcrn marriage, the nature of sex roles, thc managcmint
of companionship, conflict, work and family responsibilities

Our early studies of divorce and the impact of divorce children
revealed much about the 'images' of marriage that people held oval, w hat

XIII
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--hanged expo. rations there ss ere, die strtk rural diftn. nines people ss ere
(Aperient:mg in sustaining satistaLtk r \ relationships Oui studies Of eLo-
nonnc dud polk impacts on fannlics a .Ided to oin s It.'11 that WM nog,:

eduLation and marriage Lounselling had to be seen as pist one part of a
pOSin vt: approaLh to n»pros nig the quality of family Certanils, the
ability to Lonimunkate, to shoss afteLtion, to be tolerant, to handle wnthet
in a construLtis e ss as ss hen it arose, to espress one's ossn needs and feelings

\sere important faLtors in sustaining a s lable rt. lationship, but so too \sere

having a roof over sour head, an adequate job and niLonie, a ess to child

Lars.' and other support services \\hen needed
lii sum counselling has to be seen ss Rhin the ss ider eLologs of social

fortes affeLting relationships \Anhui a t.t1111 IS A major sorrelate of marital
and famils disruption is isolation of the family unit ti oiii nets\ Mks ot'
supportive kin, friends, neighhours and aLLessible support Sers k es So It is

likely that marriage kounselling, a self ter nnned (Orin of Inters onion that

eonies, often. W ell doss n the um.", to break doss n or the relationship, ss ill be

most effeL ti ye if and ss here other nets\ oils, of support are asailable and

operating.
III designing thiS es aluation studs , the Institute ss as ye!' ass ore of the

need to compare relatis e effestiseness iii ditietcnt settings, to bas e sonic
sort of 'iontror group of those ss ho did not use tOrnial marriage ounwl-
hug servk es to sort through thin- difti uhik As alss s, olLourse,
and staff resouries presented '11Lli an ideal design from being realised
Nevertheless. Ns t' Ss er1 able to ensure that the .tuds ss as longitudinal, ss
an eight-month t011oss -up sin s es rather than one ss Inch onls asked about

satisCaL non and eft-CLIO, cness at the tune ss hen ounsl fling ss as Lonipleted

Wc also built into the design questions about other sours s of ads lie and

lielpibout pressures bey ond the marriage sui h as ss ork las tots and

finanjial troublesmd tliose essential Lomparisons bits\ eel] Well "Ild
oniell, those \\ ith and ss Ithout Lhildren, differing IL s els of edui anon.

income and social status
So the studs does go bey ond iii ii. Ii ot ths. est ant I St. JR Ii literature on the

Oft:Lovelies, of marriage Lounselling. It enables us to sas o ith sonii surets
who is 'helped bes ond the short-term 'I lass thorns: E.tfeit' ot esperiem mg a
ss ;Heathens professional ear It also inables us to (stimate, on a bioad and

tonservative basis, the Lost-benefits to gos mullein of pros ding tinamial
support to appros ed marriage Lounselling agenlies. though a LoSt-dIet. OS c-

ues, analysis waS not asked tOr iii the original brief from the Attoiney-
llenerah.

The stud s. tOi uses even more upon the soi i.ih and personal MIL tits of
marriage Lounsi Hung, benefits that are (fah( tilt to quantify but represent

huge gams in terms oldie pssdiolokal, phssll al nd long-term harm that
Lan floss from LonthLts L Il 1hindied E cii Ss heft' otinsellnig does not
lead to reLonithation, there Lan be j..rsonal gross di and unpros einem in the
quality of later relationships Wi felt it important to Lountir thi [indent. s to
see value only in terms of dollars sased and to es 'effectr.eness' on a

.IV
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wider' range of factors
In this light, the findings of thy study show mai riagy «mnselling in a

ilosunie light. The large IllajorltS of hodl men and w omen hay( their
0,peytations met, are satisfii ith the outy onies, assess the iounselling
itself as effectiv L. Many mai iiages nn pros e in quality , «mples ho may

separated stay together and hay e an enhamed capauty to Lope
positively vs nh their probly ins. Sy /he of sdf-ss orth improy es. oft.a despite
a subsequent separation

But perhaps the more important findings of this studs are those SS hlih
might be seen as the negativ e ev aluations of wunselling There ar.:
intican: groups of yhents who w en . not happy w ith either the proles, or thi
outcomes of marriage wunselling. Thos .pecially men, whose partner-
ships ended and w here no reyonohation was LtIcited, are less satisfied
Sonic, both men and w omen, report that y ounsihng was not sufficiently
focused or skill.oriented to enable thy in to «lly more effeitively Women
overall are more positiv e than men about thy y perk me and the anal) sis
show s that a yombination of 'yonimument to sust.uning the marriage and
'pessimism' about the y hany es of this happening is a rey ipe for great

`..Assatisfaction on the part of men.
Tk-authors of the report teasy out thy signifiyanyy of these findings tiir

future direttions in marriage younselling Ony of the most interesting
imphiations is that thy 'language' of iounselling is better si ty'd to w omen
than to men and needs to be rethought. Women, it sy ems, has e disy ussed
their relationship problems vs idyls, vs ith others before yonnm., to younsel-
hug. They understand the language of self-disclosure and feel less unyom-
fortable about it than men. This does not mean that men are neyessardy
hopeless y ommunicators or less insightful about self, though thyre is plentv
of CS idente that this is so In sollle S5 1S Cs have talked in detail to
others, but not to their husbands w l.o are shoiked to find the
process has already proyeeded so far in the minds of their \xis es that
younselling bey miles a sort of ritual Justaliation for ending thy in image

What is suggested by suili findings is a need fOr marriage youn iing to
be rethought in terms of Foss It deals w ith min yompared vs ith w omen
Can earher forms of ads tie be dev eloped% Should Illore male «mnsellors be
named% Would separate, more ti-equent sessions for men be preferably to
alloys/Awe Latihing up' on the language and thy nattily of y ounselling itsy if
he desirable' Would group sessions at times be mot-, atLeptable,'efieins y
than «mple only counselling% Certain dogmas about ys hat is or is not
marriage younselling e emer,:d whiLli may be yhallynged by the
findings of this study No sudden ry S isions are yalled for. I,ut a pragiliatk
rethinking in the light oldie experienyes people report in this st ady

The Marriage Counsellmg Ls aluation Study 'A as requesti..1 by the I Ion
Lionel Bowen, Attornet -General. in his capainN as Ministir ri sponsibk for
the Australian Instautc of Family Studies Thy Board of Management
agreed to the request hut, beyause no additi'onal funds sy y ri is ailable, the
study was delayed until staff and money beyame as ailable We ale vet y

15
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Background
In _January 1986, the Attorney-General requt sttd dn. Australian Institute of
Family Studies to LonduLt a tud). to measurt the effettist ness of marriage
counsellmg. The brief stated the study %%as to look at 'tht effect of marriage
counselling on marital status an .1 the long-term stahdit) of relationships'.
The study design incorporates (omponents that enable sume assessment of
direct and indire,:t cost Sas ings to the tommunit). HostLVer, the stud) Was
not intended to measure the tost-effet tiseness of marriage counselling
services provided in the approsed agent les in tomparison ss ith other
counselling and famdy support serbices in the community.

Aims of marriage counselling

The aims of marriage Lounselhng as defined in the 1 anuly Lau Aim nthnent
Act 1983 include the counselling of a person in !elation to
(a) - .tering into marriage,
(b) reconciliation of the parties to a marriage.
(c) separation of the parties to a marriage;
(d) the dissolution or annulment of a marriage, or
(c) adjusting to the dissolution or annulment of a marriagt, »hethLr that

counselling is pros ided in relation to the proposed marriage, marriage,
or former marriage of that person or in relation to the proposed
marnagt, marriage, or former marriage of another person or other
persons, and Ns nether that Lounselling is provided to that person indi-
vidually or as a member of a group of persons.

The operatioral definition of marriage counselling in use by the
Attorney-General's I kpartment as a guide for agent les states.

Marnage sounsdlnig is operationally defined as .1 pro( es% wherf a
.utral third party, focusing on the emotional dynainks of relation-

ships and the stability of marriage within .1 family unit, assists partns
to deal with the stresses they ensounter as thes move into, Its within
or move out of that family unit (ro \ 1988)



Marriage Counst. iiu in Australia

Survey sample
All new clients presenting to the ,Ipprmed agent les for marriage L ounsel-
hug in Australia during a four-w eel. period in OL toberNovember 1987
Were a pprox lied b) the tounsellors to parth. pate In the study prior to their
first interview Clients who agreed to participate in the Audy ere

followed-up eight months later.
The response rate to the pi t-tounselhng survey w as estimated to be

around 40-45 per cent of all new chents (n=1302). The post-eoun,elling
response rate was 41 per tent (n=540) Sixty-eight per cent of thy post-
counselling respondents crc female (365) and 32 per Lent (169) w ere male

Aims of the study
In order to determine effet tic cut ss, flit study L (nut ntrated on the following

outcomes:
change in relationship status,
change in level of commitment to the relationship,
satisfaction with counselhng: and
unproy einem in problem area, personal lift and k of relationship

Key Findings

Who comes to counselling?
While there is an oc erall defh it in total agent y L hents of ret cm non-English-
speaking nngrants and surplus of !it rsons of uppei sot lo-et ononnt status
(particularly w omen), marriage t ounselling t !early Laters for substantial
proportions of migrants and persons of ltm Cr so.10-0.01101111i status. With

a little more emphasis upon the delit it groups noted aboY e, marnage
counselling w ould be broadly representanY e of Australians in general

Expectations of counselling
For 89 per tent of men and 77 per t ent of w omen, the major goal of
coAselling was to I man; in the rdationship Con versel II per cent of
men and 23 per Lent of w omen L. dine to tounst fling v ith the intention to
separate or to remain separated

ln addition to help in preserY mg or ending tht relationship, rtspon,tents
wanted assistant c in atquirmg skills to unproc C l011111111111C,M011, handle
conflicts and develop better personal relationships They w anted to gain
insight into their relationship and understanding of their nind their
partner's, t ontribution to alt. situation Thty also hoped to gain emotional
support

Who initiated counselling?

In 46 per L. cut of Lases women stated that Lilt y had initiated ounsel hn g

compared to 28 per tent ()linen lio 'mined they had mad,. the Lk ision to

come to counselling.

Is
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Counselling outcomes

Changes in the relationship
Befote counselling:

70 per cent of men and 73 per Lent of w omen w ere together in their
relationship;
29 per cent of men and 27 per Lent of women kid already separated

After counselling, of those who came together.
81 per cent of inen and 78 per cent of women remained together,
19 per cent of men and 22 per k cut of women had separated sinie
counselling

Amongst the initially separated
11 per cent of men and 30 per cent of women had reioneiled after
counselling and were back living with their partner,
89 per cent of the separated men and 70 per lent of the V. oincil remained
apart.

Counselling w as significantly more sueeissfid in assisting women to get
back together vv ah their pal mer than it vv as vv ith men Ov erall. 6o pet Lent
of men and 65 per Lem of wonlen v% ere top:the!, 35 per lent of v% omen and
30 per cent of men were apart

Commitment to the relationship

-)1_ per e 'nt of men and 79 per cent of women still in a relationship post-
counselling were Lommated to their relationship One-quarter of Incil
and 30 per cent of women stated they were more optimistic about their
relation.. ,p continuing after lounselling than they had been w hen they
started counselling.
34 per cent of men and 25 per cent of vs omen had never Lonsidered
divorce a possibility. but of those who had. 79 per cent of women and 91
per cent of men consider it less likely after counselling.
Amongst the men and w. omen vs ho remained together there w ere

significant improvements in relationship sansfaition and relationship e on-
sensus. Their self-confidence and sense of wellbeing also improved

Separated women sigmficantly improved in self-esteem and weilbeing
whereas separated men did not. The separated is omen were also more
likely to report that life after separation was better. particularly in relation to
their social life, parenting and career than sqarated males The improve-
ments post-counselling in these measures are all significantly related to
counselling effectiveness.

Satisfaction with counselling

71 per cent of vomen and 62 per cent of men indicated they vs ere satisfied
with the marriage counselling they had received:

Is
Po.l.e.
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ES per cent of women and 52. per eent of men w ere satisfied ith the
results of counselling.

Satisfaction, however, was signifieantl) related to the status of the
relationship post-counselling particularly for men.
61 per cent of men and womm who were in intact relationships en:
satisfied with the results of counselling;
57 per cent of separated women and 41 per ent of separated men were
satisfied with the outcome,
70 p-r cent of women and men in intact relationships were sauslit-1 with
the counselling received:
68 per zent of separated et, omen and 48 per cent of separated men w ere
satisfied with the counselling received.
Another indication of satisfaction w ith ,unselling i w hether people

would return to counselling or recommend it to others.
63 per cent of men and w onien stated the), ould return to counselling if
the need arose;
over 80 per cent of men and w onkil \\, uuld reeomnknd counselling to
others.

Improvement in protlem area, personal life and quality of relationship

In terms of improemeiit and clunge ui the relationship the same pattern
emerges:

78 per cent of w omen and 83 per cent of men m intact relationships
thought the preA-k ms the) tame to counselling about had changed for the
better;
49 per cent of \komen compared to 37 per cent of men \\, ho %%cm
s.2parated thought the problems had changed for the better.
Overall, tw o-thirds of all men and w omen belie% ed counselling had

Lunt ributed o the resolution of problems I love e. er 55 per cent of separated
women and 61 per cent of separated men fel: marriage counselling did not
make any contribution to resolving their problems.

Counselling is predommantl) about the loupk or the ielationship and so
there is a need to examine Joint lc% els of satisfaction and impro einem For
example, in 47 per ten. of cases both parties had ehangcd tbr the better as a
result of counselling. Individually, 69 per cent of elicnts had changed for the
better, women significantly more so than men.

Satisfaction with and effectut eness of counselling w ere not related to
individual characteristics such as education, income or aeadabilit), of social
support. Men with children gained more from counselling, but the presence
of children did not influence counselling effectiveness for w omen Younger
..,omen benefited more from counselling but age w as nut a factor for men.
Relationship outcome is the main determinant of effectiveness for men
those who remain together said they benefited to a greater extent

Counselling was also perceit, eel as assisting clients individually as distinct
from assisting the relationship, particularly for women. Men w ho separated
subsequent to the start of counselling were the least satisfied with their lives

4
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as a whole, w hereas w omen in the same situation gained in self-esteem and
appeared more able to be assisted in Loping with the process of separation
Neve:theless, almost half of separated men and two-thirds of separated
wonkli indicated they had changed personally for the better and 45 per cent
of separated m:n had received some assistance w ith the separation process,
comparod to 59 per cent of women.

Cost Benefits

The government's contribution to marriage counselling seric es should ht. .1

reflection of the importance of helping couples to maintain their relationship
or separate with a minimum amount of conflict

In 1989-90 the Attorney-Generars Department procided $7 695 milhon
to subsidize the work of marriage counselling agencies throughout Au,-
traha. Department polie y, apprJced in 1986, is to fund no more than 75 per
cent of an approxed orpinzation's marriage counselling expenditure and to
encourage agencies to raise at least 25 per cent of expendittire from fees.

Mai nage counselling is thus a very inexpensive way of reducing later
costs in litigation, social security benefits and personal and social conse-
quences. If couples can be assisted in reconciliation or conciliation through
counselling they skill be less likely to has e recourse to legal costs associated
with the Fannly Coati of Australia and Legal Aid In addition, couples ssith
children who are assisted to i cmain together rather than separate 'sill t edue
the number of parents requiring Supporting Parents Benefits While there is
no guarantee that marriages sc ..I continue to remain intact amongst the
clients in this study, 91 per cent of men and 79 per cent of women ss ho weft:
in an intact relationship and had considered diorce, eonsidered it less likely
after counselhng.

A cost-effectiveness argument de eloped in the report stimated dii
annual cost saving to genernment to be around 47 5 million in Fanuly Lass
courts, Legal Aid and Supporting Parents Benefits This estimation does
not necessarily imply that a dollh11116 of goc aliment expend..ore on
marrige counselling would lead to a doubling of these ..ac ings, because die
population using the additional marriage counselling sers ices Ina , not
behave in the same \say as those currently using these !ler% Ices. In additioo

almost half (2) of separated men and two-thirds of separated ex omen (77)
it.Jicated they had changed personally for the better,
45 per cent of separated men had received sonic assistance ss 1d1 the
separatio-i process compared to 59 per cent of women,
approximately one-third (23) of separated men and half (58) of separated
women stated their problems were at least sonless hat be..er since
counselling;
30 per cent (33) of separated w uiu. and 25 per cent (15) of separated men
said the relationship betw c en them had changed for the better as a result
of counselling.
For the separated men and w ornell ss hom counse fling did assist, there ate

clear cost-benefits. Front the cost-benefit perspective, Indic kiwi% \slit.) has e

0 1
4..
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been to Lounselling mat e% Ln if thet do ha% L rt.& ourse to legal and oth, r
services, tise them more appropriatelt and effeLtis elt , ith less litigant,
and iiiore senAtise handling of Lustodt and at t ess thus s mg tourt
counselling Losts In this stud!, % ci t fe 1, ho separattd had llsed 1,111 ets or

entered th litigation process

Conclusioas

'The niajorat of marriage Lour:selling Llit tits s ho parttLipated in the studt
came to Lounselling ss ith the expet tation or hopt that marriage t ounselhng
could impro% e the relationship and pre% CM Its breakdown These L hents
lookt d to counselling to understand s% hat %%as happt lung iii thLir relation-
ship and to find a solution to tht. 1r probIL illS tl1 it LL Mild enable them to list
togt ther m OR harmomousl s . A signitit ant unnoritt of t hems, partIL ularlt
women, approat lied ounselling to make dt.Lisions about separation or for
assistance in coping with the consequences of separation

Counselling appears to be Inghlt eft-et IR e for the inapt its of t hems s% ho
t oiile to improse their relattonship or manage to pres ent breakdow ii It is
seen as less etTective m dealing s% ith situations s% here breakdown has
oeturred, partRularly bt men s% ho do not Ls ant the separation

Counselling appears to be less etTeltl% e for iiian iiiei partitularle in
cases when. their partner was not intk. rk. sted in ontinumg the relationship
Fess el- of dies< incii reniained in &Must:Hung, so ss L re unaH, to benefit from

potential aSsistant C Hi Loping Ls ith the separation and its sonsequentes cot
themsels es as Indus iduals, as fathers and as a futurt. marital partnet WoMen
unded to see mote alue in these personal aspLt ts of tounselling %%hate% er

the olltcollle of the relationship

Implications

Clarification of aims

lt should be madt Llear to t hents at tht outst t that inarriagt olinst lling is
bola not oult 'mending but 'L iidiiig inarriago, I his Inas has e inipli& a-
wns for further training of L ounst Hof s iii separation .s otiliselling and
education mat be required.
The pros Moll of i. lear explanations of tili. ounselling plot I. SS And 11, hat it

Lan and Lan not do LA Mild be useful to ensure that t lii. t s do not rt. tam
unrealistic expectations of what counselling tan e

The plat L t- marriage t ounsellIng along the Lontmuuut of sers it es to
families needs to be addressed. This raises t' quesno I ot Ls lit re 111,11 1 Lige

Lounselling belongs along the Lontinuum of preparation tOi mairiagt,
niarriage enhauLL ment, adjusting to life Lt Lie transitvws sut II as parent-
hood and toping with the t onsequentes of famdt breaktioss 11
SIM e the pros ision of marriage and fanult supports t ross go% ernint.nt

departments of health, cdut. ation. L 01111111111a) si. r. u.s and the la 11 k ootth-

nation at ross departments should bt. explovs'd to .15 old duplit anon of
resc.urces and Services across all Coninninities
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Accessibility

More attention should be gi\ ell (0 ess Lii i ural and outer inctropolitan
are.18.

There is a need for Actium( pro\ ision of interpreters ,nid outreach to
ethnic commumnes to Impro e the aLlessibiht \ theSe populatums.
Weekend and e ening nines for counselling are necessar) it \\ orking men
an(1 women are to be able (o take advantage of the services
A better balance b, t (Tit male and lemalc counsellors 111.1) tIll rt. .1Se di. Le ss
and usage by men
Some consideration should be gI\ en R) I tiking mart iage counselling
Ser kes Idl other set- \ kes such .1), parenting cillkatI011, f111.1111 ial WW1-
selling, or c \ en recreational programs This ma) re.:lice the stigma that
sometimes attaches to attendnig a marriage counselhng ser\ Ice Cost-

\ Ings on rental and ancillar) admunstran\ c supports WA\ be possible in
a multi-service centre

Outreach

Although studies ha \ e te\ caled that nicii sepatatcd timid benefit
11001 101.1A Ser \ 11. CS. 111C11 dO not St. 1k 01 tc \ I\ c help as often as \\ 011101
S1111e iiiemi appcar to he less 01111.01 table 01 1110t1 \ Att. d to Itti lid OtInSelling,
Information .1b0lIt marriagc counsclImg III tbl hiLt appcalmg 1111.11

ShOldd be a \ amiable \\ 11111 men tIlid to gatlict It spot ting lubs .11111

centres. e \ en pubs For both 111,..11 .11111 \\ 0111(11 mat Hag( tounsclling iiitoi
111.1[1011 shollki bk. II ILhl)iL It \\ ork IOI atIons 0111111MM) \ OHIO,

SUL ii iS (111111 L.II e 1 (WI Cs. neighbourhood 110115(1. 110011 And t. 01111111.MR \

SOCIA Cent re

Communit) forums and media programs 011 t)picl marital problems
and strategles to resol \ I thcm should IN onsuk r1d Communit \ C1l11)..,1-

(1011 Is a priorit) lt is (ssential to get .kross the message that Assistalik.k.
\sail marital and faint:\ stress is not equated \\ ith Imitate or that onl) the
disadvantaged and 'real problem families go for assIstance

r
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INTRODUCTION

High rates of div met: and the emotional and financial consequences that can
follow family disruption for men, .v omen and children have fo,:used
attention on the provision of services to assist people. Services may be
directed toward preventing the breakdown of relationships or coping with
the effects of separation and dissolution of relationships. Marriage counsel-
ling is one such service. Although marriage and find} eounselling services
are available through a variety of sources (for example, private psychiatrists
and psychologists, social workers in eommunity centres, the clergy, the
Family Court and mediation centres), marriage counselling agencies
approved by the Attorney-General's Department are approached by a large
number of people who seek help with their idationships

During 1987-88 approv ed marriage counselling agencies handled 43 857
cases invols mg 156 502 interviews Concerns about accountability and the
cost-effeenveness of social services provided by the government have ied to
increased Interest in the evaluation of these services

Rationale for the Study

This study was undertaken by the Institute in response to a request from the
Commonwealth Attorney-General to dev clop a project 'to measure the
effectiveness of marriage counselling' and to prov ide 'Cy Idellle on the effect
of marriage counselling on marital status and the long-term stability of
relationships'. Such a study w as to provide the Attorney-General w ith
information on which to base flume government decisions regarding
financial support for marriage counselling activities

Information collected ani wall y by the Psychology and Counselling Sec-
tion of the Attorney-General's Department indicated that in 1987-88 83 per
cent of male and 88 per cent of fc.nale clients who completed an outcome
form reported a positive outcome at the end of the counselling sessions
However in approximately 30 per cent of cases, the client's perception of

9
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000:0111e Vs, as illiktio ept for sest. ral small studies «indm ted b)
Individual agem les, the long-lasting ettL ts of «nilisellnig line not been
examined. In addition, until 1987 »hen a fe 1st. d rm. e Sheet w aS de eloped,
the Attorne)-Generals Department did not Loll« t an) dk.mographiL or
socio-eLononnt. information about Lhents. This limuLd the abdit) to ana-
lyse the conditions under iiii.ii marriage «mnselling is more or less
effect i ve

With the appros al of the Institute's Board of Management. the Institute
agreed to set up a Su.k. ring (2ommake to define the nature and scope oldie
stud). In addition to the Dire( tor, IX put) Diro. tor and reward] staff of the
Institute, meinbLrs of the Steerhig Committee uhluded representames
from the National Marriage Gindame Coumil, the Australian Count. ii of
Marriage Counselling Organizations, the National (atholk AssoLiation of
Family Agencies, the Attorney Cent.ral's Department. the 1 annl) La»
Council, the Department of SOL ial So. unt) and the Australian (ount. d lot
Educational Research

Aims of the Study

Tlie stud) aimed to assess the effis aL wunselling sers Res offered b) the
approsed marriage Lounselling ag)mks b) \anumng to ss hat ement
marriage couns)Iling Lnablcd L lielth to resols c t,L problems and «nherns
that I,rought them to Lounselling. to determine »hat asp« ts uttiii. «mnsel-
inig prmess »en I. onsidered Most or least hi. lpful. and to ast.ertani s hether
the Denefits gamed from the «mnselhug \ perk ilL e v ci L maintained tal Cr a
period of tune More specifk the stud\ auncd
A to investigate the eharaLterisths of those w ho make use of mairiage

counselling services,
to determine hat ImpAt.t ounselling has oil resols mg manta! and
ri . lationship probk nis of Louyles and, ot indis iduals 55110 pa sent as 1. hi.nts
to approxed marriage Lounselling agemk 5. ,ind to examine w hat
changes. if any, have occurred:
to examine what (hem Lharat.teristlis (for example, telanonship status,
demographic factors) are related to lounsellIng out«nnes,
to deternnne boss wunselling assist,d indis iduals and tlik. nlationship.
to examine hoss seleLti.d asp« ts of tilt. «innselling prot.ess (for example.
number of sessions, joint or mdis idual inters IL ss s) are nlati.d to «nnisi.1-
ling outcomes,
to determine w hat aspo. ts Of tiii. «mnsLIling proLess Limits found most
and least helpful, and what would have been more helptnl,
to determine w hat aspeLts of sers ILL deli% i.r (hems tOilliLl sansfat.tor or
unsansfaCtory,
'3 determine w hat other fat.tors in the dient's htc squation (tor example.
new baby. new job. other forms of help) might Ihis e «nitrihuted to the
resolution of marital problems
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Limitations of the Study

The study has ses era! limitations. It does not kompare marriage k ounselling
as provided by approved agensies v ith other forms of marriage and family
support services (for example, the Fain ii Court, family conciliation and
mediation centres, -onnnunity health centres). It does not compare the
efkctiveness of one specific sounselling approach o interveotion with
another (for example, khas loural therapy vs ith psy choanaly tic therapy)
Finally,, the study does not examine the questions of how couples with
marital problems c opt if they do not attend marriage counselling, and
wlkther or not they seek and tind appiopriate help elsewhere.

Initially it ss as hoped the study could explore marriage counselling
rs he. w ohm the ss ider nem ork of family support SCI's ices as ailable in the

community in order to better undei stand the plate of marriage counselling
in a range of formal and laformal sers lies used by peolle to help them cope
ss ith family and personal crises. It VI as also hoped that the study w ould
include components to measure the Lost effestiseness of marriage counsel-
ling sers ices pros ided by the appros ed agcrisies in . omparison ss ith other
counselling and family support services in the community

The complexity and cost of this broader appro.'s!) V1as onsidcred bey 01h1
the Institute's tinanual and staff resoUrses at this time and also ss ent bey ond
the requested brief, how es er, the study design ins orporates somponents
that ss ill enable some assessnknt of dues t and indircst i ost sas ings to the
community to be made
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MARRIAGE
COUNSELLING
IN AUSTRALIA
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1

ROLE OF
GOVERNMENT IN THE

PROVISICN OF
COUNSELLING

SERVICES

Snice 196(1, die Australian GoY ernment has pro, ided substdies (o both
thurth and set ular Marna,. iounsdling ()rpm/anon,' Go, trnment pro\
mons tOr marriage connsellIng initially tsted iii die Maminomal (albt3
1959 are nom iontained in the 1 amity Law 1 975 Marriage tounselling
MA-% lies funded undcr tht. lama) AFL ad1111111qt.red and !umlaut-id

by the Family Serviies Set tion of die A ttorno -General's Department

Adninnstration of the marriage tounselling ser% I(C lui 0),% C p

approval ealuation of orgainranon, requesting, approY al and subsidy an,
post-approy al monitoring of ,igentles Limn,. (hi) tonunut to meet the
requIrenients of the 1 aunty Lau .-1,1 and polity guidclnie, issued by d
Attorney-General Staustit, on tninsclling mes and ollICOIIICS
collected annually . The 1 amily Ln Att sets out sunk guldihnes regarding
hom fundmg tOr agent les Is IO bi monuort d, but does not i lead, establish
procedures fur 11101MorIllg the Jitt1,11 iOunsellIng provided

The Counsellmg and Psythology Of the AUOInc%-Gencrak
Department has dey doped standards by m Inth agt ii i rt ippnicd and
continue to reteRe funds These tonditIons mitt& guidelmas tOr (hi
selettion, trainnig, super% mon and tommumg tdut atto . it tounsellors
(Harvey 1983a, Fox 19881 (For a sunitnarY of the Inst,ty marruge
cow 11in policy in Australia sce Woltott 1984 )

C....urn:tidy, 25 agent ies Arc apprmed bY die A ttorm'y -Gener,d's Depart-
ment to pros ide ui.rrugc iouiiehhllig ,,cr% li 1 IleSi opei Iti
approxnnatelv 190 branch oftiies nd %elutes in all the 'states and

Terntories.
The Attorney r Depai timid entourages established or- nitra-

tions to extend their seflke' Ill the if a netd for achaition,d
servties Is determined, rathel than approYing nem, organizations l'he
reasolung behind du, policy is to enable greater effit tent) both ni die
provIston Of scIA It. CS and ni monttormg ageni% standards (liar, ey 1983a,
Fox 1988)

17)
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Funding

In 1989-90 the Attorney-General's Department pro% ided S7.69 !pillion to
subsidize the k ork of marriage Lounselling agynt.ks throughout Australia
(Table 1).

Table 1 sets ou; the total departmental subsidy of tnarriage t.ounselling
agencies and Indicates the percentage of increase 0%er the years 1976-1989.
Departtnent policy, approved in 1986, ts to fund no wort. than 75 per cent
of an approed organization's marriage wunselling expenditure and to
encourage agenctes to raise at least 25 per cent of expendttures from fees.
Hoxko,er, no chent is to be denied %en, ices because of an inability to pay a
fee A memo to all directors of tnarriage counselling agenytes itinfort.es this
intention:

It should be emphasiz«I that the Goeernment., purposc in providing
Imam iii assistance ki marnaitc counselling is not to undertake total
financial responsibility for the prosision of ounselling services [he
scheme is designed to provide financial emouragiment to voluntary
organizations to deselop. outman] and c Rod marriage toomelling
services Eadi organization is espeded to raise a proportion ot It
Income from other ..arces, whit Ii will include Mist te.., or donations
and financial support by a sponsoring bode, sudi as a
(Attornev-Generil's Department 1985)

This funding polio 1% as confirmed in a memo to th- iirectors of all
approved agencies in December 1988 (Fox 1988).

Table 1' Attorne,-Generars Department subsid) of inarriagc totinsell.lig agen-
cies, 1976-77 to 1989-91)

Year
"Fotalsubsid)

S

% increase over
prevmuc year

1976-77 1927000 20 1
1977-78 2100000 9 0
1978-79 2281000 8 6
1979-80 2450000 7 4
1980-81 2750000 12 2
1981-82 2 950 000 7 3
1982-83 3320000 12 5
1983-84 3685000 11 0
1984-85 4 100000 11 3
1985-86 4700000 14 6
1986-87 4745000 I 0
1987-88 6275000 32 2
1988-89 6 969114f11 I I I

3989-90 7 695000 10 4

Sourtr Attor ,eneral's Department, Canberra 1989

AC0114.-tp the Department, the assesstneil of giants to approved
agt'k.fcies;14sed on meeting the 'reasonable nct.ds of organizattons. The
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assessment follim s a uniform pattin'n for all agent.h. I he print iple of
deficit fluidity is apply I La h ageh. submits its proposed budgLt hi h
is then exanumd against dh. audited a. ount oftIic pre% IOUS ), ear's expendi-
tures to ensure expendlture is made in ordamc %%id. the appro) al of thL
agent.) and Lomphathe N1, Ith the agen,..'s le% CI d at. IR , Items Of pro-
posed expenditure not xx ithin the It rm s of ic avilLy's approv d are
deducted xx hilt: special requests siih as L xtra limds for remote SerN Iles ma)
be considered xx ithin 1-und, a adable Other a% alable 111,0111e Sources arL
taken nut) aL Lountind an allokation is then nude io ca. agenL) Grant
agencies ma be distributed on a pro-rata basis, dL pe -.ding on the ox erall
Attorne)-Generars Department budget appropriation for that ) ear (Per-
sonal communk anon, Attorne)-General's Department, MarL h 1988)

Grant alloiations to mdf idual agentnes also take into konsideration
Judgements about indix idual agen.) effh Rt.porrs from on-sue isits
made to ageneme b )epai tment oftiLers Lan be a k omponent of these
evaluations.

In 1988-89 go% erwnent su'osidges to indix idual agL nt. ii. s langed from
S30 OM to S1.158 me hon. Agemies %%ere subsidized on a% erage Mr 63 per
cent of their expenditures, the highest 90 per Lent, the WM est 25 per cent

er the last 12 ) cars, thL o crall propornon of total go% eminent subsid)
to total agenL) expendltures has deL lined iron( a high 01 78 per Lent in 1976-
77 to a lox of 59 per (ent in )88-89. A faL tor in this decline is the
implementation of a ft.t.-fOr-SLIA Ice Model in orgams..uons and the a% ad-

Table 2: Aeragt. p. r s.s.iit Co ruin: nt subsith ot total al.,xin pnditure,
1976-89

Year

1 otal

agent.
s. pendIttlre

1 otal

6overnint.nt
sUbsid

Acragc Go t
sukidv ot

total agem
e pendituri

1976-77 ) 4ii 440 1927000 78 i
1977-78 2(R0 191 'WO Ono 71 6
1978-79 I 144 80l 1 /811111I) 72 i
1979-80 1408 625 1450000 "1 8
1980-81 89 t 1S6 27.-)0000 70 6
1981-82 4 >18 714 2 950 ()Ito 65 2
1982-83 .7,807 111 3 310 000 62 i
1983-84 i i49 i44 3 68.11101) 66 4
1984-8> 6 3i7 821 4 1000110 64 4
1985-86 7 609 7)87) 1711111M 61 7
1986-87 8027421 4 74"i 000 ;9 1

1987-88 091;818 6 275000 6 ; 1

1988-89 not available 6 969 i ti H I .
1989-90 not a atlahle 705 01)0

,Seurse Attornc-6cncral s Departilk in. . anbcrra 1989
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abihty of funds from a sponsoring organisanon
Table 2 shows the proportion of gov eminent subsidy, of total agent.),

expenditures for 1976-89. Figures in both Tables 1 and 2 rifle( t the latest
Information available to the Institute.
The avera6e agency cost per interview in 1986-87 (calculated by dividing
the total agency expenditure for marriage counselling services by total
number of agency interviews) was S55, ranging from a high of S122 to a
lOt of 540 for mdividual agencies A high proportion of agency expendi-
tures is associated with staff salaries, approximately 78 per cent of total
expenditure m 1986-87 (Personal Lorrespondenee, Attorney-General's
Department, March 1988). Table 3 sets o it tht, number o: inters Ws% s and

average agency cost tbr interviews between 1976 and 1987

Table 3: Number of Int( rviem.s and aN iragI agini S Lost per n. less , 1076 77

to 1987

Year

Average ageni Average Govt
Total lost per subsidy per

number ot interview. Interview
niter views

1976-77 101 469 24 19 18 99

1977-78 112030 26 16 18 74

1'.)78-79 110478 28 47 20 65

1979-80 114 063 29 88 21 48

1980-81 119 989 12 45 22 (;.2

1981-82 128 041 36 29 23 04

1982-81 133 194 38 21 14 93

1983-84 136 480 40 66 '7 00
1984-85 138 722 45 83 29 56

1985-86 146 181) 52 06 12 15

1986-87 144 4-39 53 31 83

Soura Attornes-6encral s Pepartment, anbcni 198x

Different es between agent y grants and Losts arc relatc d to a number of
factors. Centrcs iii remote areas milli' .1 tidal onal costs, iintal costs vary
with location, sonic agemies may hav e l)t commodation and
operating expenses if tlity arc a SCI's ILL 11, ithin a multipurpose organization
Salaries \ ar), according to the professional qualifications of staff and the
number ot esslolhil or staff counsellors cm oluntecrs ss ho may L,IM out
some Of the i ounsel I iui iii sonic agetkies Some agcnItes ma), 11,1%c more
efficient management procedures than others It s thc rolt. of thi Attorney-
General's Department to monitor .111 thesc Lii tors and ells Uri that oiganiza-
tions operate cost-effectively

In recent years, however, some of the appros cd agenc us have reported
increasing deficits, rising fees, maiequate staffing levels and increased
waiting lists attributed to the level of finiding rciciv ed from the Attorney-
General's Department During 1986, several branch oftjie were i losed
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down and staff retrenched in response, at Lording to the organizations, to
the inadequate myiease in subsidies of only a little under one per Lent ()yet-
the preious year's grant ;1 lartm 1986) An additional allocation of S670 000
was made to ageneies for 1987-1988 aboYe the original grant of S5 605 MO,
an increase of 32 per cent over the previous year (see Tabk 1)

Marriage counselling agencies haY e , xpressed their sense of frustration
and unfairness in their haY mg to eharge clients try ing to prey( ta marriage
breakdown or enhanee marriages w Ink Fannly Court Lounselhng sery lees
are free tbr those who are divorcing

During 1987, counselling w as provided free in the Fanuly Court of
Australia to 53 503 indRiduals w hieli ineluded parties to a marriage and,'or
their fannly. An additional 2794 counselling cases w ere reported by the
Fannly Court of Western Aus,raha (Family Law Council Annual Report
1987-88).

Marriage Lounselling organisations and oftiecrs of the Attorney -General's
1)epartment hay e attempted to point out the Lost saY mg, to goy eminent
were marriage counselling sery lees to be made a% adable to the Lommunity
References hal, e been made to say mg, in Supporting Parents Benefits
payments, legal aid and Fannly Court costs if Ly en a small proportion ot'
clients attending ,ounselling arc enabled to improye their relationship
enough to remain togeth. r. Additional indireet Lost benefits dem cd from
suceessful marriage Lounselling my lode rediations in employee akentee-
isin, rates ch alcoholism or drug Lonsumption, yhild abuse, and mental or
physieal illness that Lould result from a de erease in tensions in the marriage
(Harvey 197-), Hartin 1986, Eastman 1989)

The question of duplication and oy erlap with other sery lees, spet ifiyally
the Famdy Court Counselling SerY at. and the pilot Family Cone illation
Centres, has been raised by, the marriage e ounselluig agencies and the
Fa, aly Lav Council (1985) The Attoiney -General's Department has been
conc.rned that marriage tounselling be distinguished from health and
welfare or IndRidual psy ehotherapy Lounselling, w Inch is funded by other
state or federal health and w i Ware departments. Guidelines approY ed by the
Attorney-Gcneral in 1988 (1 )x 1988) attempt to further e lardy the dis-
tinctions bet'. een marriage (,, ...iii .11mg. inamage edueation and family
mediation.

The philosophy and polity tin& rly mg the role and funetion of the
government in thy pro% ision of marriage counselling and related family
support SerILCS for Indr iduak, couples and families c xperienew stress in
the maintenance or dissolutiou of their relationships has become a matter
for considerable debate

)
, t.) A.
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2
ROLE OF MARRIAGE

COUNSELLING
AGENCIES

GIIMME

Organisations Lurrently appro ed and funded by thi Attorney-General
:nadc applli anon for appro. al under Sci.non 12 (2) of the 1 ,uffily Law Ad,
1975 which provides for

1 2 i2; I In Attort t \-(tlit ral in 1. approc iu mil orgam,atton
0. ()hint If% ) I marriagt toonwIltng org !Ink-loon %%heft II( Is

satIstrAl that

(A) h org,um.ation m.111114; arid h] t t natagt in in trrtaga
t ottmelhuguni
( !nal-nage t t OlU(Ll(t r t.% II tolIstalltt tht
V.IIOIC or the major part ot Its At s

The 25 approNed marriage iounsellmg agem les ilk hide the National
Marriage Gunhuke (oinnik yhkh l)perat, ii i,kh State and Tirritiny, the
Catholic Family Wellaic Agemics yy hkh are lot-in:LI m State and the
ACT, the Anglican Marriage 6indanki m Western Australia, NeNY South
Wales, Vktoria, and Queensland, UN:IFAM (Uniting Churih), The Family
Life Mocmcnt, the Baptist Counselling SerNke, Nt. South Wales, Cairn-
nu!lar Institute, Citizen's Welfare Buriau, Vittoria, and Adelaide Central
Mission

Agenues pro. ide an Min stanstkal report to tilt Attorney-General's
Department ri.iording the numbers of Llients, nail-NIL..., and lmti miles as
required Whin: time and tinaniis pi milt, dpartmental stall \
and ionsult yyith thorn on issues of silt:Loon, training and superN Moil of
iounsellors to monitor I]) V. dl agcniics are likiting istablished licpat t
mental standards

Cher the years, l)rganIS,III0IIS C Ui StIMed SOUR. Of Ilk I kpartmcnt's
definitions and boundaries ld alloYable fundLd aLtiN itii Speilikally,
cdmanonal Ines about marnage. LIR orik and remarriage are not sepa-
rately funded sinic they do not nciessanly nn.Lt thi difinition of inarriage
Lounselhng as interpreted by dn. Di.partnknt. Ilic imphasis on Lonionit
intervieNNs s an indkator du( marriagi liunsLI1,kg rathir than unkidual
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psychotherapy or other forms of counselling, is taking place has also been
queried

The Department itself has raised the issue of \N hether marriage counsel-
ling activinesis they have broadened in definition and scope, should bc
funded entirely under the Family Lin' :la and the Attorney-General's
Department (Harvey 1983b).

Although the 25 agencies arc not uniform in their structure or administra-
tion of services, over the years many have reported similar concerns in
relation to funding of services defiots, fee increases, reduction of staff,
limits on training, and increased waiting lists.

Counsellors

Until recently, many agencies relied primardy on v olunteer counsellors to
provide counselling, %kith sonic entirely staffed by volunteer counsellors.
This practice enabled counselling to be provided at a very low cost to the
government since counsellor salaries, whit]] account for a substantial per-
centage of operating costs, were kept to a minimum. Changes in the way
the community views volunteer w orkdong with professional advanees in
thi. theory and technique of counselling, have MO% ed marriage counselling

from Sir Garfield Barw ick's original concept for the establishment of
mItobage counselling agencies in \Nhich counsellors 'volunteer their good
offices in this very skilful and sy mpathenc task' (quoted ni 11arvey 1983b)
The decision to move from a free counselling service towards the charging
of fees was in line with a growing practice in service organisations,
reflecting the user pays policy of government.

According to their annual reports, thcrc has been a gradual mtroduction
of payment at Social Worker and Psy chologist award rates to accredited
counsellors Marriage Guidance Council affiliates have all introduced fees
based on a sliding scale according to client income. Fees range from S55 to
$5 per interview (Harm 1986). Umfam raised as recommended client
'contribution' from S30 in 1986 to S50 m 1987. Although most Catholic
affiliated agencies do not charge fees, several of the Catholic agencies
raised the issue of charging client fees in their most recent Annual Reports
A number of church affiliated agencies seek don,' \NhIch are tax
deductible.

As the director of one agency recently remarked, it is the 'beginning of a
new era in which counsellors, trainers and supervisors reecive a reasonabk
sessional fee . . . clients will be expected to make a realistic payment for the
valuable service they receive' (UNIFAM Annual Report 1986-1987).

Reports to the Attorney-General's Department in 1987-88 indicated a
staff complement of 275 agen:y staff counsellors, of v hom approximately
two-thirds are part-time, and 239 part-time sessional counsellors. 1 his may
be an under-estimate of counselling staff since not all agencies reported the
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ilumber of sessional Lounsellors l'ersonal Lommunkation. Attorik
General's Department, April, 1988)

Aecordmg to a stir. ey of wunsellor (Aura( tertstk s «mdut ted by the
Attorncy4knerars Depattment in 1988 (Fox 1)89), there ale proportion-
ally more female (77 per Lent) than male (22 per Lent) Lounsellors The
majority of counsellors ha e tertiary professional quahfk ations and spLL
ist traming »i marriage counselh»g

Counsellors reported using a ariety of wunselling ,,proaches w itli
'Client-Centred and 'Systons Theor),' most Lommon. The Ilk re.1 Sed
emphasis on expertise is LonfirniLd 111 a stattmLnt on minimum standards
issued by the 1)epartment (Fox 1988) 'Marriage Lounsellors . . . should
dex clop and maintain the highest le el of L \peruse possible to ensure the
public reLeives the best possibk smite' A minunum of fortinghtl) super-
vision is required for .111 counsellors

Related Agency Activities

In addition to the at ti), it), defined and subsithi,d as inarriagL Lounst
most marriagL ounselling agent les t. omiduL I ()Ilk r rtlationship-relatt d pro-
grams, with se) eral offering programs for separated people and for those in
remarried fannhes. and solllt: offering w orkshops on (Atkin( mg relation-
ships in general A number of the Lug( r agLnt. les ofter training programs in
marnage Loonselling and family tht rap) skills for othLr professionals in the
Lommunity such as Social NA, orkers 111 k ommumt), set. ILL agt 1k IL S or thL
pot». e. These am), Ines are not subsidliLd under the At.t as they art generally

source of income tbr the agenev.
Since this stud), was undertaken, interest has in teased in the use of

mediation AS a teL to tesok L marital and famil) disputt s minding
those bet ). cot parents and adolestents In 1989-99, dn. A ttoi ney-General
appropriated S530 OM to organisations to t onduLt fund) niLdiation sessions
and S90000() for mediation and family tht Id untatiL Ls targLted at home-
less youth



3
DEFINITION OF

MARRIAGE
COUNSELLING

Marriage «mnselling is &fined in the 1 atmly Law t f, 197'5, Section 4 (1)

1111r rt.Ig niiieIItiig ink Indk thk kotinselling ot A person ni relation

to
ia) entering into Inarriattk
tb) rekonk ilittioti ot thk parties to a marriage,
k) separation ot thk parties to a marriagk,
id) the dissolution Or Annulment ot A 111Arrhigk Or
ik) adiusting to die dissolution or annulment ot mart iag k. hktlk r

that ounselling k pro% ided in relation to the propo.k d marriagk
to image. Or tomer marriage ot that person or in relation to thi,
pioposed marriauk Tea' rlagl or torillk r inarnagk of another person
o. Other persons, and {tether that oun.ellmg - pro% kikd to th,st

person mdi !hall% or As 3 Inc illber of A grolip of persons

The operational definition of marriage i. ounselhng in use by the Anorak y-
Gener.il's Department as a guide for agencies states

Marriage t otielhn i operationalk dktnikd As 3 pi itt ilk rt

neutral third part, tot using on the motional kl Minn, s ot t Litton-

ships and th tiltlit ot 111.11T1Agt %% h111 1.111111% Unit Assists parnk

to deal v, it h the strtsses thk s t tu minter as the% mos into, h tini
or MOVe out ot that famik unit (I 0 \ 1988)

For the purposes of the Attorney-Generars Department in terms' of
pros iding funding to agencies. a mannagc relationship int ludcs 1,-..)th legal
marriages and dc facto relationships Marriage counstiling io.s include
interyiesss with Inch\ idti.iIs. I. °kyles, faimhes or groups where the prnnary
lot us of counselling is the relationship Thc definition of marriagc counsel-
ling is now intcrpreted broadly enough to include fatmly medi..tion and
family therapy besstOns NA, ith the couple and children uncl-r the age of 18
years where the difficulties are 'directly related to thc stabili ty. of the
marriage within the ontext of the family Wilt' (Attorne) -Generrs Depart-
ment 19o8, Fos 1989). 11osc ever, the pi opornon of sessions in which a
couple is seen together is expected to esct:ed onc-third of all itders loss
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conducted because it enyouragys partiapation b% Ilkr1 III II lai nag,: L otinsel-
hng This supports the TO(.115 oil the stability of the marriage w Rhin the
family unit (Fox 1988)

coahst marriage youn,elling is thus thstuq,uhhed fi out othyr personal,
practical, or health and ss elfare y ounselling s r ky s. partty ulat ly indi% id ual
psychotherapy. Marriage edtkation ay nsitiesis dimmet t-roln pre-marital
counselling, have been Lonsidered a separate fully non and are funded 1.111der
the Marriage .4it, 1961 provisions, although these ay mines are ofien yarned
out by the sante approved agenaes.

The distincttons tii.ide I:km CCII niarrtage LAM Sell it It4. cal1111 t. unselling,
family therapy. psyyhotherapy and health and w elfat. younselling ate not
always clear and w ell defined Mediation and wny thati ,. inter% enti,..r.
have now been added to these yategorks Distuktions made bets% it

marriage counselling and marriage eduyanon appear es en more artifk,al.
The Attorney-General's Department aunts distinctions are imposed in
acyordance vs ith the rtApnrement of .kyountalnlity for funds expended by
government Counsellors, partly ularly in multu-ser% lu. agenyies, report
difficulties in isolating speyak niamagy younselling intyr% L talons t-rom
other counselling and ad% ke offered to ylk ins vs ho prLsent with probiL ins
identified as something eLe (for exampk, yluldreiC, nusbLhay lour, dy pres-

unemplo) mem) (Brannyn and (ollard 1982, Mattinson and Simian-
1979),

Aims of Marriage Counselling

Stiverman (1972) sok, '1 he praytke of marriage younselling onsists of the
applkation of priikipks, methods, and tt. L lunq ues of younselling Ind
psychotherapy for the purpose of resolving psy hologiyal on NIL t ,

mg perception and by ha% louriltering old attitudes and establishing ikw
ones in the area of marriage and faintly lu-e' (p 14) I lc notes that marriag..
counsclhng Lan nu. hide the proL esses of therapy , ounselling and Lduy anon
and that it is diffiy tilt to draw a dis iding lii. between them. Olson, Russell
and Sprenkle (1980) point out that wInle the piaytky of mantal therapy, has
broaCteIled from a fOt.las on married wuples to luau& all typs of relation-
ships ranging from same sex relationships, Lohabiting Louples, single-
parent MI6 remarrkd tanulks, tht. unit-% mg Lonyept undLrly mg thi. fkld of
marital therapy is the 'emphasus on tiLatmg problans vs, itlun a relationship
context'.

According to Rase) (1979), vs ho vs as thy Prirktpal Psy I hologist with
the Psycholog and Counselling Seaton of the Attorney-( ym:1.11's 1)Lpart-
mem front the time marriage younsellnig was first fundLd iii 1%0 until
1984, the object of all therapeutk and cdui ational ounsLIhng is to assist
partners to y ommunk ate more effeLn% el), to lull) pLople Lhangy attitudes
and behas, lours, to hilp thLin become more onnpek nt in hying their own
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lives, and to help them des clop their st use of sclf-t steein, but not to at hie I C
3 particular outcome 1- loss es er, in suninuruing the debates in Parliament
and relevant sections old, 4rmily Law Art, /975. pertaining to the role of
government in the pros ision of nurnage oun sell nig sers it es, Hats e)
(1983a) states the gos ernment's objetfis es ss en 'to entourage the des clop-
ment of marriage counselling organizat, so that people st. all marital
difficulties might have an alternative to divorce

At their Annual Meeting in 1987, the National Marnage Guidance
Council of Australia, reprist ming onsfit tit nt lounsellung orgAnzations in
each State and Territory comprising 55 brandies, endorsed the folloys mg
mission statement. 'Enhanong marl-mgt. and famils reianonships in then-
sanous forms through tounsellpig, edik anon, and sOt ial polks formation

The majority of appros ed marriage tounselling agencies has e defined
statements of aims, purposes and objettn es. 'The aim of the Count il is to
providt spedahst professional sert lies to assist people at ans stage in their
relationships' (Annual Report 1)86-1987. Mai nage Guidame ('ouncil of
Victoria).

These same objet tis es are found in marnagt 4. 0111151 1ling oigamsations III
other count! For examplt, the National Marriage Guidant e Council in
the Unitid Kingdom (iRM Relate), \shit h trains mai nagi tounsellors
and provides solonteer tounselling Sets lies throughout the United King-
dom, recentls adopt I the folios\ ing Statement of Common Purpose

I he National Ma rria gI Gindain oinn I Ilk he L ihat its Ni rRIS
must be do oted primarik to h1lping Louplo and indi iduak in (hi
(onteSt tu their niarriagIs thus ako helping th1 surrounding t innk
N1( ALepts that in oil/ di% I Ne sok let its Ionk.pt ot num I gI must
ent.onipaN, did tering t. tiltiti ii undk rst itiditig ot inarrige and other
«militated adult relationships M to, us On inarriag( understood
in this m..is 1`. it. diStint. Mt. Oland/MUMS to strIngthening
and thus th1 win ernh ot hliidnt n ii it;illta ant to Ilk i oulk
as Ife the relationships hImLen adult palm,. I's ,ind their liii p ni lit,
( Ilarnao I tnt 1957)

The National Marriage Guidance Countil of Ness Ztaland st. Inch pro-
Vides a netv ork of 'trained helpers' in pi rsonal, ouple, family and Fannls
Court counselling in 60 lot Awns, dem nbes its aim as 'to t. ilhance people's
ability to make dose personal relationships palm ularly in the field of
marriage and funds (Annual Report, 1987, the National Marnage
(;uidance Council of Nes% 7ealand)

Marriage counselling as defined in the tarrulv Law lit. by marriage
theorists and in dest riptions of agelli), alms and .ihjiitls CS, encompasses
not just the common connotation of helping to pro cut dts otie through tht.
enhancement of the marital relationship, but also the role of assisting
couples to mitigate the consequences of dis one st. here dlY one has been
considered a necessary or inevitable decision
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Counselling Theory and Forms
of Intervention

(:ounselling iutcr Lilt )Ii ill bk miluemed b), Ilk Rh. as and aloes held
about marriage and 1.itiul life 1)) both Lounsellot s and L. hems flow
problems are defined, their assumed etiolog), and Ilk. mLans Lhosen to
achieve a resolution will be shaped by these beliefs

Counsellors in marriage LounsLlling ageOLIL s subsLrak. to orlon, inter-
vention techniques baseLl on a koriet), of theorLtiLal approaLLes. The three
most Lonnnon theorencal appro.]. hes are ps),L hoanalk tIL so. i.tl lLdrniu
eognitik e or bk. hok ioural, and struL t ural-sti ategiL or s), steins thior (Gur-
nun 1978, Jacobson and (;urman 1986)

Ps),Lhoanalktk. marital therap) Is Linbedded Iii othLpts COL Lis on

the processes go\ erning mutilate relationshIps, thLir ps)Lhologkal,
affkLme, interpersonal determinants and the meeting of um Otis. mu,
needs Emphasis plaLed on past familk histon, olisL IOUs faL tors,

parthularl) I 110st. lated 1th dmiL nsions of attaL ImiL in. separation
and loss, in Lontributing to prtsent sk iiiptoiit iuid hello\ lour (Nadekon
1978).

.1 The soLtal-learnity L oizmiiti' L pLrspeL tR, or b. ha mui al mot nal thL rap)
model emplustzcs the ILILlmfiLation of positR L. and ilLgatikL hello\ lour
e hanges bow col pat tilLrs w In. h ink Rost. or LIL Irak t from sonsfaL non in
the relationship lt pros ides the thLrapeutiL en\ ironment for enham mg
satisf) mg behok lours Com mum. a Hon, problem-sok mg and L. ontik t

resolution skills an emphastzed JaL obson and 1 loltzw 01 th-Munt oe
1986).

StruLtural-str itegk 01 skstems tliLot iihii ltdl tlILr.lp fo USCS On thL
current do elopmultol stag& . and transitions w ithin the timid) life Lk ele
The unpaLt of fannk of ougin, Lhildren, trIends and thL work emiron-
mem are Lonsidered Them opeuti. LhangL emiipli.h1lL iLnegonation of
pow Cr d), fl.iiliIL s, .1111.111LL s and IIIICrgt. licrational boundai les 1 amid),

1111Cs, MN, ths and Loping pattLrlis are L.,..nsideted I L L IIIIIL1LIL 110,1), ako

Inelude training Ill L ommunn. anon and problem-sok mg tLL hinques
(Todd 1986)
Other thera petit IL ILL hniques hak ed from thesL bask them etIL al

approa hes, w ith Lolilil1011 LICH% at lolls Ilk hiding tronsaL tional anal) sis,
chent-Lentered therapk, gestalt and exktLittial thLrap), ounsLllors trained
as soLkil workers 01 psLhologists elements of all thcse opproaL hes,
often Lolled an CLIC( tIL perspeLme Siuiiii.ir interkentions ma), nsult
different theorettLal e\planotions (Janie, and Wilson 1986)

1)espite dal-cant nomenklature, all thL sLhools of thLiap), share similar
goals for the out«inie of the theiapeutIL ink rkoltion Koslow. (1987) has
deskribed these Loninion denominators as modifiLan ii Of LlksfinktIonal
comniumLation pattLms, developmLnt of rolL tic \AAR Mid adoptabilit),i
balaming of power, 1 [lime ask aN, from HAM: and LOL rt. ion to gike-and-
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tik responsibihty aqd the establishmknt of indis iduality ss ithm thk. marital
and lanuls k Olken c Clearls in underly ing 'model' of satisfak tors mar-
riage is illiphleit herei s alue posawn that ma not matkh that of es et\
group of presellting couple

Counselhng theories and inters entions manils fol. US on iie internal
dynamics and prokesses of relationships rathei than on the impakt of'
external sok LA strut tures suk h as the state of the ekonomy , the as allability of

commun, resourk es and e \tendkd support nets\ orks on personal and

famtly ellbeing (Edgar 1987). Counselling as an allit horatisc Inters onion
has been kritikized Col" not really pros iding solutions to the more essential
needs of mulls iduals and fanulks for adequate Ink ()Ink, mplos mem, health
k are and housing that ma s undk i he oi aggras ate tilu stress and tension in
many relationships tMattinson and Sunk lair W79, (arbarino 1987, Edgar
1987)

Social Context of Marriage
Counselling

Any es aluation of the effkk tis eniss of marriage lounselling kannot he

examined in isolation flow the Sol hd ens iroinnk lit in ss Ink h it takes plakc
Marriage kounskIling as an inters union emsts m a sok iii tome\ t s Inkh

reflekts a dis ersits of opimonsautude, and aloes about the institutions of
marriags and famils, the k gambits olothk r kinds of-intimate relationslups.
and the roles of men and ss omen 111 50 . lets rhire is both personal and
kommunits anibodlnle about th k. meaning of mart laiu and family Mar-
riage counselling as an emits rktiek ts thesk I. Oat Cptu31 sli u tts (Rkiger 1987,

Chester 1985)
Forms of legal regulation and poi, ision of Sot imi suppoits thing thk

nature and meaning of mart-mgt. as iii Institution .uid, onk militantly llso
that of du\ orke Lass s lentos mg the Sol iii stigma of illeginniak. 5. the

as .111.11)11as of no-fault du\ orke, the legitmlation of a 5.11 lets of se \ nal

behas lours, equal ALLY, tO edtii ,Inon And Ol i. upanons tor ssonlin and the
enactment of other sk iskrinimation legislation, the pros ision of 1/4>upport-

mg Parents Benefits aqd hill k are fakilities, thk as ailabdity of maternits
and pars ntal leas e ill miter the traditional meaning or marnagk ('SUss111.111

198%)

When a famils ss age ss as paid onls to married men, ss hen ss omen 55
required to lease their jobs upon marriage, 55 hot au Less to cduk anon,

employ men t, and housing ss is restrik cud, N1 hen NA offieu ss kTe dcnied US-

tOdy or MACS', to shilkhkii after disortt.'uld ss hen se \ ual aim its outside
ni army, boss cd to a rigid 'doubk standard', thk institution of marriag,k ss as
a powerful form of sok iii k on trol Thornton and Freedman 0982) have
deehred that 'singlk persons nos, have it I. CS, to ID.W of the benefits
traditionally resk rs ed for married lonpks., Ns liii. Wi. atti h (1983) obsei Yes

that 'formal or kerenionial marriage is no longel absolutils nekessar , it
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EVCOMCS of Se \ iegaik re ognued lifestyles'
Recent \ dOpInentS iii fanilk lass appeal to bk. rek hulling some pins-

dienon o\ er hO \S people orgamle their famils, h \ cs The I dimly Law
(Ainciitiment) Air 11987) and thL Child Suppott Ill statl kally that p,uents

leg,a1 rights and responsibilities to \\ ard then Lhildren that take pre-
cedence Os er other commitments

Todav nurriage is seen MOIL aS .1 ILlatIOnShIp that sansfleS CIllOtIOnai and
eompanionshir meths rather than as a \ ehn IL to pro\ ide samtion for st. xual
aL tn. It), of MAUI Mattis Marriages ill ret.t.nt dt. Lades has L been L harat. tenled
as being Laught bets\ L LII thL L UAL nng messages of. ou the One lund. the
ethos of st.11-saLritite, LUlunhitnILIlt auk] ri:SponSibiht to othll S pre s alent in
earlier eras and, on the other hand. the ideologs of personal gro \\ th and
self-fulfilment that emerged in the 197( k (MePonald P)88)

In the mo traditional I11.11-1-1.1ges there ss ere mon modLst e pet. ninon,
t'un todas about ftLlings ot muttialits and umlaut. \ ind there ss aS MON:
emphasis On the ICSs anIbIgnOtIS lICMandS of being .1 110tISL \\ ik Or 'pros id-
Cr. Roles \sere more L learl \ defined When tht.re are greater options and
h011CS, more chipliash Ii Lqualit m rt. lanonslups and ICS5 rigid lIefilliklOnS

Of 55 hat it means to bt. ss Itsk or hilsband, Mother of father, there are wore
opportunities for disagn L nit lit and !ILL.] toi Lompronnse and negotiation
Es en till Ision of \\ lien to \ a 1. hdd L.ili bLI Onk pIOb1LIII.itiL \\ ith the
advent of elt-eLtis L LontiaLeption I liuji L pet ons. 55 hether nalistiL or

Loinhined ss ith thL \ Lis nal piLssuns it luldren. 55 ork and, for
mt. reasing numbers, tinamial snam. Lan kolltaIbon. to potential stress and
tenston III marriages

rhc es aluation ot marriage ,ounstlling must, then fon, take IMO OnSki-
eration the soLial. tultural, and pss LilologiLal perspe( tiS L of the Indls Id1.1,115
55110 seek 1. otinsdhlig, tilL ir attitOdes and \ Ales about Marl hIi4L and
their hIL e pout. n1.1.5 Mid oppol mimics and OIL LsteI lia onstraints that
limit or e W.uld thLlt option', IIILIL .4..OnstIOI.IIIMIS Lit IL alit \
Kellner 1964)

Le\ CIS of Inlet-anon tor 1. olitl IL I. tLiisioui, lanhappnit. SS or dIssatisfal n011 III
an\ relationship ss iii b, different for 1. alh posou oupIL s ss ho t haraLterize
their nlationsInt s as satistat tor\ has L bko, obsk.1 ed to has'. InallS of the
same problems and sttLsst.s as Loupk, \\ ho omplain of highls distressed
relationships (I las and BlampiLd P)81, ()Mei and 1 larroff 19(i5). Personal
pet-Li:polls dhoti, meaning of mart lag. and U \ ablations of the benefits
or Lost.. tu remaining In oi IL a \ nig a relationship, partit. ularls int.n's and
55 Omen's sursions ot 'Ills and 1lL I marriages (Bollard 1)72) ss ill affeLt
people's lh.:1.1SIOUS to Illalnialn or d15501 \ L 1 IL Lit lonshlr ("wank I and \\ IS
1981), Udr v 1981)
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... 4
ISSUES IN PREVIOUS
RESEARCH - REVIEW
OF THE LITERATURE

The que,tions most trequentiv asked in dn. i N. aluation of marriage i MIllst. I-
!mg programs ha% e been «)gentl% stated bv (kik (1976) 'Is marital
counselling etIefti % e''' With ff hom, w ith what problems, w ith w hat ap-
proafhes, bv what methods of issessinint, f ompaied w ith N\ hat t pcs of
control group, w ithin w hat time frank, w itli ff hat lc% el Of in% estment.

Research on Effectiveness
of Counselling

llife 197(1 there has been an inf Rase in dk number filstudifs i % Auanng dk
efff dr eness of marriage i ounselling (Kaslow 1987, I laid Nv. eg and Mark-

man 1988, Olsin, Russell and Sprenkle 1986, I. chow 1981, Gurman and
Kinskern 1981, Brannen and Collard 1982, Jawbson, Follette, Rif ensiorl,
Halweg. Bau«nn and Mai gohn 1984. Johnson am' ( u'oerg 198i,

Hooper 1985)
Ouk time (mew «nninolik usid to assc,, the diei ti . f tit. ss ot marriagf

founselling nkludt. dif impro% einem in tik twain f of, or SAISI,IiI1011 N.% all,
the relationship between partners. Indy% idual unproN.t. mint, and f hangi in
the status of the relatkniship (for e \ample, ft. l OM lied of Separated) III

addition, studies has e '1-equentiv mi ludfd nkasures of (lion sansfai non
with the founselling proffss, the f ounsdlor and f ounselling outwinf

ReseaRhers overseas and III Australia has( f onsistentk I eported a posi-
Lis c Out( oine tOr marital f ounsfIling in appro \nuatelv tw 0-thnds of an
cases studied (Huppert 1975, Bei k 1975. Li kerslef and Garrow 1976,

Olson, Russdl and Sprenkle 1980, Gurman and Kniskern 1981, 1986,

Brown and Manch 1977, I ILIIH 1985, Burnett 1985, National Marriage
Guidanic (ounfil of Australia 1978, Wifficrkihr, Pittman and Villaioinan
1981).

In a rev less of os er 266 i ontrolled and 111It ontrollid stuthis of mai ital and
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fannl therap \ that ranged aross a \ arm \ ut U. anima approalks, Gur-
man (1)78) repotted o\Lrall Intro \ LmLut hues of appi mutilate! \ 66 pL r
cent Beek's (1975) findings on the out«mles of marital Lounsdling also
show ed posim e impro \ ements In all but lEll of 32 Loutrolled studies
review,d More kLently liter re\ lew nig mcr threC lhiLl II \ di designed,
controliid studies' of the ouk \mks of \ tAtmoilit Louples therap,,
Gurnian and Kniskern ( I980) Londuded that 'at !Last three-quarters ha\ e
found Llearl), positi\ L therapeutk eft-eLts that sinpass those icsulting front
no-treatinent or xvan-list control couples'

Annual stanstks subninkd to di,. Attorlk -(;eneral's 1)cpartniLlit from
all apprm ed marriage LowisellIng agLikk, in Australia mdkate that t 0-
thirds to three-quarters of (hems \\ host. \ \\ s arL kiiu \\ n report a posito, e
coiniselling outcome

Methodological Questions

Despite poslu\L reports of the global oukonic of marital dn. rap \ as quoted
e, questions ha \ e been raised about die long-term etIeLti \ eness of

marriage Lounselling. Major methodologkal pruhli in iii c\ Awning the
et-lameness of marriage L tilisellnig ha \ C hien IL ported in thL literature
(Beek 1)75, JaLobsoll 1978, Williams and Millet 1981, Gummi] and Knis-
kern 1981, Gurnian Kniskern and Pinsof 1980, 1 lartm 1983. LAbate and
McHenry 1983, Lebow 1981, Campbell and ('arteret P)84, Wells and
(;lannetu 196) General! \ Lomerns foL us on the Lrlteria for assessing die

ftti eness O I L ounsellnig ThL s.miL Issues ha \ L 1)4. Lit L \ prissid in relation
to die oukomes of famil dkrap Ind it is not unionimon for L \ aluanon
studies to refer to other marriage Lounselling, marital or lanul thetapy
(Olson. Russell and Sprenkle 1980, Gurman and KnIsILLrn 1981, Lebow
1981, Hooper 1985, Crane, Griffin and 11111 1980)

A brief Summar\ of methodologkal issues in iIi c \ aluafion of the
effectiveness of marriage LounsellIng follo \\. s

Samples
Small samples «mstsfing of 5-20 (oupks Volunteers used
often to come tiUU iiiiddl1 (lass LoIlLgt. LdikatLd populations Client
LharaLteristks sudi as soLlo-eLononik status, familL strik tint. mid Ilion\ a-
non are not reported FrequIntI\ tAniples are in inimmalk distressed
relationships Johnson and Greenberg (1985), fot L \ample, L \duded ou-
plcs who were separated or It\ nig apart, had a prunaill se \ ual d\sfunition
Or NN IL _ mptonis of alLohollsill lit:MS."1On 11 !dint (la and
Wills (1989) miluded onl \ marrled wuples V., 110 11. rt. illiii tu ulunnt
themselves to working on the marriage in contona therap \

The argunklit has Ken raised thAt idenLe of the impaLt
Cannot be aLcurately nicasuted unlIss tAniples V. ho do not sLek Lounseihng
hut who may ht. in equal! \ dIstrLssId Or «milk tual mar riagLs art. nu. ludid
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in studies. The absent e sLI& h ft.tuples p.etludes dist ot r1 Of N\ 1Lethel

client problems %%mild hat t dwinnshed tt tutu V. ,thout trtatment, that
is, 'spontaneous remission' (jatobson 1981) On the other hand. Gurinan
and Kmskern (1981) point out that there IS 110 slat h thing as a true tontrol
group, old), omparant e studies of difftrent treatnient situations At Lord-
mg to the authors, 'untreatt d touples' frequent!) ret e treatnitnt of out
kind or another from either informal or formal sourtes (for e\ample, a
doctor of a hiend), s hde outside of tilt treatmtnt dimension -The ',due of
using eat h thent as as its Ott n ontrol b) int asuting .hange pre- and post-
treatment has been ad. ocated (Hooper 1985),

Treatment and technique pariables
Most researth on the etiettit mess of marital tounstding has tontentrated
on tompansons bets% ecu s arious theoretRal approat hes (for example,
behavioural, existential, anal)tit) or trtatment modes (for t \aniplt group,
individual or Joint sessions) (L'Abate and MeHenn, 1983, Jacobson,
Follette, Reenstort, Bautom, I lalikeg and Margolin 1984, Johnson and
Greenberg 1985, Greenberg, _Limes and Cows 1988, Wtds and (iannetti
1986; Wills, Fattier and Snyder 1987)

ant. ...A. --XIII') (1983) t ontluded from their surt e) of the htera-L-Abate M I I
ture that Behat mural M trital -Iherap) V. as no more th- use than non-
behaioural approat hes 'somparatit e studies inditate t ontradittor) results
for preferred mode of trtatinent although thert is souk idente to inditate
the valitht) of [minding tommunttation-sktlls training for touples ill tilt
treatment program Crosse (1978). tited m I looper 0985), found behat
mural approatht, to hat e positive tesults i. sonic areas %slide other
dimensions responded bent r to Inure gent ral iii.irit I therapt A sinnlai
contlusion ts as readied bt Bautom and Hoffman (1986) vho found 110
sigmlitant WO-cremes iii improt td mai ita! adjustment among touplt s vho
reemed CoAnniunit anon Tramint., or l)thur behat il,f1611 Marital Therm-vs,
approathes, although skills in OhlhiilUl.i :non improt ed A rett nt stud) lit
Sn), der and Wills (1989) tomparing thc efittts of bt tiaN IOW al and insight-
oriented marital therapt l.nitirmud the 1...,ent 4k..qu, dent t of helm's, Iowa!
and insight-oritnred therapies in produt mg positts, hangts iii uidi idual
and relationship functioning

Other treatment mut ome studies :ARA): that dit sIlt less late for a
variet} of treatment inters enuons rarel, e \teed, 65 per t tilt and results ale
often contradit tory Gurman and Kinskt in (1981) sta,e th.tt 'large!) posatt
results emerge On tilt basis of a v ide am\ of t fltetla, on t hange measures
from a number of t sal uati st perspet tit c.. to man) tpts of mai dal and
family problems, from therap) tontilatted bt t humans ot all the major
therapeunt dist tplines, and in dierap.), tarI,,d out numbtr of treatment
setungs' (p.752) Lambert, Shapiro aid .3ergin (1986) de) hre that 'pst, -
chological treatnients arc, 0 \ era!l and ni ,;entral, bt mitt i.il. although It
reniams equally true that not ex e,), one benefits to a sausfat tot degrte-
(p 158).
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Commenting on tl . use of indis idual seisos Joint matital theraps
approaLhes, Wells and Giaim.tti t198() argue that 'there is highly inad-
equate LlidenLe as ailable to re.kh any Lon.lusions «imerning eithLr the
absolute or relatise .ffe.tis elks. of indis !dual marital therapy In partial
rebuttal, Gurman and Kmskern (198(i) state that 'th.re is a large body of
acceptable es idenLe ot the ifiu of Lomoint marital therapy liennun
(1984) ralses the issue that poor r.sults from one-partner treatment lila) be
assoLiated ssith a la.k of foLus Oil th. marital relationship in Lomparison to
personal rroblems ss itinn the mdis idual treatment setting. In N86-87,
opproxlmately 42 per Lent of all inters less S «indu.ted by the approsed
ageooles were Joint inters icw.

The length of treatment is another Loikern Gurinan and Kmskern (1981)
Lon.lude that 'brief tune-limited trLatmLnts and other brief treatment.
(arbitrarily defined as up to 20 sessions) are, m general, probably equal in
eifeLtis eness to lengthier faunly therapies' Fluppert (1975) felt that single
Infers less s ss ere Mien of kulisid.rable help to .h.nts and ss ere, 'not neees-
saril) ()tinselling failure.' Other .tudies has e indiLated that a better
outLome is aLluesed for those ss ho attsnd more than on. e (National
Marriage GuidanLe ('ounul 1978, Wiederkehr, Pittman and Villaroman
1981, Hunt 1985) Appro \imately 22 per Lent of as. s seen by the approsed
agencies in 1984-85 were Angle counselling sessions

Measures of el,,,tiveness
Defining ss hat is meam bs unpros Limp, and %, hal is bung measured is a
Lrltkal issue. Deuding ss hat is an a.. nrate ..i.finition and nitasurernent of
the effeLtiseness of Lounselling has baffled Rsea-..lier. and practitioner.
ahke (Gurman and Kmskern 1981) Chents, Lounsellors, reSearillers, th.
Lommunity at larg and pubh. poll.s-makus , ho fund marriage wunsel-
hing sers iLes all may has. Mt-el-Lilt d, finitions of , hat onstildites .1 satistsat.-

tory or effeetIVe oliti.0111C
For some lients, separanon ss, ill bL A satisfa. tor) olit«iine, for others, it

ss Mild b. a s er unsatisfa.tory rLsolution Pubh. polRy -Makers and ta \-
pa) ers may only Lonsider re.onsillat oil or tem.oning married a satisfaaory
out.orrk. beLalase It redu,es sot. IA and legal VI, eitire usts Counsellors may
feel that as long as Llitilts Untied thLir teliiigs. illiprosLd their k ommum-
Lawn and Mail( t ri.soliition skills. gam. d In Lontideme and ..1f-esteem or
%A, en. able to WM. to a d.i.v,ion About thur r.lationship, thui (ounselling
%A, as effeais e ss lietlie, ol not thL d«ision st as to staN togethet or to
separate

I loss the obiLuis.s ot marriag. wunselling ate defined ss ill intluenLe
%A, hether th.s. aim, has. met Marriage «iunelling a it has been
defined in the i.unily Luc At, /9-5. in the th.oretkal hteratur., and bs the
.ounselling agenu.s, .mphasit.s the .nhans.m.nt of III. marital relation-
ship, the pres ention of disor.e, the Milk r,onal gi kiss th and the
mitigation of the consequenLes of separation

1 losses Cr, time are fess Lomnion indk.s to assess (. hang. III dlellts
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Ratings of nn pros einem are generally related to OY erall sansf-at non

happiness measures rather than sptcait measurts of unproY einem sthh as
improved se \ual relationship or communication

I here is an absence of a uni) ersal definition of )) hat on stitutes a

d)sfunctional as opposed to functional marriage L'Abate and Mt I lenr)
(1983) obserY e that 'the marital therapist must help a couple beeonie
'satisfied' IA ith a decided inabilit) to speed) the e at t nat in. of 'dissatistat

Cuber and Elarrof (1965) assert that there are just lifferent kinds of
adjustment and different tont epts of marriage Some indiYiduals may tot us
on the negame rather than positlYL aspet ts of their relationship, issues that
cause confikt and distress to one Loup!: ma) ha) e little effett on another
(L'Abate and MLFIenr) 1983), the balathe betc\cen costs and benefits to
maintaming the relationship ma) car) among indis Iduals (Udr) 1981,

Morgan and Scanzom 1987)
Dallos and Aldridge (1986) point out that there arc different ty pes and

levels of Lhange, and therapists and clients are not aka) s clear m defining
IA hat their goals and assumptions are about L hange desired or at hies ed ii
counselling Gurman and Kinskern (1981) beheYe that the failure to distin-
guish hem een 'mediating' and 'ultimate' goals in assessing outt Oflie L mew
ate ounts for disagreements about the appropriateness or yalitht) of speed:it
measures among therapists and clients Also, outt ome measures may or
may not haYe Lonsidered Lhanges ni goals that merged during counselling

Many researehers tonsider them self-report measures appropriate snit e
marital sansfaetion is based on subjectise feelings 55Inch ma) or ma) not
agree \kith the perecptions of others (Beek 1975, Johnson and ('reenbergh
1985). Cons ersel) JaLobson (1978) suggests sclf-reports be unreliable
because clients may \\ ish to please the therapist or to instil\ tile time and
eNpense of therap) More importantly , self-report does not proy ide Aida-
non of actual change ni behaviour or attitudes

Jacobson (1978) emphasizes the need tor obsers able, quantifiable meas-
ures of couples' behas lours at home or in a t Inthal setting toded by trained
raters. Hossever, obsery L r ratings present the problems of consensus on
\skit cYas being obsery ed and di_ raters' subjeLme assessment of t hange
(L'Abate and Mdlenr) 1983) Changes in Loncrete beha mural ategories
also ma) not be calid indicators of change in mantal satistattion Okon
(1976) suggests multi-dunensional assessment Lan bt based on t !km self-
reports, therapist es aluation, independent obsercers and behas mural
records

The important,: of reliable and Yalid multi-persptetie assessments of
change has been %sell dot umented (Beck 1975, Gurnian and Klikken) 1981,
Lebo)) 1981, L 'Abate and Mellen!) 1983) Multiple outtome measures are
necessary to deternilth the effeet of counselling On the nidi idual, on the
couple relationship and on spet ilk problem tategoriesis \ken as on os erall
marital satisfaction (Cline, Jackson, K hen, Mejia and Turner 1987) Jaeob-
son and colleagues (1)84) found while more than half of the couples M,ho
\sere nyoked iii the outtuine studies the) anal) ied improy ed. in about 40
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pir cent of improyed ((mph's, posak dung( s iii m.1110 sansfac non ire
confined to one spouse

Five ley ek of assessment intern ark. recommended by Olson (1)76)
mtrapersona1 (indrviathd), intirpersonal, quast-mteraitional (during strut.-
aired task in controlled setting), interational (sell and rilationship to
others)ind transactional (marital or family group).

In Beck's (1975) study Lounsellor and client independently rated LhaiNes
on the follow ing outcome criteria global nnproy iment iii hent's total
problem situation, improyemuit in presenting problem sub-areas,
approach to problem sok nig, Lhangis in family relationships, and (lunges
in individual members

The following categories wire used in an Australian National Marriage
Guidance Council study (1978). marital rilankniship had nuproyed and the
problems had been either Lompktely or partially sok ed, the relationship
had not improved but the client felt that he or she had been helped
personally by the Lounselling, no nnpriniment in marital rilationship and
the client did not ke! iounselling Ind helped them in any way

Effeiny eness is frequently measured by pen CR ed Lhanges in marital
satisfaction pie- and post-Lounsilling A yariety of marital sansfa non
scales hay e been used, the most common twang the Loik-Wallaie Marital
Adjustnwnt Siale (Loike and Wallaie 1)59) and the Dyadw Adjustment
Scale (Spamer 1976).

Reiognizing dut a sansfaitory outiome might milude the de( ision to
separate, Cookerly (1976) Ilk lLldtd the intern diy ur ed ah good, moder-
ate or poor out( oink: and married w ith good, modirati Or poor outionw ii
his fiye-year follow-up study of marital therapy outioine. I lunt (1985)
miluded measures to aluati satisfamon with Lounselling, aspiits of th(
Lounselling relationship, ben( fit from Lounselling, and ratings of the most
valuable and most disappointing aspects of counselling

There is also the need to differentia( between stukbis Of sansfai non w ith
the wunselling experwiki Or ,t2r% I( e ask:It-and sansfaitmn ah the relation-
ship OT coun,dling Onit. Clients may Apo. that Lounsillmg w as helpful

nhout feeling tkit it had a posmy e out«nne for themsek (s or the
relationship. For example, Kurnett (1985) indkated that nearly 90 per (ent
of respondints belie% ed i. ounsellnig was helpful rigardless of the out«nne

hi(h for 32 per cent did not mind( a perk ek ed improvlment in the
relationship

Wiederkehr (1981) tOulld that a reported posinye outionie w as lowly
related to the ty pi if presenting problem Oyer 50 per ent of (hems ho
had been left by a partner darned iounselling had not Lhangid any thing

hcreas those ho Lank. yy uh si xual. Lommunkation and joint problems
benefited most. S iLirl, , liunt (1985) riported that tin. majority of peopk
who fdt negatke about iounselling at thi time of follow-up wiri siparatid
or divoried. or unhappy about thi eurrent statc of thuir iii rnIg 1 hc ley el
of conimitnwnt on the part of ea(h partnir has beLn idintifiid as a lntis al
variable in predicting improvement (Sabatelli 1988)
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Timing of counselling also has been fulid to be an important
related to outcome. Thc effectiv eness of counselling interv ennons appears
modified by the state of conflict or deterioration m the relationship by the
time clients approach wnisellnig (Hunt 1985, Cramb and Hills 1982).

Criteria to measure deterioration as well as improvement related to
counselling are necessary A number of studies suggest that the rate of
deterioration is negligible, usually L'%, ithin the 5-10 per cent range (Jacobson
and colleagues 1984).

Spontaneous remission or the amelioration of problems ocer tune: V%, 1th-
Out recourse to treatment is another Wilt:ern. Beck (1976) eonehided that
short-term change ni the absence of treatment V%, .1 rare occurrence.
Gurman (1978) claimed the phenomenon probably did not exist.

Therapist variables
Therapist values may influence the choice of outcome measures. How
therapists define a sansfaetory marital relationship as V%, ell as their assump-
tions about the nature of marriage and men's and vvonich's roles will affect
the selection of outcome criteria and evaluation of the effectiveness of
counselling. lf, for example, intimacy , sexual openness, egalitarianism, and
autonomy are important values to therapists, then the success of coumelhng
will be measured against acluesement of these criteria (Strupp 1986)

Criticism also has been levelled at marital and family th,:rapy for pron toting
a traditional stereotyped v ION of male and lemah roles in marriage (Jacob-
son 1983; Chapman and Park 1984).

Dissimilar value orientations hem ccli therapists and clients w ere reported
by Khan and Cross (1985) NA ho surveyed the personal and moral value
systems of 454 mental health professionals and 431 clients The health.,
professionals placed more stress on values associated iv ith Indic idual
growth, self-direction and tolerance in areas of sexual behac lour L'%, hereas
clients emphasized self-control and restraints on sexual behaviour

According to Kantor and Kuplerman (1985) 'family therapists differ in
their Use Of self, in their focus on past or present, iii their attention to inner
Or outer realitiesthd in their choices of w Inch information to consider'
How a therapist defines cc hat is iv rung ni the relationship will influence the
processes used to alter these behaviours oi attitudes (Sm. rums, Schultz,
Smyrmos and Kirkby 1986).

illerapist and client definition of unprocement or deterioration in the
relationship also inay differ (Sides 1982, Dallas and Aldridge 1986). Beck
(1975) notes that clients reported improvement in most areas more than
counsellors did. Cony ersely , }hint (1985) records more optimistic eoun,el-
lor than client assessments of benefits fi om counsellmg.

The relationship between the ehent and counsellor, the therape title bond,
is considered a significant factor in chcnt satisfaction and therapy outeome
Qualities of warmth, empathy, and genuineness has c consistently been
associated with client satisfaction (Beck 1975, (;urman and Kniskern 1986,
Odinsky and lie s ard 1986, Shepard 1978, Hunt 1985). The therapist's
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ability to prLsent treatment in a mannk r ongt Liciit ss tth Iil lit \pLi.

and experlenLe has been related to treatment outk kink (Clans, ( riffin and
Hill 1986) as is the establishment of a 'thetapeutu alhankt.', ilk degree of
understandmg and agreement on thk goals of L ounselling lunt P/85)
Kantor and Kuplerman (1985) assert that the L bents also 'inters less the
therapist and decide s. hat it is saft. to dist.lo,L, s hL t her the therapists' dues
Or background and personal experienLLX ss ill enabIL them to undsi stand
their situation, and vs hether the st vle of therapy is l ow fortable

Conclusions about the Lorrelation bets% een sex of the counsellor and
client satisfaction and outLome are nu onsistent (BeLk 1976, WiedLrkehr et
al 1983, 1 hint 1985). Fess studies that look at Lounsellor gender as a s amble
has e Lontrolled for other important fat. tors sus h as training and expL nen. c
Beutler, Ci ago and Arizmendi 098(i) found LounsLllor attitudes toss ards
sexual roles to be more in iportant than gcndt. r A non-stercoty ped approaLh
ss as the most faLtlitatis e 1 limo er, Lhent pie lef Like fOr a partuulat gender
may influence outcome

Client variables
Client anables sm. h as status of thL rt. lationship, Sol onomik status,
religion, personality attributes, WI lc stage, mous anon and nature and
intensity of the probleni Lan atIet.r out. owe (F'A bate and MLIlenry 1983,
Sabatelh 1984) Th.: importanLe of Louple Lhara.tci istiLs has been empha-
sized in the outLornes of dr OrLe mediation and therapy studies. For
example, Sprenkle and Storm ( 1983) L on. lude from their res less of 22
studies that couples Nith high les els of LontIn t, kontinuLd attashnu:nt and

ho approached help late in th dm olLc p1 o. ess are less suitable for
mediation and Conciliation treatments

External variables
Fess, studies as ount for otli. r fa. tors stn. h as impros Ld tinamul i esour«.'s,
birth of a baby, a nes% job, less interfcrense from in-lass s oi reading a self-
help book that Lould Lontributt. to dn. outLonis and nifound tli. int..15111C-
went Beck and Jones (1973) and Burnett (1985) report that more than half
the clients considered es ents outsid. of Lounselling had Lontributt d to
Lhange In an effort to es aluatc thL etTeLts of behas mural marital therapy
tsso years after treatment, Jacobson, St.hinaling and I lolussorth-Munroe
(1987) Lomluded that strLssful his es Lilts subsequLlit to thL raps intruded on
the gains made earlier in therapy

Follow-up Studies

Most marital therapy research is bast.d oii Ls aluation at ths t. rio iliat mu of
counselling. It is obs iously dcsirabh. to folloss up clic nts to sec ss licther
eff,:cts of man Lige Lounselling sursise longer term I"olloss -up rt.st.ardi
hosseyer, confounded by Lonsern Ns ith ins aslon of pm i. . diffiLults in
los oat.g clients, and aLkounting for nitcrS ening sariables and dungy, in the
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chent's environment. Si\ months to a y ear h considered ,111 optimum time
for follow-up to a old the 'rainbow cif'eet w here apparent gains are short-
lived or the cumulany L. effect of es. ternal factors such .1, moY mg Into a
difkrent !deg,* stage that may mei-wilt:1m Lounselling effects (Beck
1975).

In one five-year follow-up study , Cooked) (1980) found a significant
number of clients treated LonjointlY were still married while t-CIA Cr Of those
treated in non-conjount methods were still married. Two y cars a'ier marital
therapy, Jacobson. Schmaling and Holtzworth-Munroe (1987) Cound that
30 per cent of Louples who had initially shown Impros einent had relapsed

Hunt (1985), of the National Marriage Guidance Council iu England,
interviewed 51 clients from 42 nurriages and then mat nap. Lounsellors Lip
to a year after dn termination of Lounselling. Of the 33 cotyles hy ing
together at thc beginning of Lounselling, 21 were still together at follow-up,
only 12 of whom were happy with the situation. Of the 21 Louples ho
ended up separated or diYoreed, only three people said this was a satisfae-
tory outeome for themselY es (although their partner may hay e felt differ-
ently). In terms of client sansfai non, I hint reported 49 per Ler.t of clients
felt positiye about the Lotmselling they had 'Teel\ Cd, I() per Lent had mixed
feelings and 41 per Lent felt negam e Nearly 50 per Lent statei they had
benefited only marginally or not at all from the Lounselling, 4 per Lent were
neutral, and 46 per Lent felt they had benefited to some degre: or a great
deal. The majority of those IA ho Cre lie-game about counsiling w ere
separated, divorced or unhapp; in the continuing marriage

Cramb and Hills (1982) condueted a follow-up study of New Zealand
Marriage Guidance Connell Limits Of the one-third of clients ho yy ere
located for the follow-up (79/159), a majority were inure satisfied than
dissatisfied with the outcome and showed improy einem on marital satisfac-
tion and wellbeing measures Few demographic or SOL 1,11 'iaraiteristie
variables were Included in the analysis

Snyder and Wills (1989) e undue ted a follow -up study of 79 married MIA t
Louples treated \kith either behay mural marital in nisight-ori.nted therapy
comparing their results on sey eral marital and global satisfaction and
indnidual psychological measures tth a no-treatment gi oup Jhe p1 opor-
hot] of couples showing signifie ant ehange ranged between 62-73 per Lent
for both liter\ entions compared to 15 per Lent for till iw-treatinent
couples. In 40-45 per Lent of cases both spouses showed significant
improvement iompared to 10 per cent of the no-treatment Lout les Using a
more stringent measure both statistieally significant improY intent and
change fi-om LI} sfunetional to functional status relatiy e to Ina_ 43-50 per
cent of couples met this criteria

Chne et aL (1987) looked at imp ovemcnt si\ months after marital
therapy in 52 couples (sample = 88) on the Marital Commumeation
Inventory (MCI), the Marital Coment Satis' IAInuh

measures spousal satisfae non with partner's perfor mahic L., and the
Locke-Wallace global measure of marital satisf.a non I or thi se nick, iduals,

4r;
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54 per cent unproved on the MCI, 45 per Lent on MCSS and 44 per Lent on
the LoLke-Wallaie marital sausfaLtion. How, ever vk hen both husband and
N, de together vv ere AsseSscil for improv ement, low ci IL v els w ere attained.
32 per cent on the MCI, 18 per Lent on the MCSS and 25 per Lent on the
Locke-Wallace

Australian Studies

Australian studies have been limited EaLh ) ear the Attorney-General's
Department Lunt:its Lounsilling outiome information from all the Lonstitu-
ent marriage counselling ageniles funded b) thi Department. Outiome
informat...3n is collected At the tyrinmation of Lounselling In 1986-87, 83
per Lent of male and 89 per Lent of female Lhents rated Lounselling Lam owes
as positive. Counsellors gave an overall positive rating of 77 per ent. In 30
per cent of Lases, clients did not report an outLonle response (Annual
Report, Attorney-General's Department 1987-88)

Huppert (1975) LonduLted a follow-up stud) o telephone of'90 Marriage
Guidance Council of New South Wales hems ho Were able to bt.

Lontacted or agreed to be mterv 1LW cit. Tv% o-thirds rated their marriagL as
'good or unproved and induated an improv ed Lhange in personal happi-
ness. Two-thuds of the i hems felt the) had been helped b) Lounselling,
30 per cent mdkated Lounselling had not been helpful or made little
difference, and 2 per cent felt it had made things worse

Using clients from the Marriage Guidanie Council dViitoria, Likersle)
and Garrow (1976) concluded that at four to Six months after ounselling,
70 per Lent of the 93 i hems \Nho agreed to parui ware felt the) had been
helped. Separation oil urred in one-thud of Lases w here Louples had Lon-
templated separation from the beginning Appro \unatel) half of those
Louples vkho had separated Celt the) had Ili:Avid personal help &spite du
unwanted Outcome.

Wiederkehr et al (1)81) folloved up 193 Lhents (33 pi!' i cut of thi target
sample) of the Marriage Guidanie Counill of NIL.. South Wale, at up to
18 months after Lounselling had terminated Of those ho LTC married
and living together at the time of counselling, 77 per Lela M,crc still married
at follow-up Alule 23 per Lent had separated or div orked Of those w I had
been separated At the um,. of Lounselling, 21 per Lent had riLoilliled and
58 per Lent had div 01-Led. At 1.01:ovy -up, 61 per l ent felt positiv el. about the
Lounselling outLome, 15 per Lent felt better in sonic vv .1)1 And v\, orse in
others, and 2 per Lent felt things v1, eft. orse Inireased positiv i responses
\A, en t. found at follow-up vy hen Lompared to thi rispoft Ls at termination
For those who were In A relationship At thi MIR. ounselling,i0 per Lint
indiLated Lounselling had improved the relationship, 33 pct Lent had beLn
helped individually 31 per Lent felt it had not hanged an),thing and 3 per
Lent believed it had made things vv orsi. Positivi oink oniL was rilated to thL
type of presenting problem For those vy ho had blell left by A partner,
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50 per cent claimed counselling had not made any change
Sheppard (1978) inter \ iew ed 131 Lhents of tw o Vk torian ageneles to

exaimne whether L !lent satislaL non w as affeLted b) the le\ el of wunselloi
professionalism. He found no difference in le \ els of satisfaL non betw een
coonselhng by prolessmnals and trained non-professionals The personal
therapist quahties of eN arinth and empathy w ere the signifk Jut factors

Salty (1983) investigated the Lounselling out«nnes of 70 Llients of the
Canberra Marnage Counselling Ser \ ke St \ months after termination of
counselling, two-tlnrds or ehents felt that Lounselhng had been helpful
Compared to 90 per Lent of Lhents Vk, ho pr Ld their relationship to have
been strained or unhapp) at the time they LornmenLed «ninsellIng, on!)
one-third of the reeontaLted Lhents still felt their relationship w as strained of
unhappy at the time of follow-up, Burnett (1985) looked at the effectivenesv
of counselling 10 to 26 months after i. o un se II in g for a sample of 67 clients at
the Anglican Marriage Guidance Counell in Vic tuna Since the stud) w as
concerned with the lasting effeeti \ eness of counselling, the sample ei as
hmited to Louples seen _wind) for at least siN sessions and w ho had Indicated
a positive outcome at the Lounselhng ternimanon At the terminatton of
Counselling, 89 pci cent of the sample Mk) ed counselling had been
personally helpful, 76 per L ent thought it was helpful to their partnerind
68 per cent thought it had Impro \ ed the IL lationship At the time of follow -
up, 63 per cent of respondents felt the gains had been maintained and73 per

cent w ere satisfied \kith the eurrent state of their relationship O \ er 60 per
Lent of clients mdkated that wunselling had made a signaiLant Lontribution
to the Lurrent state of the relationship

Burns (1980) and Wokott (1986) looked at the e perlenLes of di \ oned
individuals \kilo had heen to marriage L ounselling Approvniatel) one-
third of clients in both studies w ho had sought Lounselling found the
counselling helpful. Not surprising!), the higher proportion of dissatisfaL
non with «mnselling among these (hems w as associated w ith the final
outcome of di \ one, an outLome not desired b man) of the respondents

All marriage Lounselling studies (Burns 1980, Branden and Collard 1982,
Crawl) and Hills 1982, 1 lunt 1985, Wolcott 1986) have found that the most
helpful aspeLts of Lounselling reported b) !lents !minded fliL reased under-
standing of the problems, LiarifiLanon of feelings and the pro\ ision of
emotional support in a neutral atmosphere Common «unplanits about the
Lounselling proL ess centred on the lack of inure dire( t counsellor ad Re of
guidance

lii eonelusion, the major methodologkal ,hortc oninigs fee leeeed ill the
literature emphasize the diffic ult of preLisel) defining effecti) eness m
terms of Lounselling and of dee eloping .ahd and reliable measures of such
effeL \ eness as Lounselling outcomes The uniqueness of each «mple's
needs and characteristics is consideiLd to c ontribute to this dilemma
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WHO USES MARRIAGE

COUNSELLING?

tbapter b) Pt ft? AltDellald, .-1// S Dtputy Direttoi (Recarth)

Not all users of mari iagt t ()tinselling St Et Res art mai tied or stpaiated from
a marriage, but most art The Spet ial Ser It. es Brant!) of die A ttorney -
General's Department has supplied the Institut,. 1s Ith Tables shost ing the
ha rat terisut s of all lit ase hents rt. gistt red as attending marriage t oun-

selling in the month in 55 hid) the Institute's stir% c, t as tondutted The
relationship status of (hest pt. oplt is 511 Out in TAIL 4 Just undtr 80 IRE tent
of thetas 55 ere warned or separated from a marriage A botu 14 per ciii
ss ere engaged, in a de fat. to relationship. or separated from a di fat to
relationship The remaining 6 per Lent 55 en siiigle. % idtmed or di% ort. ed
and hint e not in i Ladd% idenutiablt Et lationships .md, pt. rhaps, not attend-
ing about a partlinlar rtlationship Peopli In dn. last tategorN, 55 ire asked
not to Lompletc die InstUutc Linestronnarre and so di. ing!e. 55 Id011ed and
divorced tonsmuted onls 3 per cern of the sample

Table 4: l urrellt rt. kionship stAttis ot m erthwj 101111S111111:1, liCilIS la V,

aSes, (ober 1() Nokmber, 191 7

Relationship stints

Married, remat t
Separated ft ot,1 a tu irt wk.

in di fat to rilanonstnp
Siparated, dc th.t,)

ngaged

Nc er Ina t fled, ..otte,k
)1.'orted

WIdiest cd, Other
Iota!

N1cn

\Oleete AttterIll1-(qn(r 1)(1,11(111(1g III in,
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Comparison With the General
Population

Although ses eral agenties hat e Londucted indis idual agent', studits (for
example. Wiederkehr. Pittman and Villaroman 1981, (reenw ay and Lhar-
Villaroman 198.7,), prior to 1987. the Attorne) -General's Department did
not Lolleet information from the agent les on demographic details of hunts,
so it has not been possible to compare their L haratteristit s ith that of the
general population on a national basis.

This chapter compares the L haracteristit s of the sampling frame for the
Institute study sample with that of the gt.11t.ral population On a number of
demographic dimensions,

We would not expet t that marriage tounsellmg L li nts would hat e the
Same relationship status as the general pt,pulation bet aust the) are defined
and selected on the basis of relationship status Time is no point, therefore,
in comparing the marital status distribution of L hems st ith that of Aus-
tralians as a whole. For the same reason. \then other L haratteris-
tics of clients with the general population. S5 t. neLd to take at Lount of the
fact that clients are tont entrated among persons ht nig iii or retently
separated from a relationship ThL 1986 CAnsus of Ptopulation pros ides the
best reference point against st hith st e an L \amine the t haratteristit s of
clients. Unfortunately the Census does not idtntify all de fatto Louplcs nor
any persons Ss ho hat e separated from a de fat to it lationship The best that
Lan be done is to compare the t harattmstit s of L ounst !ling clients st ho ere

married or separated from a niarriage st ith marriLd and separated pt. rsons iii
the Census These L !lents, as !able 4 show s, toistitutt about per Lent of
all marriage counselling L hents

Age

Among the married and M. paidt,..d populai U iii. marriagt. ounselling L hems.
not unexpectedly. are highlt selettive of tounger persons (Table 5)
BeLause the age distribution, of ounselling its and the gential popula-
tion are SO \Nide!) di\ ergent. st ht.!) tomparing ant other L haratteristit. L

should allow for tht possibh. effetts of agt differt m es upon tht t omparison
Consequently m the Lomparisons tt liii. h follow , the ("LUSO', population has
been w eighted so that as age distribution is dn. same as that of marriage
cow, 9,ntz- L hems This means that ant observed different e is free of any

npact . hflerences

Country of birth

Using the methodology tit ribed abot e I abk. s that Australian-
born persons are ts er-rt presented m marriage t ounsilmg. her. as persons

born iii Europe and Asia are under-representLd :mat, , tht. differuitts
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Table 5: rlik age drstributions ot marnag i. komistlhug LIII It nid th1 g neral
population, married and st..)arated men and \\ 0111111

Age group

Nien Women
Counselling Ct'llstIs oun,elling Census

0

Less than 30 15 7 12 i 32 9 18 8
30- 4; ,1 26 5 44 5 27 7
40-40 2s ; 21 i 17 8 20.3
50 and ot er 6 0 30 5 4 8 53 1
Focal loo 0 100 0 100 0 WO 0

Sour, Ali 1/4, Pr,_( 198- 1./86 ii.o1/4 l'opfthtfoli ilia I loiI.111g, one
pvr I kill up,

bem Len the tvi.o distributions art. lughl signitit. ant 1 r...0.001 tor both men
and v, Omen) When eollapst.d to ty o ategorks. English-speaking and non-
English-sr...J.111g t. &mimics Of birth, the differ-mkt.'s remain highly sig-
nificant Nevertheless, till dal-cremes in Table 6 are not large in absolute
terms. and marriage I ()tinselling tomld be said to bt. Latermg for many
persons of lion-Lnglish-speaknig bakkgtounds I light les els of stansukal
signal:aim: are, in parti produit of 1.4-ge sample 1/411e

Table 6: A lomparlson tit till LL)LIIIIFII , of birth of marriagl toiumlluig jkilts
.111d the general population

Country of birth

Men
Counselling Ccnsus

Women
Census

Australia
r,. . le.dand

:,

1 2

-114

211

-6 8
o

71 -,

2 I

United Kingdom 9 i :0 2 9 6 0 4
Furope ( :-; II) 2 5 ; -; 8
Asia. Mtddle I ast , h ; 2 -, 8 i 4
Other
l (nal

2 4
lit1 1 II

I 9
lull 0

2 =,

11011
2 1

110 11

(051116 6 i I558)

Iil ttot-11,. KIR r 11 . I p at- LI,I1 8, I lit HI, II 1086 I usu. ot
And 1 lothith.; opt per III t 'pc

Ati lompanson madt. hal begs the tithstion dots undt.r-t LprLs t. tumuli
of .1 parnt. ular group Ill niamage t owiselling mean that, ni some
marriage counselling ser\ Res arc not aural to, I to that group. ot does it
I ;lean that the group has 1155 need tor marriage louliselling' Spe& ilk to
Fable 6, are marriage kounstiling sers Res not laRring as 5\ ell for persons of
non-English-speaking b.Rkgrounds, or do sthh pet sun`, IlaSe It.ss !wed for
marriage tolllhel111114' As till: data 110 110t a115551r this question, °lib,
micrential cunt lusions I lii be drass n rhest. are that mat riagt.
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agencies may need to e \ amine alternan e \A \ 5 to deln, er their sers to

people from non-English-splak bat kgrounds If language is the obsta-
cle, then this might be addressed through u,t. of t. ounst. HOP, Ns ith appropri-
ate language toni petent if Lulturc is the obstacle. different deliver)
systems. Sulb as dll mediation of an e ti.nded lanuh, member. Illa need to
be considered, if integration into the broadei Austrahan ommunit) is the
obstacle, then perhaps marriage ounselling agenl les nia need to target
services and professionals ('gati.keepers') ss ho ss ork ss ith people from n.,n-
English-speaking backgrounds

Period of residence in Australia

Among those born outside Australia. marridge i. ounselling is mir-
repre,ented among those of longi. r-ter ni icsideni. e and under-represented
among those resident less than IR c L ars (Fable 7) The different es are agnn
stansncally signitii ant (p<)) 005 for 111c11 and p<0 (t25 for vi omen) As
there is little reason to expet t that thosi. ss ith longer resident in Australia
are more hkel to has C Illaffhlge problems, the iou,. lusions drawn about
pet sons of non-English-speak mg bak k grounds appear apposite

7: A tomparison ot ptrmil of skit nil in Australia ot niarriagt ounsilling
1111.111s and thi general population, persons born outsnli. Australia

Men Women
ounsilling Census Counselling insus

Period ot resitletlu i.

Less than 5 \ l ars 1 11

5-9 sears 14 14 1 15 l

111-14 years lo ii 12 5 14 7

15-19 stars 21) 9 19 11 1 4
21) \ ears and 05 l r 49 11 1 44 9

1 Mal 11111.1 1111111 1111111

(n) 1191)

2

N 2

N 4

SOUNt AII01110.-( ot n, r II sI )(1,11111MM 5111 131 115 Int till II ( 105115 i Pipl11

.11111 I 1,10111k; Irk pt t. Ilt s 11111111 Irt

Tertiary qualifications

Regarding qualutit anon,. Wi. olds omparison that an be Illaale
01111sellIllg ,11111 C...111slIS data IS of the proportion of cat Ii gioup

who held a degree of diploma I or incur, 17 2 per ut of i.M.111`,d1111g

held .1 degree or diplonia OM pa red 551th 14 per Lent ot dic gi nerd!
population For w omen, I 2 pei 11. la oft 01111 i.11iiug 1111.111S held a degri.i.

diploma compared w id] 11.4 pi. r Lent ot the general population l'hus

clients vi,ere more ads to ha, e ternar qualitkationsind the observed
din-cremes were Inglik signItit ant statistic. alls (p<o 01)5 for men .md
p<0 Ool for ssomen, n=941 for nhil and n=1319 for \\ onitn) Like
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eountry of birth, hoccec er, despac high statistical significance. it ould bc
said that the difference,' .11-t: not large in absolute terms That is, m no Vsr .1);
(Mild it be said that ntarriagt: counselling is a so cit.( for the educated only.

Labour force status

Table 8 shocks that, for men, there is irtually no cliff-elem.(' bem een clients
and the general population regarding their labour force participation
Marriage eounselling (hems cc ere a little more likely to be unemployed
(p<0.01, n=958). For cc omen also. diKrences in labour folic participation
%%ere small, ccith (hems being more likely than the general populati, n to bc
employed rather !hail being out of the labour force (p<0 025. n=1318)

Table 8: A toinparison of thc Iabow foto. tuu ot marriagi tounstiling diints
and the general popuktion

Labour fOrle status

Men Women
ounselling cnsus Counselling Census

11 0

Employed 88

Unemploed 6 7
Not in !about torte
Total ion o
(n) (958)

9 S2 8
i 4 (1

43 2
W)) It 11

(I 118)

Auornt,,4 Antral 1 Dtpartilmit, Sp«111 5cr.11(1 B1.111(11 086 ( (WW1 ot Population
and Hotpoint 011e per «lit ,amplt lap(

Among eninloced cc, onicn. ii iarrug uLiiicll iiig clients %%ere morv
to bc ckorking full-tnne With 52 per cent of employed female clients
1korking full-tnne compared cc ith 44 6 per (Lilt in the general populacion,
this difierenee csas statistically highlc significant (p<0 MI, n=7511) In

making this eomparison. marriage oLmi1clliIig liLiit v. . said they %%ere in

easual employ ment %%ere eonsidered to be cc orking part-0111L If some
eaStial v orkers Vt, CR' employed full-time, thc differe n c b4. t1%t,c11 IlL iits and

the general population %could be ec en greater than obserced
The greater list: of marriage counselling se 1'1 Ices by %%omen employed

full-tnne can indicates either that these %%omen had a greatei need for
marriage counselling of that th11 had a greaki illingms, to use th
service.

Occupation

Classification of Olt, upation in th,.. I`, ha',Ld oh a ',oink. %:hit detailed

deseription made by the respondent and a (IA ni of t, 1,0,4R A-

fton (ASCO A thtfallati Stalldatd ( 'lassification of Occupations) The
ASCO tcco-digit code was used here beeause of its a% allability on the
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Census, one per cent sample tape On the marriage counselhng form,
clients in the labour force are asked to specify One of fiv e broad groupings as
their usual occupation. In making a companson of the two data sources,
these two systems must be assnmlated. As this process vs ill not be perfect,
the differences between clients and the general population shown m Table 9
need to be interpreted cautiously . The ASCO tw o-dign wdes assumed to
correspond to the fise marriage counselling Lategorws are shown m brack-
ets in the Table. People with inadequately described occupanons were not
included. The marriage counselling category 'services k orker presents the
greatest difficulty for comparison. For examplei nurse may describe
herself as a service worker, but in the Census classification used here, nurses
are included in 'professional and technical'

Table 9: A Lomparison of thL o upations of inarriagt ounsklling Ik nts and tilt
general popo tioii. persons in the labour fort e

Ocenpanon
Clients

Men
Census

Women
Clients Census

Professimul/teehnical 13 i 21 3 27 8 10 8

(Codes 8-24)
Managerial/administrator 14 7 16 1 8 5 8 f

(Codes 1-7)
Clerk/salesperson 10 7 14 7 39 5 40 0

(Codes 35-48)
Transport/communications/

services worker 17 5 12 6 12 4 7 6

(Codes 49-54)
Tradesperson/labourer/

process worker 33 6 ii 3 11 7 17 0

(Codes 25-34, 55-60)
Total 100 0 100 0 100 0 100 0

(n) (880) (835)

Sourio Attornes-(ancral's I hpartnint. `spt11.11 s Brant II, 198i, nsus ot Population
and !lousing. one per A.ent sampli tape

Despite these difficulties of companson, some conclusions can be drawn.
The differences for menilth,ough statistically highly significant (p<OM01),
are relatively small in absolute terms. Clerks and salespersons arc somewhat
under-represented in marriage 1tlilling while transport, commtmic a-
tions and services workers arc over,epresented.

The differences for women are larger and statistically highly sigmfkant
(p<0.(X0 I). Professional, technical, transpol t, communications and sers ices
workers are highly over-represented among marriage ounselling clients.
Clerks, salespersons, trades and production process workers arc heavily
under-represented, 1Ins is clearly a split which corresponds to socio-
economic status, that is, among vs omen in the labour force, those in higher
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level jobs are more likely to use marriage counselling. Taking this and
drawing from the conclusions of the previous two sets of demographic
characteristics, it can be concluded that marriage counselling is heavily
over-represented among women who are m the labour force and work full-
time in higher levd jobs. lt can be asked. do these women need marriage
counselling more than other women or are they more open to taking
advantage of marriage counselling services? The data cannot answer this
question.

Income level of men

Comparisons of income level can only be made for men. Both the Census
'and the marriage counselling form obtained gross animal income in specific
income ranges. Unfortunately the ranges do not correspond, although
some points in the range are the same. A convenient point which corre-
sponds in both data collections is S22 MO, roughly equal to male average
weekly earnings at the nme of the Census A further difficulty, however, is
the time difkrence between the two collections, Mune 1986 for the Census
and October-November 1987 for the marriage counselling statistics.

Forty-eight per cent of nule marriage counselling clients had incomes
under 522000 compared to 62 per cent of men in the general population. Of
this difference of 14 percentage points. the tinw difference of the two
collections of data would account for about 6 percentage points. Thus, we
can safely conclude that higher income men are over-represented among
men who attend marriage counselh ig This perhaps mirrors the above
conclusion about high use of marnage counselling by womeil in higher
level jobs.

Nevertheles., it must be stated again that thc obseri, ed differences are not
great in absolute terms, that is, that marriage totmselling is certainly used
by numerous men with low incomes.

Religion

Table 10 show s that Catholics and persons w ith no rdigion arc heavily
over-represented among nurriagc counselling &bolts. Angla an/Protestant
persons arc. slightly under-represented, w hde persons of odwr ragions
(Muslim, Orthodox, Jewish) are heavily under-represented. The differences
for both men and women are statistically highly signitit.mt (p<0.001) and
relatively large in absolute terms Explanations must ag.mi consider wheth-
er observed differences are due to differences in the need for the service or
the ability of people to avail themselves of the service. As marriage
counselling is often ddivered by Christm, particularly Catholic. agencies,
the latter explaiunon is likely to be importmt.

Year of first marriage

Both the Census and the marriage counselling form contained a question
relating to year of first marmgc. An adjustment has been nude to the
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Table 10: A comparison of the religions of marriage counselling clients and the
general population.

Men Women
Counselling Census Counselling Census

Religion

Catholic 30.1 24.2 34.8 26.1

Anglican/Protestant 40.7 42.3 41.0 45 4

Other religion 8.1 17.7 8.7 16.9

No religion 21.1 15.8 15.5 11.6

Total 1(X).0 1(X).() 100.0 100.0

(n) (820) (1147)

Sources; Attorney-General's Department. Speual Services Branch. 1986 Census of Population
and Housing. onc per ccnt sample tape.

marriage counselling data to eliminate marriages after the date of the
Census, 30 June 1986. As Table 11 shows the distributions of year of first
marriage are very similar for both men and women and the differences are
not statisticaily significant. It should be remembered that the Census data
have been weighted to remove age differences between the two data
sources. As age is likely to be highly correlated with year of first marriage,
the result obtained is not unexpected. Nevertheless, the similarity of year of
first marriage (when age is controlled) implies e.at counselling clients are
representative of the general population.

T*ble 11: A comparhon of :in: year cf first ina-mige of marriage counselling
clients and the general population.

Year of first marriage

Men
Counselling Census

% %

Women
Counsellmg Census

% %

Before 1965 12. 7 13.5 15.4 15.1

1965- 1969 15.2 14.8 14.6 14.6

1970-1974 22.8 20.9 11.1 21.6

1975-1979 19.3 20.9 19.0 20.7

1980-1984 24.5 23.2 14.1 21.9

1985-30 June 1986 5.6 6.6 4.6 6.0

Total 100.0 100 0 100.0 100.0

(n) (797) (1134)

Sources. Attorney-General's Department. Special Services Brandi, 1986 Census of Population
and Housin. one per cent sample tape.

Number of children

Compadson of the Census data and marriage counselling data on numbers
of chiliren is difficult. The Census records the number of children of a
womat, who are still living, but contains a high not-stated component (6 per
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cent) who may be either women w ith no living children or women who
simply faded to answer the question. In the following analysis, the not-
stated component is presumed to consist entirely of women who failed to
answer the question, that is, their responses have been eliminated. On the
other hand, the marriage counselling data do not record any children who
are not living with either of their parents, essentially older children who
have left home.

Despite these difficulties, some of the differences shown in Table 12 arc
so large that it is most unlikely tkit they can be caused by these measure-
ment problems. The Table suggests a heavy over-representation of one-
child families among counselling clients and under-representation of
couples without children or those with three or more children. The non-
inclusion in the counselling data of children who are not hving with either
parent will tend to reduce the number of children of clients relative to the
Census. While this could explain much of the apparent under-representa-
tion of couples with three or more children, it is likely to make the
differences for couples with one child and no children even greater than
those shown in the Table. It seems safe to conclude, therefore, that couple.,
without children are heavily under-represented in marriage counselling
whereas those with one child are heavily over-represented. Perhaps this
reflects the often-nude observation that the period following the birth of
the first child is a major pressure point in marriages.

Table 12: A comparison of the number of children still living for marruge
counselling clients and the general population. females

Number of children
sti hvmg

Counselling Census

0 11 3 17.1

1 28.7 15.9
1 36.8 35.5
3 or more 23.3 31.5
Total 100.0 100.0

Sounes AIFS Prt-Counsdling Survey. 1987, 1986 Cemth of Populanon and Housing. one
per cent sampk tape.

Note As tlw Lounsellmg data aft' dem ed from tin ARS surscy rather than from the full
Anoint y-Gencral's stansta%, Miert ut o. obscr% able in tin. obit: may tic partially due to
survey response rates

State or Territory

The final comparison relates to people's location. For the Census, the data
relate to the location of the household in which the person was staying at the
time of the Census. For counselling clients, the data relate to the location of
the agency where the counselling took place. Border crossing for counsel-
ling, therefore, may be a cause of difference between the two data sources.
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As this is likely to be a major problem only for the ACT, data for the ACT
are combined with New South Wales.

'55
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'54-t Table 13: A comparison of the state or territory of marriage counselling clients

and the general population.

State or Territory

Men
Counselling Census

% %

Women
Counselling Census

% %

-NSW & ACT 35.8 35.4 38.2 35.4
Victoria 19.8 25.8 16.5 26.0
Queensland 21.8 16.6 21.8 16.6
South Australia 8.2 8.8 :5r.! 9.0 8.8
Western Australia 9.2 9.4 8.5 9.4
Tasmania 3.3 2.9 4. I 2.9
Northern Territory 1.9 1.1 1.9 0.9
Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
(n) (978) (1361)

Sources. Attorney-General's Department. Special Service's Br.meh, 1986 Census of Population
and Housing. Table C08.

The differences by State or Territory between counselling clients and the
Census arc quite marked and statistically highly significant (p<0.00l for
both men and women). The striking differences arc the heavy over-
representation of Queensland among clients and the heavy under-represen-
tation of Victoria. On a smaller scale, the Northern Territory and Tasmania
are also heavily over-represented among clients. The reasons for these
substantial State differences have not been further investigated because of
restrictions on the terms of reference of the evaluation.

Summary

This comparison of marriage counselling clients with the general popula-
tion has shown that the following groups are above or below average users
of marriage counselling:

Above average

younger people

people born in Australia

people with an English-speaking
country of birth

people with non-English-speaking
country of birth

_

Below average

older people

people born in mainland Europe &
Asia

k
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among migrants, those resident in
Australia for more than 20 years

people with a degree or 4 diploma

employed women

among employed women, those
working full-time

among employed women, those in
professional, technical and services
jobs

among employed women, those in
clerical, sales, trades and production
process jobs

men with incomes above male
average weekly earnings,

Catholics and people with no
religion

women with one child

people living in Queensland,
Northern Territory and Tasmania

With perhaps the single exception of the below average use of marriage
counselling in the State of Victoria, the above or below average use of
marriage counselling services is not startling in absolute terms. While there
is a deficit of recent, non-English-speaking migrants and a surplus of peopk
of upper socio-economic status, particularly women, marriage counselling
clearly caters for substantial proportions of migrants and people of lower
socio-economic status. With a liule more emphasis upon the deficit groups
noted above, marriage counselling would be broadly representative of
Australians in general.

among migrants, those resident m
Australia for less than 5 years

people who did not have degree or a
diploma

women not in the labour force

among employed women, those
working part-nme

men with incomes below male
average weekly earnings

religions other than Catholic,
Anglican or Protestant

women with no children

people living m Victoria

PLEASE NOTE: on page 49, 'people of non-English.
speaking country of birth' should appear under the right-hand
column entided 'Below ~rage'.

PLEASE NOTE: on page 50, 'among employed women, those
in clerical, sales, trades andproduaion process jobs' should
appear under the right-hand column entitled 'Below average'.
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6
RESEARCH DESIGN,

PROCEDURE AND
RESPONSE RATES

Designed to evaluate the effectiveness of marriage counselling, the ,tudy
faced the dilemma of what constitutes satisfactory outcome uf marriage
counselling. Satisfaction with outcome depends on the definition of the
goals of the service which vary from client to client, counsellor, society
generally, and limiting bodies such s the Attorney-General's Department
In other words, one's frame of reference, to paraphrase Hunt (1985), will
determine how one defines a good outcome.

The difficulty in evaluating marriage counselling occurs because Its
functions re contradictory. The role of marriage counselling is to assist
with both 'mending and ending relationships' (Hunt 1985). Clients them-
selves are often in conflict .bout wlut their goals are in seeking counselling.
Those concerned with the social issues and osts of increasing di% one rates
and ensuing welfare costs will perceive satisfactory outcome to be
remaining in the relationship. However, w hen separation is the issue, in
addition to reconciliation the other major goal of marriage o u owl ling may
well be assisting couples to separate with a minimum mount of pain.
Ideally clients should feel more able to relate to each other less destructiv
to stay connected m their role as parents when there are children invol% ed,
and to achieve increased satisfaction with life.

In evaluating the efficacy of counselling, studies of marriage counselling
tend to report levels of individual satisfaction rather than the 'joint' satisfac-
tion of the couple. Counsellors perceive the outcome as satisfactory if
clients gain insight, have made decisions they feel arc right for them; and
finish counselling feeling more integrated and happier and able to relate less
destructively (Hunt 1985, Kaslow 1987, Hartm 1988). Hunt (1985) raises
the issue of who is the client in nurnage counselling, the one who seeks
counselling when only one half of a relationship is mvolved, or both
ndividuals when they seek counselling together, or 'is the relationship
always deemed to be the client'? She goes on to argue: `If the relationship is
the client, then the outcome needs to be considered m terms of what
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happened within that relationship and in terms of NA ho defines the improve-
ment in or the quality of that relationship' (p. 13).

For the most part, the individual is the unit of analysis in the present
study; where data from both partners are available, couples will be looked
at. In this way, while concentrating on the individual client, the study will
also touch on the issue of couple benefits and satisfaction with marriage
counselling, and enable us to compare and contrast individual and couple
results.

It is widely acknowledged that wives have lower marital satisfaction than
husbands and tend to inmate the separation in the majority of cases. The
majority of marriage counselling clients and counsellors arc also female.
Roger (1987) has suggested that counselling or the therapeutic approach can
be characterised as the proi.:ssionalising of traditional fei Mime skills of
mutual support, empathy and emotional expressiveness'. Some writers
suggest that the whole counselling approach is more feminine than mascu-
line in orientation as it is based on talking through problems and gaining
insight, rather than instrumentally oriented, where concrete suggestions are
nude and advice given. This suggests that counselling is likely to be more
efkctive for women than for men, v hich may explain why women are
mon: likely than men to initiate counselling. As the main focus of marriage
counselling is the relationship, and if counselling is more effective with
w omen than men, this raises questions about the definition of effectiveness.

Aims

Since the major aim of this study w as to evaluate the effi:c tiveness of
marriage counsellingi two-stage longitudinal design w as used, consisting
of a pre-counselling and post-counselling survey.

The initial stage of the study obtained a profile of marriage counselling
clients. Assessments were made of client expectations of counselling, their
pathway s to seeking counselling and their individual general life satisfac-
tion. Assessments of sever'al dimensions of their relatiomhip were also
nude the level of consensus in the relationship, a global relationship
satisfaction measure, their level of commitment to the relationship, their
estimate of how hkely it was that the relationship would connnueind an
estimate of how they perceived the consequences of separation.

The second phase of the study, conducted eight months after counselling,
looked at the efkcmcness of counselling and outcomes of counselling. In
addition to using repeated measures from the pre-counselling survey,
several perspectives of effecti . eness were included as measured by clients'
perceptions of change and improvement in their relationship, for them-
selves personally and in the problems brought to counselling Satisfaction
with the counselling experience and outcomes was also measured.
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In sununary. from the pte-umtbellmg survey the aims of the study w ere
to determine:

Who uses marriage counselling agencies;
Why clients come to counselling;
What are client's expectations of marriage counselling agencies;
Whether these differ according to the client's individual and relationslnp
characteristics;
What the pathways to marriage counselling for clients are;
Who initiates counselling;
Who refers people to marriage counselling.

From the post-counselhv survey, the aims were to determine:
What impact marriage counselling has on changes in individual character-
istics, such as self-esteem and sense of wellbeing;
What impact marriage counscl::::;.; has on changes in relationsInp charac-
teristics such as, status. satisfaction, consensus, level of conmiitment,
confidence of continuation. and the costs and benefits of continuing the
relationship.

The study's anns were to determine how effective counselling was for
indi,,iduals, their relationships and problem resolution: The study also
aimed to determine in what way chents were assisted by counselling, and
how they viewed the experience of the counselling process. including
satisfaction with how counselling helped them individually, helped their
relationship, and helped them solve the problems they came to counselling
about.

This study has attempted to answer elements of Beck's (1975) often posed
questions 'Is marital counsellmg effective? With whom, with what prob-
lems, by what methods of assessment, within what time frame
However, a mailed survey w ith limited scope for individual expression of
opinion and no opportunity for probing by thc researcher for meaning and
interpretation, can present only one diniension. The inherent complexity of
human relationships w ith their multiplicity of expectations, hopes, options
and restraints can only be touched upon. The clients ni our study came to
counselling each w ith their own defininon of their problems and concerns
and hopes for their resolution or amelioration. Those togcther and those
separated. men and women. all (AMC with their own perception art:Any,
not always shared with each other or perhaps. the researcher.

Counselling, too. is an intricate, sometimes convoluted process, bent on
clarifying often inchoate thoughts and feelings, modifying behaviours,
providing an alterhative view of-situations, and nnparting skills to improve
human relationships.

While common themes eincrge. the indiYiduality of each person's experi-
ence is also revealed. The very private nature of intimate relationships and
how they prosper or fail can only be partially unveiled in this broad
brushstroke of the efkctiveness of counselling in assisting this process.
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Measurement

When clients seek marriage counselling they are often distressed, and for
this reason the study attempted to be as unobtrusive and non-threatening as
possible. Information collected in the pre-counselling survey was therefore
kept to a minimum. (Copies of both the pre-counselling and post-counsel-
ling survey questionnaires are included as Appench.: 1. Details of scales used
in the analysis arc included in Appendix 2)

To gain some measure of general life satisfaction, 17 items from the Life
Satisfaction Scale used by Headey and Wearing (1981) and Weston (1986)
were chosen. This scale has been used in Australia since the late I976s and
the results over time appear consistent. Use of this scale enables a compari-
son of the marriage counselling s,mple with the general population on life
satisfaction measures. Items selected for use reL._ ..! to standard of living,
relationship, and personal feelings of self-worth. Two factor-based scales
were created: a twelve-nem wellbeing scale (alpha reliability .877 .or the
pre-counselling measure, alpha reliability .908 for the post-comiselling
survey), and a five-nem self-esteem measure (alpha reliability pre-counselling
survey .864, post-counselling alpha .904). In addition to these scales,
marital satisfaction was looked at and compared pre- and post-counselling.

A measure from the Headey and Wearing Life Satisfaction Scale was
included to obtain a 'measure of marital or relationship satisfaction'. To
obtain a measur if marital consensus a scale based on part of the Spanier
Dyadic Adjustment Scale was included. This provides measures of level of
affection within the relationship and also a measure of consensus on major
relationship issues. A ten item, marital consensus scale was created with an
alpha reliability m the pre-counselling survey of .832 and post-counselling
alpha .889.

As Sabatelli (1988) points out, research into marital adjustment and
satisfaction has 'obscured the importance of the need to develop measures of
other concepts, such as commitment, dependence, perceived marital alter-
natives and barriers to the dissolution of a marriage'. In this study an
attempt has been made to get sonie measure of these dimensions. Items on
commitment to the relationship, perceived likelihood of dissolution of the
relationship, and a measure of the consequences of separation which looks
at how much better or worse life would be without the relationship were
included. This 'consequences' scale is a four-item scale with an alpha
reliability of .64 in the pre-counselling study and .68 in the post-counsellmg
study. The last three measures were based on items taken from a survey of
families and households m the United States (Humpass 1987).

Procedure

Directors of all the approved marriage counselling agencies were contacted
by letter requesting their assistance with the study. Counsellors were
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provided with letters explaimng the study and instructions for condnctmg
the study. Agencies were paid ten dollars for each casc iferc iew to offset
the expenses mcurred in participating in the study.

Of the then 23 approved marriage counselling agencies, two agencies
did not participate because they were in the middle of administrative
reorganisation.

In order to reduce the . a: the study would take from the counselling
interview, the newly revised IN ttorney-Generars Department forms were
used to collect demographic and other counselling process information.
Agencies were contacted bc (he Attorney-General's Department confirm-
ing the us. of these information sheets by the Institute. The Attorney-
General's Department was :esponsibli for collection of the data forms and
relevant data were sent to the insmitce in computerised format.

All new clients w ho approached the marnage counselhng agencies for the
first time between 13 October and 19 November 1987 were asked by their
counsellors to take part in the Institute's study. Clients w ho were not in any
relationship or were not attending counselling about a relationship were
excluded since the study's objectives w ere related to the auns of marriage
counselling as defined in the Family Law Clients who agreed to
participate in the study signed a consent form gi% mg the Institute permis-
sion to contact them again at a later date. Chents were assured in a letter
handed to them by the counsellor, that participation w as entirely voluntary
and would not affect the receipt of counselling at the agency.

Counsellors ere requested to till out a form indicating the reasons,
where possible, for client non-participation in the study Counsellors
retained the protinsional disk.retion not to approaLli (hems %%how they felt
to be too distressed. According to the ni,-ormation rectmed from agencies,
approximately one in fi% e Lases refused to partit watt:. 16 per cent w ere
considered ineligible and 10 per Lent w ere not asked These forms w ere
filled out with variable degrees of aLiurat y The most tommon reasons
cotmsellors noted for non-participation %%ere. i. !lents w ere too distressed or
hostile and refused or %%ere not asked to panic pate. clients w ere i oncerned
about confidentiality, there' was insufficient time as clients Lame late and
there were language or intellectual difficulties.

Counsellor and ageni cooperation was an important fic tor in obtaining
client participation in the study . Based on die (incomplete) inforniation
provided by the agencies, there w as grc..t variability in response rates across
agencies which ranged from zero to arou.id 75 per Lent of new clients seen
during the study period.

A total of 1325 clients completed the un ial questionnaire and signed the
consent form. and of these, 1302 people; coaling from 937 separate relation-
ships provided usable responses. Throughoit the report, responses of men
and women are considered separately. Since many mdividuals came with a
partner to the first interview, two perspectives of the one relationship were
often obtained. Analysing data by sex eliminated any bias that may have
occurred because of this The post-counselling survey was conducted eight
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months after the initial survey All Lhents pant( ipating in the fust phase of
the study were surveyed by mail. A telephone follow-up survey was
conducted to increase the response rate.

Response Rates

Of the 1302 usable responses, 60 per cent of respondents were fonale (777)
and 40 per cent male (525). This is the same ratio of males to females that
attend marriage counselling overall. Forty-seven per cent of the females at
the first survey came to counselling with a partner (365) compared to 69 per
cent (365) of the males. Thus men are significantly more likely than women
to have come with their spouse partner. According to the Attorney-
General's Department. 3272 IteNA Lhents attended marriage' counselling
during the survey period and AU'S estimates this represents 2262 cases. AS
data were collected on 1302 clients, this gi es a response rate of 40 per cent.

Figure 1 shows the response rates for the pre-counselling survey. The
response rates for males and females yy ere similar. 39 per cent and 41 per
cent respectively I low ek er, the response rate for eases is estimated at 46 per
cent This discrepant:\ is due to the fat tliat often one (hem attends without
their partner for the intake inters lekk 1.1k hen the surey kk as Londucted) and
the partner attends on subse(iuent hits. kk lii h kk ould pla e them outside
the sample but included in die Attorney kneral's figures.

Figur. I: Responso rot. Mr. I sumo
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The Institute's sample for the pre-Lounselling stir% ey yy as not signal( ant-
ly different from the (hem sampling frame on the folloy nig ( hara tensti s.
country of birth. English-speaking ver,us non-English-speaking eountry of
birth, education (tertiary or nm). religion (for females), labom foRe status,
wheths.r employed full or part-time (for 'A orking w omen). oki.upation
(females), duration of marriage I loysey er. there were signifkantly few er
Catholic men represented and fe%er men in ho cm tatus upations Fhere
were also significant differences in response rates by State or Territory
(Table 14).
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Table 14: Response rates for each State, pre-counselhng survey

State
Males Fent. ,

NSW 42 43

Vic 35 44

Qld 30

SA 56 54

WA 48 48

Tas 23 28

NT 34 37

ACT 36

Total 39 41

(n) (525) (777)

C..teensland, which has the highest rate of participation in indrtiage
counselling, had a very low resiJonse rate in the study. Tasmania and ACT
also had low response rates (although these States are small in population)
Western Australia and South Australia had high response rates.

Re§Onse rites by State were not as variable in the post-counselling
surVO,akthey were in the pre-counselling survey, but again, response rates
were'higfint for South Australia and Western Australia (Table 15). Again,
variability in response rate by State is seen with South Australia and
Western Ausiralia being particularly high.

Table 15: Response rates for each State, post-counm-Iling

Male, Females

State

NSW 77 41

Vk 36 48

Qld 19 41

SA 43 51

WA 41 50

Tas * *

NT * *

ACT * 53

Total 33 46

(n) (163) (336)

The number of usable responses at the time of the post-counselling
survey was 534 that is, 41 per cent of the pre-counselling sample. Sixty-
eight per cent (365) were female and 32 per cent (:69) were male. The
response rate for males in the second stage of the study was 32 per cent
compared to 47 per cent for women a significant difference (Figure 2)
Again, it was found that males who had come initially with a partner were
more likely to remain in the sample after counselling. However, according
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to the Attorney-General's statistics, men appear overall more likely to drop
out of counselling after one interview. Other studies report this same sex
bias (Wiederkehr et al. 1981; Hunt 1985).
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$01

301

201

1011
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Figure 2: Reopens. rote nme 2 sunny

32% (n. .69) 47% (..345)

molds 9-523 fonviin 6.777

Attempts were made to contact 450 of the post-counselling non-
respondents by telephone. Respondents were contacted over a period of five
wek nights between 5.30pm and 8..30pm. Respondents contacted and
answering selected questionnaire items numbered 126 a 26 per cent
response rate. While there was a small refusal rate, problems occurred
mainly because the call was not answered or th, person had moved. Fifty-
six per cent of the telephone respondents were female and 44 were male.
Including the telephone respondents, a total response rate for the post-
counselling survey of 51 per cent was achieved.

Higher response rates (50-70 per cent) have been reported for some other
marriage counselling studies (Huppert 1975, Eckersley and Garrow 1976;
Beck and Jones 1973; Burnett 1985), how ever, different screening processes
were sometimes used to select the initial samples. Similar or lower response
rates (20-40 per cent) were obtained in othr studie, lunt 1985; Wieder-
kehr a al. 1981; Cramb and Hills 1982).
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SURVEY

PARTICIPANTS

In taking a census of new clients in a certain time period this study provides
a detailed profile of who marriage counsellnig clients are in Australia. The
following analysis is based on data collected in the pre-counselling question-
naire and data provided by the Attorney-General's Department Demo-
graphic and Face Sheets. As there are differential response rates to these
questionnaires, the total numbers of respondents will vary:

Institute Questioniuire n = 1302 (10) per cent),
Demographic Data n = 1216 (03 per cent).
Face Sheet n = 1005 (77 per cent)

The client profile below examines individual characteristih,s, relationships
factors, counselling expectations and presenting problems. Since the ratio of
males to females differs so greatly, it was decided to report on males and
females separately and compare any significant differences between them.
Table 16 describes the individual characteristics of rehpondents at the time
counselling began.

Demographic Characteristics

Age Women tended to be significantly younger than men, but this is
likely to be related to the diff:rence in the age at marriage between men and
women, with women marrying at An earlier age. Half of the respondoits
were 35 years anc' her; a third were bet ween the ages of 36 and 45 years

Place of birth Three-quarters of men and women were Austrahan-born
and, in all, nine out of ten were from English-speaking backgrounds.

Education Women tended to be less well educated than men. The fact that
a third of initial clients had a low education (Year 10 or less) indicates that
marriage counselling is accessible to a broad cross-section of the population.
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Table 16: Individual characteristics at the start of counselling

Il

Sex of Respondent
Male Female

% n %

Age of respondent
under 25 26 5 68 10

26-30 99 11 169 14

31-35 118 15 170 14
36-40 96 20 139 10
41-45 76 16 85 11

46-50 31 7 39 6
51+ 18 6 31 4

Total 475 1(H) 701 100
Education
Year 10 or less 155 33 249 36
Leaving/HSC 135 29 266 38
Tradc 79 17 61 9

Degree/diploma 102 11__ 124 18

Total 471 WO 7(H) 100

Place of birth
Australia 371 77 556 78
New Zealand 6 1 12 I-
United Kingdom 67 14 89 12

Europe 21 4 15 4

Asia 6 1 11 1_

Middle East 3 1 1_ 0

Other 8 1 19 3

Total 482 100 714 100

Religion
Catholic 89 21 181 30

Anglican, Protestant 171 41) )--)-D.. 41

Jewish 3 1 3 0

Muslim 3 1 3 0

No religion 123 29 130 21

Other 33 8 45 7

Total 424 100 613 100

Employment status
Full-time 402 84 217 31

Part-time 10 1 151 -r)--
Casual 8 1 54 8

Unemployed 31 7 31 4

Student 4 1 24 3

Home duties 3 1 204 19

Other 10 4 11 1-
Total 479 100 69') 100

Occupation
Student 4 1 13 I
Clerk, sales 62 13 173 26
Managerial, admin 61 13 42 6
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Home duties
Transport, comm. serv
Trades, labourer
Professim ul
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135

50

100

8

46 7
1161 _D

Other 35 7 -7 6

Total
Major income source

470 MO 657 100

Salary, wages 367 77 356 60
Self employed 57 12 30 5

Partners income 6 1 100 17

Unemployment benefit 18 4 17 3

Workers compensation 1 0 1 0
Student allowance 5 1 21 4

Supporting parent 6 1
18 5

Retired/age pension 7 1 6 1

Invalid pension 5 1 6 1

Sickness benefit 4 1 10 3
Other 3 1 10 ')

Total 479 100 595 100

Income
Less than MOO 39 9 153 33
801/1-1201/0 26 6 68 14

12001-15 000 13 5 43 9

15001-18 000 49 12 50 11

18001-22000 71 17 59 13

22001-26 000 79 19 49 10

26001-301810 51 12 19 4

30001-50000 75 18 23 5

Over 501881 10 1_ 6 1

Total 423 100 , 470 10 0

Religion Where data on religion (an optional question) is available, it was
found that one in five ma!es were Catholic compared to 30 per cent of
women. Four out of ten males and females Lame from Protestant back-
grounds. Twenty-nine per cent of men and 21 per cent of women stated
they had no religion.

Employment status The majority of men (84 per cent) were in full-time
employment compared to 31 per cent of women, however almost one-third
of women were doing part-time or casual work. Only 29 per cent of
women identified themselves as housewives. Seven per cent of men and
four per cent of women stated they were unemployed.

Occupational status Women m employment tended to be in clerical and
saks occuptions or professional occuptions, whereas men tended to be
professional or in trade.

Major income sources Seventy-seven per cent of males and 60 per cent of
females worked for salaries and wages: 12 per cent of men and 5 per cent of
women were self-employed. Seventeen per cent of women had their

7 5
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partner's income as their main source of income. Government assistance
was the main source of income for 10 per cent of men compared to 18 per
cent of women. Five per cent of women were on Supporting Parents
Benefits, four per cent were receiving a student allowance, three per cent
were on sickness beneft and 3 per cent were unemployed.

Income The median income for males was S18 000S22 000 and for
females $12 000-415 000. Since household income was not requested on the
Attorney-General's form, an accurate measure of total income was not
obtained.

Relationship Table 17 sets out the characteristics of respondent's rdation-
ships when they first attended counselling.

Table 17: Relationship characteristics at the start of counsellnig

fl

Sex of Respondent
Male Female

0/0
0/0

Relationship status
Married, together 307 59 496 64

Married, separated 132 15 165 21

De facto 34 7 59 8

De facto, separated 26 5 18 4

Individual 23 4 14 3

Total 512 100 772 100

Duration qf relationship
3 years and under 93 -r).... 118 19

4-9 years 119 18 177 28

10-15 83 20 129 20

16-20 65 15 110 17

20+ 61 14 102 16

Total 421 IOU 636 100

Chi/dren

Children 283 71 480 76

No children 1 !8 29 155 14

Total 401 1110 635 100

Relationship status The majority of clients (59 per cent of men and 64 per
cent of women) were in intact marmges when they first came to counsel-
ling. Twenty-five per cent of men were married but separated from their
wives compared to 21 per cent of women who were separated from their
husbands. Twelve per cent of both men and women came about a de facto
relationship; 7 per cent of these men were currently livmg with their partner
and 5 per cent had separated compared to 8 per cent and 4 per cent of the
women respectively. Four per cent of men and 3 per colt of women came to
counselling about a relationship where the couple were not living together.

Children Approximately 71 per cent of men and 76 !wt. ( ent of women
had children living with them.
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Duration of relationship Around one-fifth of men and wonwn had been
in relationships for three years and under. Just over a quarter of men and
women had been together four to nine years. One-fifth had been together
ten to fifteen years. Fifteen per cent of men and 17 per cent of women had
been in their relationship for 16 to 20 years, and 14 per cent of men and 16
per cent of women had been together over 20 years. During 1987, the
median duration of marriages that ended in divorce was 10.2 years.

Personal Characteristics

Whilst the main focus of counselling is the relationship, when clients conic:
to counselling they come both as individuals and as partners in a relation-
ship. Therefore in addition to collecting uformation about the client's
demographic characteristics, the study describes some of the client's per-
sonal characteristics.

Information on individual clients' wellbeing and self-esteem were meas-
ured. Heady and Wearing (1981) and Weston (1986) luve consistently found
that Australians report very high levels of satisfaction with their closest
personal relationships, their children, marriage, and friends. They have
found moderately high levels of satisfaction in areas relating to work,
income and standard of living. Also, satisfaction levels are moderate in the
more introspective self-related areas such as self-fulfillnwnt, and self-esteem
and sex life. The area where they found relatively low satisfaction levels are
those relating to spending tune, physical fitness and political values.
(According to Heady and Wearing (1981) high satisfaction is a score of 7.1
9.0, moderately high satisfaction is 6.0-7.0, and low satisfaction is 1-5.9).
Broadly, a comparison with our findings on life satisfaction at the start of
counselling (Table 18) indicates that wart from moderately high satisfaction
w;th their relationship to their childrec, and issues such as job satisfaction,
health and acceptance by others, marriage counselling clients are signifi-
cantly lower in most areas, especially so in items relating to their sex life,
their marriage and personal life when they present at marriage counselling
services.

Examining individual items relating to life satisfaction, there are sig-
nificant differences between men and women on items regarding economk
matters such as income and standard of living, depending on their relation-
ship status with those who are already separated being least satisfied. Health
is another area where there are significant differences, with the separated,
particularly women, reporting least satisfaction. When it comes to issues
such as personal and emotional life, social life, goals and purposes m life,
acceptance by otheis, and how interesting life is, the separated are sig-
nificantly less satisfied with their lives than those in relationships. es in
intact relationships, however, are less satisfied than their mates.

Women have significantly lower levels of satisfaction than men on
income, health, personal and emotional life, and items that relate gener.,Ily
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Table 18: Wellbeing by sex and relationship status at the start of counselling
. _

(mean differences)

Rang, 1-9: High = 7.1-9.0 Moderate = 6.0-7.0
Male

Together Apart Total Together
% % % %

Low =
Female
Apart

%

1-5.9

Total
%

Income 5.7 5.2 5.63 5.5 4.9 5.37

Standard of living 6.4 6.0 6.33 6.4 5.7 6.23

Job (where applicable) 6.0 5.7 5.97 6 0 6.3 6.16

Independence 5.5 5.5 5.59 5.0 5.2 5.13
Health 6.6 6.3 6.55 6.1 5.9 6.09

Personal and emotional life 4.8 3.9 4 56 3.7 3.8 3.81

Social life and friendships 5.7 5.0 5.56 5.0 5.5 5.60
Acceptance by others 6.4 5.9 6.26 6.3 6.2 6.29
How interesting life is 5.8 5.,3 5.72 3.4 5.3 5.19

How you would like to he 5.7 5 5 5 69 5.3 5.5 5.42
Purpose in life 5.6 5.2 5.52 5.2 5.0 5.18

Way you handle problems 5.4 5.0 5.53 5 0 5.0 5.01

Accomplishing m life 5.8 5 3 5.65 5.2 5.2 5.24
Relationship with children 7 0 6 9 6 98 7.1 6.7 7.02

Sex life 4 9 4.2 4.79 4 4 4.5 4.51

Marriage relationship 4.8 3 4 4.46 4.1 3.3 4.00

(n) 330 155 485 536 188 724

to self esteem. They are also significantly less satisfied with their relation-
ships with their children, their sex life and marriage.

Weston (1986) found that women prior to divorce generally had a lower
sense of wellbeing than men. Research on martial satisfaction has consist-
ently found lower satisfaction for wives than husbands (Brannen and
Collard 1982; Bernard 1972). Also the perceived quality of marriage effects
the wellbeing of wives more than husbands (Thompson and Walker 1989).
Weston (1986) suggests that the lower morale of wives may lead them to see
other areas of their lives more negatively.

Wellbeing and Self-esteem Measures

Several scales were developed from these wellbeing items which provide a
measure of general wellbeing and a self-esteem scale (as discussed prei-
ously). As Table 19 shows, there were significant differences between men
and women on both these scales. Women had significantly lower sense of
wellbeing and self-esteem than men when they first came to counselling.
People living together when they came to counselling tended to have a
higher sense of wellbeing, particularly males (F=9.15; p=.002). It should be
noted though, that the means of all groups fall m the moderately low
satisfaction category.
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Table 19: Se lf-estecm and wellbeing scales mean difference by sex and relation-
ship status, pre-counselling

Standard of living STD Cases

Self-esteem (5-item scale)
Range 5-45:

Apart
male
female
Together
male
female

Wellbeing (12-item
Range 12-108:

Apart
male
female
Together
male
female

High = 36-45 Moderate = 30-35 Low = 5-29
26.3 7.3 328

26.5 7.1 148

26.1 7.4 177

27. i 6.4 813

28.6 6.0 312

26.1 6.5 501

cale)

High = 85-108 Moderate = 7-84 Low = 0-71
64 14. 7 294

65 14.6 139

63 14.8 155

67 12.6 711

70 11.3 288

65 13.3 434

Relationship Characteristics

Emotional status of the relationship Since the literature suggests that the
emotional state of the marriage at the time of counselling is a predictor of
outcome (Beach and Broderick 1983), in addition to looking at the actual
relationship status, measures of satisfaction with the relationship, level of
commitment to the relationship, how optimistic the respondent was about
the relationship continuing or not and sonic idea of what the costs would be
to the individual if the relationship broke down were obtained.

Satisfaction with Relationship

Among the wellbeing items discussed previously, a measure of marital and
relationship satisfaction was included. It found that satisfaction with their
marriage relationship and sex life is low in all groups and not significantly
lower for any particular group, although males in intact relationships appear
more satisfied than all females and separated males.

Commitment to the Relationship

Partners in a relationship may have different levels of commitment to the
relationship; and this may affect motivation to seek counsclling as well as
the result of counselling. Taking the individual respondent's view of
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commitment and likelihood of separation or divorce in isolation from the
perception of his or her partner's view of these issues is in some ways
distorting. Therefore it was decided to look at the issue of commitment
from the viewpoint of thc couple (Table 20). In other words, does the
respondent feel both partners are committed to the relationship, or that he
or she only is committed, or his or her partner only, or that neither have a
commitment to the relationship?

Table 20: Perceived commitment to the rel-tionship

Male Female

Both committed 49% 51%
I am committed 19% 16%
Partner is committed 12% 18%

Neither is committed 10% 16%

Here we see that there are significant differences between men and women
on how they perceive the level of commitment in their relationship.
Women report being less committed than men, and are more likely to
report that neither is committed in the relationship.

Commitment levels alone may not be an accurate predictor of counselling
and relationship outcomes so a measure was developed that combined level
of commitment with the level of optimism or pessimism about the relation-
ship surviving.

Table 21: Commitment/Optimism levds

Male Female

Committed/low separation
Together Apart Total Together Apart Total

chance 44 11 40 39 II 35

Committed/high separation
chance 36 41 38 31 18 30

Not committed 20 39 12 29 61 35
(Ii) 341 158 489 555 193 648

As Table 21 shows, the level of commitment and optimism or pessimism
about the likely survival of the relationship varies little for men and women
still in their relationship. Forty-four per cent of mcn and 39 per cent of
women arc committed and arc optimistic about the future of the relation-
ship compared to only 21 per cent of men and 11 per cent of women who
were separated. The separated men are more likely than separated women
to be committed to their relationship but pessimistic about its future (41 per
cent compared to 28 per cent of separated women). Two-thirds of separated
women came to counselling not committed to their relationship.
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When exploring the dimension of conunament, it is necessary to consid-
er the several aspects of commitment. For some commitment may mean .m
all_giance to the institution of marriage and the sacredness of the marital
bond which may remain separate fi-om any evaluat;In of the satisfaction
within the relationship or a wish to improve the relationship. For others,
commitment may mean a desire to work on unprovmg the relationship, but
have little connection to religious or moral beliefs about the permanence of
marriage. Another aspect of commitment may be associated with the wish
not to disrupt the lives of children, again not always related to levels of
affect, intimacy or satisfaction with the relationship (Morgan and Scanzoni
1987; Scanzoni, Polonko, Tachman and Thompson 1989).

Perceptions of Consequences of
Breakdown

Respondents were asked about the consequences if the relanonslup did not
survive, that is, whether life would be better or worse if the rdanonship
ended. A scale combining items concerning standard of living, social life,
sex life, career opportunities and whether these aspects of life ould be
better or worse if the relationship Were to end was developed

Consequena.s scale Mean . SD ii

Males 12.76 2.8 460

Females 12.98 2.6 649

Range = 4-16 t-tor nor .swnyicant

There were no significant differences betw een men and women on this
scale.

hi exchange theory terms (Levinger 1976, Udry 1981), there are cosh and
benefits to all decisions made about relationships. Although a relationship
may be unsatisfactory in in.my ways, if there are considerable costs or
barriers to leaving it, a belief that hfe would be worse, the chances of
remaining in the relationship increase. On the other hand, if one is optimis-
tic about life without the relationship, then one is more likely to leave
Udry (1981) observes that individuals take an 'Inventory' of the advantages
and disadvantages of the rdationship. Restraints, attractions or alternatives
may be psychological or pr'actical in origin.

Table 22 shows clients' perceptions of them options if they were to
separate. Sixty-three per cent of women, compared to 44 per cent of men,
believed their standard allying would be worse a significant difference

Concerning social life there is little difference between men and won._
about one-third feel their social life would be better outside the relationslup,
just over one-third feel it would not make nmch chflerenceind the
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Table 22: Consequences if relationship breaks down for those in intact relation-
ships at the start of counselling

Consequence Males Females

Standard of liPing

Better 14 7

Same 38 29

Worse 48 63

Social life
Better 33 37

Same 38 37

Worse 26

Career opportunities
Better 16

Same 70 61

Worse 14 16

Sex life
Better /6
Same
Worse 51 58

Beitw a parent

Better 9

Same 24 35

Worse 67 43

remaining slightly less than one-third feel that things would be worse. Thi
majority of men and women believe that staying or leaving the relationship
will not affect their career prospects. When it comes to sex life, more than
one-half of men and women believed they would be worse off without the
spouse/partner. Men are far more pessimistic about their life as a parent
without the relationshi.., reflecting realistically ilia in most cases it is the
mother who gets custody of the children.

Degree of Consensus and Conflict
in the Relationship

Items adapted from thc Spanier Dyadic Adjustment Scale were used to
examine the degree of consensus or disagreement in particular areas in the
relationship. A marital conscnsus scale was created using items from thc
Spanier affection and consensus scales. This is a ten-item scale with an alpha
reliability of .832.

Males had a significantly higher level of relationship consensus than
females (male mean 29.51 compared to female mean 28.10; SD males 7.03
comparcd to female SD 7.5; t value 2.92; p.004).

As Table 23 shows, if a two-way analysis of variance is conducted
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Table 23: Marnal consensus l), sex and relationship status at the start of counsel-
ling: mean differences

Marital consensus (10-nem scale) Range 0-50. n

Apart 26 7 7 7 281

male 28.0 7 6 182

female 15.6 7 6 149

Mother 29 3 7 1 854
male 30 0 6 7 316
female 28.8 7 3 528

looking at marital consensus b) relationship status controlhng for sex
(F 29.9: p<.000). those who have separated have the lowest marital
consensus. IA ith separated IA omen reporting the most dksagreement Or least
agreement in their relauvnstup.

The areas of least consensus, as shown in Table 24ire similar for males
and females handling conflict; show.ng affection, sexual relationship,
individual tune, tune .,pent together, leisure and recreation issues. How-
ever, women more than men also feel there 's a contint mer household
tasks and the anus and goals of the relationship.

Table 24: Marital consensus by se s

Almost Almost
Always always Occasionally FrequentlL JILL ays Always

agree agree disagree disagree disagree disagree

I

1

1

5 4 3 )
1 0

Male Female

Handling finances 3 2 3.1
Leisure nine 2 8 2 6
Friends 3 1 3 1

Aims and goals 3 0 2 9
Tune spent together ', 8 1 6
Dealing with in-laws 1 I 3 0
Major decisions 3 3 3 1

tiousehold tasks 3 1 2 8
Showing alle( non 2 6 2 5
Work matters 3 1 1 0

Sex 7 2.6
Individual tnne 2 7 2 7
Drinking. drugs i 3 3 0
Handling conflicts 2 S 1 .1_ _
Raising children 3 2 1 9

Although couples ma) disagree o \ er some issues. them. ma) not neces-
sa:ny bc important to the relationship, so in addition clients w ere asked to

b 3
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Table 25: Important areas of disagreement within coupks (n=352 cotyks)

Both Neither
agree Maks Femaks agree is

important only only important
Arca % %

Handling finances 13 11 11 64

Leisure time 4 9 13 74

Fricnds 3 6 5 84

Aims and goals 11 !3 15 59

Time spent together 11 17 12 58

Dealing with in-laws 6 7 6 80

Major decisions 4 9 9 77

Household tasks 5 10 7 78

Showing affection 18 18 10 49

Work matters 3 7 5 83

Sex 15 12 14 47

Individual time 4 10 11 74

Drinking, drugs 6 4 10 79

Handling conflicts 12 14 16 57

Raising children 7 10 9 r
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WHY CLIENTS CAME
TO COUNSELLING

Problems

At the nine Lhents Lame to L ounselhng theN w ere asked b the t ounsellor
w hat the main Issue w as that brought them to L ounselhng Man of the
Lhent problems in issues identified bN tin. L ounsellors Lentred around the
Lhent's expo tanons for their ramonship and the lo t. us of Lounselling in
terms of separation Or improL ement of tilt. relationship MOre Spet ilk Issues
illustrate Or expand upon the possibk underling reasons Influencing
w hether the lows of L ounsell. ig and expo. talons are about ending or
maintaining the relationship.

Table 2( shows that inure w omen (30'..) than men (18'%,) w ho w erc
alread separated raised separation Issues \\ hei eas separated men (261!10)
more than w omen (1)%) LL LT(' more L onk (Aim] Anna reLon(mhanon.
Women in intaLt relationships wt. re alsO mon L onk L rm d w ith separation
(15%) than men (9"o) m the same situation Again. w omen appear to L ome
to I, ounselling more OR hued tow ard St. paration and less in i. hued tow ard
reconnhanon than men

For those still in then ILlananship. L onnnumL anon w as seen as a major
issue (29",i, of men and 31% of w omen) Comments h respondents suggest
that a problem identified as Lommunn anon ma \ OfIell be a glohal LL a OF

mdkating .I more general erosion of dn. L motional and a IIlt II \ I. aspeL ts of
the relationstrp bum eVImple,

.Then, wa.N ,i laik ol 4 onwiumi anon, 0 10,k ol ,,,\Ihd thrivity, and 0 Llik 01
tOlbldehlt1011 It l,111 my parole, (Separated man)

EL en for those w ho LL erc AR ad separated. a lai.k of i, :inunkation w as
linked with other dimensions of the marriage breakdow n.

'Theft UM., (1 1414k ol i (41111111111i allot, , tl A (1111,1.: ol lidph,q1C4, ill Walt/111T OM

nhimagm tollavq, Ailing, 01 hilt: &Id telethon Voin.in III MI MIA I illanolls!'llp)
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Table 26: Main issue presented at tirst counselling session

Mak
Together Apart

% %

Female
Together Apart

% %
Total

%

Separation
Reconciliation
Legal requirement
Access and custody

9

4

1

0.4

18

26
0.8
0.3

15
-)

0.7
0.5

30
19

0.6
1

16

9

0.8
1

Communication 29 13 31 11 14

Loss of interest 4 3 7 3 5

Sexual 7 1_ 5 3 5

Affair 7 1 5 3 5

Role conflict 7 7 3 5 7

Arguments 14 3 10 4 9

Violence 1 7 3 7 4

In-law problems 1 1
1 1

Finance 1 0.5 0.4

Parenting 5 4 5 3 4

Personal problems 3 1 4 5 4

Health 1
_ 1 0.6

Remarriage 0.4 4 0 5 3 1

Other 1- 3 1 3 3

n = 149 123 408 154 979

A range of issues, each identified as problem) by a small proportion of
clients, could be interpreted as actual or potential threats to the stability of
the relationship, for example, loss of interest in the relationship, an affair,
sexual problems, arguments, violence, and role conflicts. The following
comments illustrate these problem areas.

'Our sex life mainly, or lack of interest.' (Female in an intact relationship)

'My wife wants to be a bwmcsswoman and is not nueresteu in./may lyi'.' (Male in
an intact relationship)

As discussed previously, sexual issues were considered an important all ,
of disagreement for approximately 40 per cent of men and women living
together and 41 per cent of men and 32 per cent of women who were
separated. Showing affection was so for 37 per cent of men and 31 per cent
of women in intact rehtionships and 44 per cent of men and 32 per cent of
separated women.

Affairs and sexual difficulties have been interpreted as a symbol, a
reflection of other proLematic areas in the relationship, especially those
related to acceptance and rejection of the self a) an individual and as a partner
(Hartin 1988: Dicks 1967). These comments confirm this assumption.

'Unhappy in myself and in our relationship e.petially in arca) if )c.s.' (Woman in
intact relationship)
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'Build up of coutiitt., not vented tulnunallutz (Woman in intact
relationship)

Incidents of violence tt ere mentioned by seven per cent of separated men
and women and tw o per cent amen nd tt omen lit mg together at the time
of counselling.

'My partner's drinkins, we up.' (Separated woman)

Another indicator of the extent of violence in relationships can be inferred
from responses to a question w hich asked respondents how they might deal
with serious disagreements. Approximately one-quarter of men and
women stated that they would sometimes hit or throw things at each other
and another nine per cent of men and five pet cent of w omen said this
occurred often. When only the responses of-couples were considered, 23 per
cent of both partners said they both sometimes hit or threw things at each
other.

Money ,. as a specific problem, was surprisingly absent from the list of
issu,s, suggesting, perhaps, the expectation on the part of both clients and
counsellors that counselling is about the interpersonal aspects of relationships.

As discussed previously, how ever, how fannly finances were handled
was an important area of disagreement for nearly one-quarter of men and
women in intact relationships and for 19 per cent of separated men and
25 per cent separated women.

Scanzoni (1982) has observed hots the control of money in a marriage
reveals conflicting assumptions about power and authority in the issues
related to marital tensions Given the format of the question, we have no
way of determining tt hether this response means disagreement over tt ho
controls the distribution of family finances, if it refers to irresponsibility in
handling money on the part of one partner, or whether lack of money was
the underlymg problem.

At the time of the study. the' majority of men and women in intact
relationships tt ere moderately satisfied w ith their standard of lit mg w here-
as separated women, not unexpectedly , nidic ated low sansfat non in this
area

Although conflicts over the roles of men and tt omen as partners and
parents were not represenwd as issues or problems in significant propor-
tions, relat,:d issues such as the amount of tune spent together, raising
childrenmd aims and goals were important at cas of di,agreemcnt for men
and women both separated and together as shown In Figures 3 and 4 in the
previous section

Comments by respondents pros ide sonic sense old] emotional environ-
ment of the relationships.

'Injustice, he had tune with ht.% 11111C.%, but rum took Mt OW: (Woman in intact
relationship)

'Lack of undeotanding and iipport in iaoing of Iii ldien, and not
prepared to fite the tonowibilitto of hetv a patent.' (.ieparated woman)
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Timms and Blampied (1985) describe counselling as the social space in
which a client's version of marital problems can be confirmed, tested,
revealed, qualified, and modified. The problems stated mai lly may be
those that are easier to disclose or to recognise, tich as irritating habits of a

spouse, arguments, sexual difficulties, or tighung with in-laws. During
counselling, less conscious but influential or intrinsic concerns about power

and control, intimacy, dependency and independence, and unresolved
issues from each partner's relationships with their own +limilies or origin
may emerge (Pincus 1960: Hartm 1988).

These comments reflect such an interpretation:

'Through the counselling I was able to understand the deeper caMe t!i- our problems

and the issues imually in mind were Just distracno:Or-mu these problems (Female,

separated)

'/t held a mirror to the relanonship and tApomq the tfiett that other relanonshipc like

with my mother have on our montage.' (Male, in intact relationship)

'It revealed a great many prevnmsly unknown.feehugs and thoughts on both sides

(Female. in intact relationship)

These comments, given retrospectively, also reflect the general psy-
chological counselling paradigm discussed above. The aims of counselling

have been stated as to help people recognise' the w ider issues underlying
their problems. to encourage other ts a ys of ir.,rpreting situ MODS and to
provide alternative methods to resolving issues
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9
EXPECTATIONS OF

COUNSELLING`,
blow clients judge the counselhng experience w ill obviously be affected by
their expectations about w hat counselling Lan achiev e, by what they w ant
to happen to, or do about, their relationship and by the problems they hope
will be resolved Beliefs about marital roles, rrsonal values or the level of
commitment to ss orking on the relationship or terminating it w ill influence
expectations.

Expectations can bk. examined m terms of the alms of counselling
according to tl-e I mily Law .4,1 'in relation to mom ihatioi. of the parties
to a marriage' and 'in relation to the dissolution of a marriage or to the
adjusting to the dissolution of a marriage Counselling may also be judged
against the rvspondent's personal grow di goals and ak quisition of skills
regardless of the final status of the relationship.

hl this ,ection, e.xpectations w ill be examined firstly in relation to the
counselling focus regarding the outionli of thi rilationship 1 Ills informa-
tion was collected by the counsellors at the first inters iew Secondly , clients
were asked what they expected to gain from counselling foi thenisilv es as
Individuals and fOr their rclationship

Expectations About the Outcome
for the Relationship

We vs ill begin vs ith expec tattons related to the aims ofc outisi lhia ac ording
to the Family Law Act

Staying together

Hunt (1985) ri,ers to clients conung to a mart lage ounsellmg agency to
'mend not end' marriages For the majority of respondints remaining
married or improv mg the relationship w as thc Mani fol us of oun
Table 27 sets out the overall expectations m rilation to tilt. status of the
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respondents' relationship at the time counselling commenced. based on the
counsellor's assessment of the main focus of counselling For those ho
were in intact relationships at the beginning of counselling 89 per cent of
men and 81 per cent of women wanted to remain in their relationship
compared to 29 pet cent of separated men and 27 per cent of separated
women. Where we have both perspectives on a relationship, it was found
that in 6() per cent of couples both partners wanted to remain together.

Table 27: Main counselling focus by relationship status

Together
Male
Apart

0A,

Total
Female

'Fogether Apart Total Overall
total

Improve &
maintain
relationship 89 2'; 70 81 27 68 69

To separate 8 17 12 17 40 11.... 18

To reconcile 3 53 18 1 33 10 13

n= 236 109 345 394 136 530 875

Decisions About Separation
and Divorce

Clients also come to counselling to clarify or reinforce decisions about
separation. Eight per cent of men and 17 per cent of women still w ith their
partner intended separating. Separated w omen eio per cent) w ere more
mchned to want to remain separated than men ho had already separated
when they cummenced conn1/4clling (17 pc,r tcor) This trend is also reflected
in those w ho seek to reconcile w ith their partner, 53 per cent of separated
men hoped for reconciliation compared to 33 per Lent of women Where we
have 'his and her' data, in five per cent of cases both partners came w ith the
intention of separating, and in eight per cent of couples both w ished to be
reconciled with their spouse These comments illustrate client cspectations
about decisions to separate

' I I. went to.find out u hethet we hould devoree ot attempt te omehation (Fc male,

subsequentl y separated)

'11.'e were gow to separate and went to help us v.et theough tb, sepatation mote
easily.' (Female, subsequently separated)

separate.fione my spoloe , would it be wen thwhele in the tone and iI

so how to go about it (Female in intact relationship)

Prev ious research has confirmed that w omen inure often inmate separa-
tion in response to marital dissatisfaction (McDonald 1986, Burns 1989) At
the time counselling commenced, 26 per cent of men compared to .=."2 per
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cent of women milk ated the) bad disiussed the idea of separation with their
partner. In contrast, only 18 per cent of women said their partner had
brought up the subject of separation Lompared to 47 per Lent of men w ho
attributed the idea of separation to their partner

Coping with Separation

At the time respondents came to counselling, 2: per cent of women and 25
per cent of men were already separated Sonic o these respondents came to
counselling for assistance with coping ith a sei aration or di% ()RV that had
already taken place.

'AiLepting the separation t'uderstathlitics; the town for separation and toping with
it.' (Female, separated)

'Understandiv and «Ting with the 1)16:Won't: i!/ Malliap' and .:%ubmquent separa-
tion (Male, separated)

Several respondents stated the) had sought Lounsclling to give legitimacy
to their decision to lease or to pros ide support for a spouse to rehlec their
guilt and relinquish some of the responsibility

'I had decided IWanktt to finish my marria,o' voil nd It'illited tolttlm Ulm to
help my sponse see why I wanted to leave.' (Female, separated)

lea.) ha rtng diVieulty pint's; no, husband to midi tstathl and a,eept the qp4;ration.'
(Female, separated)

Comments skerv made maml) by women Lonierned about the effect of
separation on their partners Chadw IA (198)). Jordan (1988) and Clulow
and Vincent(1987) onllude from their studies of dis orte that men appear
has e more diffiLult) than w omen in Loping w ith the emotional Louse-
quences of divorie Sinie women more than men had raised the idea of
separation, it is possible that tiles had ai know hedged the diffiLultv's earlier
on and were more psychologicall) prepared for the separation

Personal and Relationship
Expectations

Generaii,, reward] into marriage counselling has found that L hem expeita-
(ions duster around insight and understanding of one's self, partner and the
relationship, improving Lommunication, problem solving and Lontbit reso-
lution skills, ads ILL with decisions about separation and other problems and
having a neutral. supportive and prolissional person to dist uss things w ith
(Hunt 1985; Timms and Blampied 1985, Cramb and Hills 1982, and
Brannen and Collard 1982).
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For this reason items associated with these areas of expectation are
included in this survey. Rather than discuss eadi item as set out in Table 28.
we have sought to see whether there are underlying dimensions to client
expectations.

Table 28: Expectation of counselling by relanonship status pre-counselling

Expectation

Male Female
Apart Together Total Apart Together Total

% % % % %

Individual counsellw

Sort out thoughts and feelings 56 47 50 70 67 68
Change myself 17 11 10 20 P) 19

Get support, understanding 25 11 23 40 36 37

Get advice on what to do 39 37 37 32 34 34

Assistance with decisions 34 20 24 42 37 38

Develop better personal relations 50 53 52 45 54 52

Solve personal problems 34 33 33 41 41 41

Techniques to handle
things more effectively 31 46 41 53 57 56

Confide in someone 28 25 26 50 43 45

Relatwnsity counsellm

Settling differences 32 40 37 38 36 37

Improve communication 48 56 53 51 65 61

Handling conflicts 29 38 35 40 50 47

What went wrong in relationship 49 31 38 F,-; 33 39

Sort out relationship 30 44 39 33 48 44

Understand partner better 32 43 40 16 41 41

Change partner 5 6 5 6 5 5

What partner has done wrong 13 14 IS 18 1..... 1 21

What I have done wrong 36 16 31 31 29 19

Help partner understand
nie b-t ter 30 35 34 38 45 43

Which relationship I want to lx II: 10 9 9 19 9 12

The items included in Table 28 w ere 6ctor analy sed, and y iclded duet..
scales, which are set out below

The first scale could be described as acquiring skills. Whilst we had asked
clients separately about expectations for themselves and their relationship,
the factor solution show s that clients hoped to acquire a range of skills to
enhance both their personal life and their relationship The secoud scale is
concerned with gaining insight into die relationship w ith a vies% to impros -
ing it, and the third is related to gaining personal support and ad% ice.
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Scale I: Acquire Skills
(Alpha Reliability .773 5-ncin scak)

Items Fattor loadmg
To learn techniques to handle things more effectivdy 7123

To improve the way we communicate .6495

To learn how to handle conflict .647e

To get assistame in developing better personal relationships .6735

To understand my partner better .5803

Scale 2: Gam insight into relationship
(Alpha Rehabihty .7392 6-item scale)

Items Factor loa!lins
To understand what I have done wrong 6171

To understand what went wrong with the relationship 6151

To make my partner see what he/she has done wrong 5760
To help my partner understand me better 5779

To sort out what is going on in our relationship .5538
To get assistance with settling our differences 5076

Scale 3: Get support
(Alpha Reit ibtlity .6295 5-item scale)

Items Nam loading
To get assistance in making decisions about my life 6794

To sort cut my thoughts an(1 feelings .6536
To be able to confide in someone outside my situation 5557

To get support and understanding 4610

To solve sonic personal problems 3962

Acquiring Skills

Apart from the general expectatton of-sorting 'nit thoughts and feelings; thc.
most frequently mentioned expectations for nicn and women were con-
cerned with acquiring skills improc ing communication and dc%eloping
better personal strategies (see Figure 5 and Table 28) The) wanted to be
able to cope more effectively in general and (for w omen more than men) to
learn how to handle conflict in particular. Clients Ns antid to acquire skills to
assist them in better understanding their partner and gaining insights into
their relationship and current situation.

Women are significantly more likely to w ant to acquire skills for them-
selves and to handle their relationship problems than men, as Figure 5
illustrates. Relationship status at the start of counselling does significantly
influence whether clients want to a«pnre skills. Separated males are least
likely to expect to acquire skills when they come to counselling.

Those who are committed and optimistic about their relationship.
NA, licther male or female are more likely t'.) expect to acquire skills from
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Figure 5: Eectations of counselling by relationship status
(Tims 1) - standardised means
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Figure 6: Expectations of counselliny (Time 1)
by relationship type and sex
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counsdling (Figure 6), those W.110 are Loninntted though pessimism about
the possible outcome for their relationship are also interested in skill-
building. The uncommitted are less likely to be seeking personal or
relationships skills.

Gaining Insight

Making sense of what was happening in the relationship, a wish to
understand what N% as going wrong or had gone wrong was another
dimension of expectations (Table 28). Tnnms and Blampied (1985) talk
about the need for clients to 'place their particular experieme on the general
map of contemporary marriage' (p.47). Women are significantly more
likely to want to gain insight into their relationship than men, and there is

no difference in whether they are living with their partner or separated
(Figure 5).

'1 wanted to help umoret the teasons jot Om problem, (Woinan
relationship)

'I wanted to know why my partu., klt and wlmt was hot hen ii, het (Separated
male)

In sonic instances understanding took du. form of wanting tlw partner to
understand them better More w omen (43 per cent) than men (34 per cent)
felt this way Conversely, 40 per cent of men and women expected
counselling to enable them to understand their partner better, and 30 per
cent of men and women wanted to better understand their OM. ii t. (Malibu-
[lolls to the situation.

in intact

'Gettmg my partner to understand my problems with our relationAp, to tt and
understand why I resented my partnem' (Separated female)

'Gelling my husband to untkrstand that the quality ol home ht.(tht whoh lannly
te,,s extremely important (Female in as. intact relationship)

'Why the breakup happened, why I 11'41, to blame' (Separated male)

Emotional Support

Expectations had i personal as well as a relationship focus. Clients wanted
to sort out their th aights and feelings, get support and understanding, haNe
someone neutral to tonfide in, solve personal probknis and get assistanie
making decisions about their lives. Although women sought emotional
support significantly more than men, separated men also hoped to gain
support from counselling (Figure 5).

Expectations of counselling did not differ signifk anti) for those w ith
different education levels, age or whether or not there were ihildren
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In summary, the reasons for seeking counselling and the expectations of
counselling relate not just to the status of the relationship but also encom-
pass improving and understanding the relationship and obtaining personal

assistance and support.
Our respondents' emphasis on the absence of the atTectional components

of their relationships showing affection, sexual compatibility, time
together and communication as problems and areas of disagreement
reinforces the centrality of emotional satisfaction and personal fulfillment as
the cornerstone of contemporary marriage. This compares with a focus on
the performance of traditional roles noted in previous decades (Craddock
1980).
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PATHWAYS TO
MARRIAGE

COUNSELLING

As Brannen and Collard (1982) point out, before seeking help for marital
and relationship probkms at marriage counselling agency , it is necessary
for pcopk to recognize that sometlnng is wrong N t h the rclationslnp, to
interpret what is wrong s marital problem; nd to make decision to
disclose their problems to n outside source, in this case a marriage
counsdlor. However, .1s Jessie Bernard (1972) has observed, in every
nurriage there re two relationships, his and !las, with different le\ els of
satisfaction and defininons of problems. Wo,aen, aLLording to muLli oldie
literature, tend to seek help more dun 11101 nd re more likely to !innate
counselling.

To properly understand the mom tions nd pathw ys of counselling
requires a case study approach. Therefore, this study Lan only suggest
explanations of this process based on the mailed questiolmaire responses
linked to the resIlts of other relevant studies of marriage Lounselling
reported in the literature.

The pathw ys to counselling taken by thc study L hems re desLribed 111
the next seLtion Assistance prior to Lounselling is looked at in terms of
relunce on self or partner, informal assistanLe from friends or lannly and
formal ssistance' from professional resources.

Problem-solving Before
Counselling

Respondents were asked whether there w as ny thing they had tiled to do
about their relationship problems before Loming to the Lounselling agenLy.
As Table .29 show s, the majority of Llients had either tried to sort out their
relaionship problems themselves (men 67 per Lent, w omen 71 per Lent) or
attempted to resolve things w ithm the relationship (71 per cent). rhose ho
were already separated L'vere significantly less likely to luL e disLussed things
with their partner (men 59 per cent, women 64 per cent).
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able 29: Help prior to counselling by relationship siatu., by sex

-Within rel lions/lip
myself
partner

Solve them
Talked with
Informal
Talked things out

with family
Talked with friends
Formal
Doctor
,Religious help
Legal advice
Sodal worker
Psychiatrist
Psychologist

Male
Apart Together Total

Female
Apart Together Total

68 67 67 72 71 71

59 76 71 64 73 71

30 15 20 39 34 34

35 15 28 54 44 46

15 15 15 27 24 25

11 5 7 13 10 11

11 1 5 17 7 9

8 3 5 16 8 10

7 4 5 8 7 7

4 5 5 12 6 8

Since rt.pondents were able
questions it is difficult to obtain
clients who used or did not us
distinguishes between respondents
relationship and those who turned to

to give multiple responses to the referral
a clear perspective of actual numbers of

outside help of any kind. Table 30
who relied only on help within the
outside assistance.

Table 30: Help prior to counselling, 'other t lungs tried', by relationship status

Males Females
Apart Together Total Apart Together Total

Within couple 41 55 51 16 15 23

Used some infohd help/
within couple '- 11 21 21 30 31 33

Used formal help 37 23 18 54 41 45

n = 151 333 484 186 544 730

Over one-half of men (51%) compared to one-quarter 23%) of women
did not confide in anyone outside their relationship prior to counselling. For
these men and women, marriage counselling was the first attempt at
obtaining assistance for their relationship problems.

Mayer and Timms (1970) refer to the 'cliscussability of personal prob-
lems', they argue that fcar about admitting failure, shame or loss of self-
esteem in revealing thas ont,..tannot cope with the situation, and a belief that
personal problems shonld, be resolved within the privacy of the relationship,
affect the willingness. :[)/ people to approach both informal and formal
sources of help.
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Brannen and Collard (1982) found different attitudes to self disclosure
amongst men and women in their study of marriage counselling:

'Sonic men seemed to fear they might become, in Goffman's terms,
stigmatized persons with "undisclosed discreditnig information"
(Coffman 1986:77) so that, for them disclosure would risk serious loss
of status, dignity or self esteem' (p 34).

'Women who were 'non-disclosers' in the Brannen Ind Collard study
were less likely to be concerned about their self esteem and more likely to
feel that their self disclosure could be interpreted as damaging to others and
especially to be concerned about being disloyal to the partner. The authors
found that women were more likely to have recognized and defined their
marriage as problematic than their husbands. The found that:

'Many husbands simply did not experience their marriage as problem-
atic for themselves. By denying the existence of problems or by
avoiding the subject altogether when confronted with their wives'
dissatisfaction, husbands effectively prevented the marriage from
becoming a subject for debate' (p 43)

Informal Sources of Assistance

Table 29 describes the specific formal and infOrmal sources of assistance
clients turned to before marriage counselling. Overall, friends were pre-
ferred over family. Confirming the conclusions of other studies, more
women (46 per cent) than men (28 per cent) turned to friends or family
(34 per cent of women and 20 per cent of men), perhaps reflecting the
generally wider friendship networks of women and the social acceptance of
women talking about personal problems and feelings (Brannen and Collard
1982).

Separated people were more likely to confide in family than those in an
intact relationship, significantly so for menind this probably reflects a
hope on the part of those not yet separated that things might improve
before worrying their families. In addition, if separation is a fact there is less
need to be concerned about disclosing the relationship pr oblems to family
or friends.

Others, particularly women, expressed an unwillingness to burden fami-
ly or friends with their problems; rather, their desire to confide in someone
outside the relationship (see Table 28) as a reason to seek professional
counselling. Timms and Blampied (1985) observed that fr:ends and relatives
arc sometimes judged to be inadequate resources for help with manta;
problems because of the concern that they would 'take sides' with one
partner or another. Comments by respondents illustrate this view.

'Being able to relate 10 Anneal(' outside offinnily and.friends whom you know will
maintahl coOdentiality and have an unbiased view of tlw problew: (Separated
female)
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'We could discuss thims without worrying about other people, friends, relatives

seeing or hearing.' (Separated female)

'It was important to be able to confide in someone outside the family (Female, in

an intact relationship)

'I was able to talk to someone independent, a third party.' (Male in an intact
relationship)

Formal Sources of Assistance

Respondents turned to a variety of professional resources before coming to
counselling. As Table 30 shows, women (45 per cent) were more likely than
men (28 per cent) to have turned to formal sources. The most common
professional person (Table 29) turned to was a doctor (25% of women, 15%
of men). Admitting to a marital problem is still unacceptable to some
people and marital problems may be initially disguised as more acceptable
illness symptoms. Marital stress and conflict may also precipitate a variety
of symptoms that bring people to doctors.

Use of other formal services appeared higher among those who had
separated. example, 17 per cent of separated women and 11 per cent of
men had sought legal advice prior to counselling. Women with a lower
education level were a little moi e inclined to get formal assistance. In terms
of age, women over 30 years of age and men over 40 years ofage were the
highest users of formal assistance.

Referrals to Marriage Counselling

Although seeking help is usually a voluntary process, in some cases referrals
come from external sources, family, friendsi minister, doctor or lawyer.
Timms and Blampied (1985) also note that when partners arrive at marriage
counselling, they are often at different stages of recognition of the problem.
They emphasize that it chould not be assumed that all clients are seeking
help. While sonie are, others may be having it 'thrust upon them. Answers
to the question, 'Who suggested marriage counselling at this time?', are set
out in Table 31.

Women appear more motivated than men to seek assistance to resolve
marital problems, and more open to discussing personal problems. Overall,
46 per cent of women compared to 28 per cent of men decided on their own
to come to counselling regardless.

Sometimes it was a partner who urged attendance at counselling. As an
indication that women are more aware of problems in the relationship, it is
not surprising that overall, 37 per cent of men compared to 13 per cent of
women stated that their partners had asked them to attend counselling.
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Table 31: Who suggested marriage counselling by relationship status by sex

Expectation

Male
Apart Together Total

Female
Apart Together Total

Within relationship
I decided 33 15 18 43 47 46
Partner asked me 30 40 37 20 11 13

Decided together 27 43 38 15 17 24
Ii!formal

Family member 13 10 11 15 12 13
Fricnd 19 11 13 11 17 19
Formal

Con .nunity group 3 1 1 6 1 3
Professional 15 8 10 19 17 18

Women, in both intact and separated relationships, take the initiative in
seeking marriage counselling.

Approximately 11 per cent of invn and 13 per cent of women indicated
that a family member had suggested counselling, friends had recommended
counselling to 19 per cent of women and 13 per cent of men.

A professional person suggested or referred 18 per cc:7A of women and 10
per cent of men to counselling, confirming the tendency noted prev:ous'y
for more women than men to have sought professional advice bito.e
coining to marriage counselling.

Who Attended Counselling First

When we look at who actually attended counselling for the first interview as
recorded on the Attorney-General's form, the smile patterns are evident.
Men tend to come to counselling more frequently with their partner. As
shown in Table 32, 69 per cent of men compared to 47 per cent of women
respondents came together for the first interview , most likely at the request
of their wife if we recall the responses to who suggested counselling. For the
men who attended alone the firs, time (26%) only four per cent of their
partners attended individually.

A higher proportion of women respondents (50%) attended counselling
alone the first time and only three per cent of their partners attended
individu Ilv. Women may be more willing to seek help for their personal
problems, perhaps because their level of life satisfaction and self-esteem is
lower.

Seventy-five per cent of men whos- motivation for counselling was .to
maintain or improve the relationship came together with their partner
compared to one-half of the women. It must be borne in mind, however,
that more women than men attended Lounselling without their partner for
the first session.
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Table 32: Who attended first counselling session by co nselling focus by sex

Male(%)
ImproveSeparate Reconcile

renule (%)
Total ImproveSeparate Reconcile Total

I came alone to first

session 18 34 50 26 47 60 47 58

My partner came

alone to first session 6 7 4 7 5 4 3

Wc came together to

first session 75 66 48 69 50 36 49 47

n = -20 38 58 316 32C 107 49 485

When the aim of counselling is separation, women (66%) arc more likely
to attend without their partner than men (34%). Where the goal is recon-
ciliation there are no differences, half attend with their partner and half
Collfe alone to the first session.

Clients were asked in the post-counselling survey whether they would
have preferred to attend all sessions together, some together or all sessions
by themselves. Women more than men appear to be able to use counselling
to assist them personally as well as helping with relationship problems.
Only four per cent of men compared to that: per cent of women stated they
had wanted to attend all the sessions alone whereas 49 per cent of men
compared to 27 per cent of women had wanted all the sessions together.

This pattern of men being less involved than women in set:king counsel-
ling is found in previous studies of marriage counselling conducted in
Australia (NMGC 1978; Greenway and Lacar-Villaroman 1983) and over-
seas (Hunt 1985; Brannen and Collard 1982).

Marriage Counselling as a Resource

Our findings are consistent NN ith Brannen and Collard (1982) \N ho found
'that help-seeking careers of husbands and WI% es appear from their very
beginnings to have diverged.'

Women were consistently more attuned (or perhaps tel more need) than
men to s'eeking assistance from family, friends or professionals. The dis-
crepancy in help-seeking betsN cell men and %% omen suggests that for at least
half the men, there was a degree of resistance to using counselling and/or a
lack of ecognition or unw illingness to acknow ledge relationship problems.
Chiriboga and Cutler (1977) refer to the socialization of men that encour-
ages suppression of feelings or emotional probkms s WI results in denial
or lack of awareness of marital problems. It may be, of course, that men Lio
not see or accept that the relationship is a problem requiring formal
attention. This is consistent, too, with men's higher les els ollife satisfaction
and marital adjustment, although these men's levels of satisfaction and
adjustment were still lower than the general population.
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This perception of relationship problems and general dissansf,iction is no
doubt the reason why women initiate counselling. Fincham and Bradbury
(1987) suggest that women may be the 'barometers of marital functioning',
more sensitive to marital dysfunction, because they are more dependent or
invest more in marriage.

Men appear less likely to have engaged in much reality testing about their
situation with others. Since they appear not to have discussed their relation-
ship and have not previously sought help about the problems, they are
likely to have less understanding and insight about their plight. Women
appear to have defined the relationship as a problem and to have discussed
their concerns more widely. Consequently, they are more likely to be more
comfortable and articulate about discussing the; relationship in a counsel-
ling situation. If they are intending to separate, then women may also be
fuither ahead in the 'uncoupling process'.
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THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF MARRIAGE
COUNSELLING

Tke main '-ocus of this study was to assess the effectiveness of marriage
couilselhng. An nnportant component of the analysis is to distinguish
between those clients who were satisfied and who benefited from the
counselling they received and those who were dissatisfied and did not feel
counselling assisted them.

The Post-Counselling Sample
(Follow-up)

Before examining the impact ofcounsellmg on marriage counselling clients,
an evaluation of the response rate to the post-counselling survey will be
made. Clients were contacted by mail seven to eight months after starting
counselling.

The response rate for the second stage of the study was 41 per cent, with
534 of the original 1302 respondents being retained. Ilowever, there w as a
significantly higher response rate for females than males 3 males to 7
females compared with 4 males to 6 females in the first stage of the study.
There was a 32 per cent response rate among the men (169 cases out of 525
cases) and a 47 per cent response rare from the females (365 cases out of 777
cases) (see Figure 1).

A comparison w as made of those ho are in the second survey compared,
to those who failed to reply. Briefly, the findings indicate that non-
respondents were significantly more likely to be:

male rather than female;
lower educated males and females;
males with a lower income;
younger females;
males with lower selr csteem;
males who attended counselling once or twice;
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and females w ho klt optimist% about life in the et tilt of the relationship
ending.
Males are significantly more likely to drop out of thc survey (and perhaps

of counsellir:) if they had come to counselling already separated but
hopeful of reconciliation. Males whose expectations for support from
counselling were low were inure likely to not participate as were maks
whose expectations for acquiring skills from counselling were low.

Telephone Follow-up of
Non-respondents

An et aluanon on non-respondents conducted b) tekphone found that at the
time they initially came to counselling, the majority of respondents contact-
ed by telephone were married (85 per cent), 10 per cent were in a de facto
relationship and 5 per cent were not living together. These respondents had
a significantly lower education level than the post-counselling survey
respondents.

A higher proportion of women in the tdephone survey (34 per cent),
compared to the post-t ounselling slit-se) women (46 per tent), had attended
only one or two sessions. Approximately 40 per cent of men in both
samples attended one or two sessions.

At the time of the follow-up, 34 per ent of the men in the telephone
survey were living apart compared to 43 per cent la the in.un sample.
Twenty-set en per cent of the women in the tekphone sample ompared to
37 per cent in the main sample were separated. More of those in the
telephone sample were living together, how ever it must be borne in mind
that these were the easiest to trace since they w en the least likely to have
changed their address.

Fifty-six per cent of the telephone sample men compared to 63 per tent of
the main post-counselling men were satisfied w ith their wunselhng experi-
ence. The satisfaction level was higher for women (68 per cent; but lower
than that of the women in the main sample (71 per (ent). Things were better
fol per cent of the men and 73 per ent of women contacted by telephone
compared to 64 per cent of men and 68 per tent of w omen in the mam
survey.

Methodology

Marriage counselling effectiveness will be analysed in severa1 ways.

i. Comparison of pre- and post-counselling stores on set eral individual
and relationship measures will be made:
a. individual measures: wellbeing scale, and a self-esteem scale:
b. relationship measures: marital consensus scale1 marital satist'action
measure, and an examination of the consequent( s of relationship
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breakdown. It should be noted that relationship measures can only be
compared for those who are still together and have not separated.

Change in the status of the relationship after counselling will be looked
at:
a remained together
b. separated
c. reconciled
d. remained separated

3. Client satisfaction with counselling will be measured by:
a. satisfaction with counselling received;
b. satisfaction with the counselling experienced;
c. satisfaction with relationship with counsellor

4. Counselling effectiveness will be examined in relation to:
a. perceived change in the individual
b. perceived change in the relationship
c. perceived resolution of the problem.

5. Specific aspects of the ways in which participants felt they had been
assisted will be described.

Outcomes of counselling will be discussed compari.ig the experience of
men and women and whe!:her they remained together or separated.

Comparison of Pre- and Post-
counselling Measures

Briefly recapping the analysis from the pre-counselling survey, results
showed significant differences between men and women when they present
for counselling. Women havi lower self-esteem, lower satisfaction with
life, lower marital satisfaction and are less committed and optimistic about
the future of their relationship. This recognition of the relationship prob-
lems and general dissatisfaction is no doubt the reason why they initiate
counselling. However, in addition, they also have higher expectatiens of
counselling than their partners.

Change in the scores on the wellbeing, self-esteem, marital satisfaction,
and marital coasensus measures from the pre-counselling survey (T I) to the
post-counselling survey (T2) were examined.

Changes in wellbeing
Comparing the means of the wellbeing measures from pre-counselling to
post-counselling for the total post-counselling sample, Figure 7 shows that
irrespective of whether they remained together or separated then were
significant improvements in women's sense of wellbeing (females together
t=5.42, p.000I, females separated t=4.03, p.000l). The wellbeing of men
who remained with their partner also improved significantly (males togeth-
er t=2.44, p.00). However, there was no significant improvement for men
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who had separated, whereas the greatest improvement in wellbeing is
experienced by separated women.

Figure 7; Pre and postcounselling compadson
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According to Headey and Wearing's wellbeing measures, above 72 on
this scale 'would be moderately high wellbeing. The means for both males
who remain with their partner and separated females r.:ach this level The
separated males and women who remain with their spouse have a lower
sense of wellbeing.

Changes in self-esteem
Thc findings for self-esteem arc similar to those of wellbeing (Figure 7) (it
should be noted that the self-esteem scale is a sub-scale of the wellbeing
scale): Self-esteem improved significantly for both mc.. ,,,id women who
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remained with their spouse. Separated women also increased their self
este.n, but there was no significant improvement for separated males.
(Males together t=3.33, p.001, males separated N.S.; females together
1=5.33, p.0001, females apart 4.58, p.0001).

Changes in marital satisfaction
Changes in marital satisfaction from pre- to post-counselling were exam-
ined for those who remained in a relationship after counselling. Figure 8
shows the significant improvement in marital satisfaction (Males t=4.37,
p.0001; females t=9.22, p.000) . However these means still fall in the
moderately low range of satisfaction which suggests that whilst marital
satisfaction may improve significantly it is still lower than that of the
general Australian population (Headey and Wearing 1978, Weston 1986).

Figure 8: Pre and postcounselling comparison
marital consensus and marital satisfaction
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Changes in marital consensus
There are significant increases in the marital consensus measures for both
males and females who iemained in their relationship (males t=2.82, p.006;
females t=3.85, p.00() which suggests lower levels of disagreement since
the start of counsellir. g.

Changes in consequences of breakdown scale
This f,cale considered how life would be better or wors,. on five different
dimensions if the relationship were to cnd. For those still in a relationship
from pre- to post-counselling there were no significant changes in the
consequences measure, which evaluates thc costs and benefits of kaving thc
relationship. It appears that the reality of how life would be better or worse
if one left the relafionship is stabl. not influenced by counselling.

Table 33: How is life in the following areas of your life since separating?

Separated males Separated females

Standard qf
Better 15 25
Same 31 33
Worse 54 43

(61) - (117)
Social life
Better 32 56
Same
Worse 40

(60) (116)
Career
Better 22 34
Same 67 57
Worse 12 9

(61) (117)
Sex life
Better 21

Same 13 12
Worse 66 56

(60) (115)
Being a parew
Better 26 49
SMIC 23 37
Worse 51 14

(35) (84)

Thosc who had separated were asked similar questions about their
current situation that is, is life better or worse after scparation? Results
indicatc that in all areas, females report life being better than separated males
do, significantly so in areas relating to career, social life and parenting
(Table 33).
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Having considered the improvements in the various tneas.ares and
demonstrated substantial ....1creases pre- and post-counselling on most of the
scales, the question that rern..ins is to what extent are these changes due to
the effects of counselling? Ilgression analyses woe used to dew Ipe

whether counselling factors c ibutcd to these iniProvements I he
1 measure on each particula- ,,cale is used as one of the indepeni ept v-.ciables
and the dependent variable i the Time 2 post-counselling sco Zn the scale.
The other variables included in the regressions were:

age of respondent
presence of other positive !if.: events that might have contilbuted to
change (present/absent)
number of counselling sessions
Counselling effectiveness measure the counselling etTectiveness meas-
ure is a factor-based scale of three itemi (Alpha reliability .791) relating.tcr
perceived improvement attributed to counselling in the individual cliehK,
his/her relationship, and the problem they came to counselling about.
Four regressions were included. Wellbeing and self-esteem have beep .r

examined as these apply to all clients, not just those who remained in the
relationship. The other two are marital satisfaction and marital consensus
which can only be looked at post-counselling where the client has remained
in the relationship.

Table 34 shows the regression results for men and wonien. As one would
expect, the level of wellbeing pre-counselling for men is related to ihe
wellbeing measures post-counselling and 2accounts for 12 per '&11t of the
variance (total adjusted r =.32, F 10.78, p.0000). However the other
so-iables significantly related to the level of wellbeing post-counselling are
perceived counselling effectiveness (beta 39, p.0000) and number of coun-
selling sessions. In other words, males who found counselling effective are
more likely to have increased their sense of wellbeing. Howev.:r, those who
attended counselling for many scssions had a SW/6r sense of wdlbeing post-
counselling; these are likely to be those males v,i*O had greater problems.

The regression results for women show both wellbeing measures are
related as expected, accounting for 21 per cent of the variance (adj. r2=.39, F
24.6, p.0000). Counselling effectiveness is strongly related to well ing
(beta .44) and it was also found that those who had separamd had a hig lei
sense of wellbeing.

The regression results for self-esteem were similar, to those reported for
wellbeing but as this is a sub-scale of wdlbeing they will not be reported in
detail.

The regressions using marital consensus post-counsdling as the depend-
ent variable (males F 3.9, p.006, adj. r2 =.34, marital consensus Time 1
measure contributed 20 per cent of the varianc), found counselling effec-
tiveness to be significantly related to improvements in marital consensus for
both men and women (males beta .24, p.02, females beta .34, p.0000).

The regressions for marital satisfaction post-counsdling as the dependent
variable found different results for 21uen and women (Table 36). For the
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Table 34: Muhipk regression analysis of determinants of wellbeing after ..ounselling

Wellbeing (T2) -7-iclependent variable
Variable 4.y.:

Wellbeing (
Agc of respondent
Other positive life events
Together/apart (T2)
Number of sessions

'.'.,cdutiselling effectiveness
1018 p.000

,r.,32 (other
Variance)

Beta Correlation Significance

Males
.37 .46 p.(XX)

.06 .04 NS

.04 .09 NS

.10 -.13 NS
-.16 -.18 p.03

.39 .43

variables apart from T1 wellbeing mi. "account
\

Wellbeing
Agc of respondent
Other positive life events.
Together/apart (T2)
Numbcr of sessions
Counselling effectiveness
F 24.6 p.0000
12=.39 (Other variables apart from TI wellbeing nteasurt
variance)

.46

.02
-.005 .03

.18 .02

.002 .06

.44 .40

account

-,z97

AA
vq,1

'-!%.11

for 20% of the ej

Table 35: Multiple regression analysis of detern:ii:aico1jirrital
COUtisepinc: :

%/.. .

Marital consensu*;:a0uV:variable
Beta

p.000
NS
NS

NS : '1
p.0006:"-.. gi:

fo r 18:,

".$

p.002

colisensus post-

. Correlation Significance

:":. d; A
fohsFlisus - .46

',-1.:'..4' ..srpspondent -.07
dthei positive life events -.01
Number of sessions . .. -.15

% .....;:effectiveness :..',./4,:f .24
F 3.*1.006
Adj. r2-2=.32 (other variables apart from T1 wellbeing
the variance)

Marital consensus .53
Age of respondent -.06

1,1stsr positive live events .02
Natilber of sessions -.09

effectiveness .34
:F42'49 p.0000
r2=.46 (other variables apart from Tl wellbeing measure account for 18% of the
variance)

- . .

Males
.54 p.0000

.NS
-.13 NS .

NSComiielling
.34 p.02

measure account for 14% of

Females
.59 p.000

-.18 NS
.12 NS

NS
.44 p.0000
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re4t
in2Ies (F 11.67 adj r2=.44), the pre-counselling measure of marital satisfac-
tion contributed four per cent of the variance. Again it was found that

wed coui.selling effectiveness was related to post-counselling levels of
satisCaction and that number of counselling sessions was negatively
to marital satisfaction after counselling.

-
. 1- women the regression results were F 27.46, p.000, adj. 12-=.49,

marital satisfaction pre-counselling contributed four per cent of the vari-
ance, and perceived counselling effectiveness was significantly related to
higher marital satisfaction post-counselling.

MFS Monograph No. 8

Table 36: Multiple regression analysis ofdeterminants of marital satisfaction poet-
counselling

Marital satisfaction dependent variable
Variable Beta Correlation Significance

Males

Marital satisfaction (T1) .21 .18 p.02

Age of respondent -.11 -.29 NS

Other posit1M life events -.08 -.11 NS

Number of Sessions -.25 -.29 p.009

Counselling effectii?eness .54 .57 p.000

F 11.67:p.0(XX),
Adj. r2-4.44 (Other 'variables apart from T1 wellbeing measure account for 40% of
the varianciV-

_

Females

Marital satisfaction (T1) .13 .34 p.0003

Age of respondent -.04 -.15 NS

Other positive life events .03 .19 NS

Number of sessions -.08 -.03 NS

ounselling effectiveness .61 .61 p.0000

F 27.26 2p.0000
r.49 (other variables apart from T1 wellbeing measure account for 44% of the

variance)

Changes in Relationship Status
Post-Counselling

At thc start of counselling, 70 per cent of men and 73 per cent of women
were living with their partner. After counselling, 60 per cent of men and 65

per cent of women were living with their partner, while 40 per cent of men
and 35 per cent of women were living apart.

Figures 9 and 10 show the changes in relationship status between the two
surveys. Over 50 per cent of those attendng counselling were assisted in
maintaining and preserving their relationship. Reconciliation occurred in
3 per cent of the men's relationships and 8 per cent of the women's

11 4
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vilationships. It could perhaps be asserted that those emaining together
ha a greats chance of survival as a result of counselling. Thirteen per cent
of men arid 15 per cent of women separated since starting counselling, and
26 per cent of men and 19 per cent of women were already apart when they
commenced counselling and have not been able to reconcile.

Relation of Counselling Goals to
Relationship Status After

Counselling

It is often difficult, prior to counselling, for clients to be able to articulate
clearly what their counselling goals are. For this reason the counsellor's
definition of the focus of counselling, where available, has been taken. By
their report, as shown in Table 37, 89 per cent of men came to preserve their
relationship compared to 77 per cent of women; conversely, 11 per cent of
men came to separate compared to 23 per cent of women.

Table 37: Counsulor's definition of counselling focus at the start of counselling
by outcome for the relationship post-counselling

Pre-counselling goal

l're-
counsdling

Post-counselling
marital status

Still together Apart

Males
To stay together or reconcile 89 66 (62) 1! (32)

To separate or remain
separated 11 -D1- (2) 75 (6)

Females

To stay together or reconcik 77 73 (132) 17 (48)

To separate or remain
separated 13 38 (24) 61 (39)

For those who participated in the post-counselling sample, it can be seen
that, where the goal is defined as remaining in the relationshir in 73 per
cent of cases women achieved this compared to 66 per cent of men. This
means that for 27 per cent of women and 34 per cent of men, counselling
fails to prevent breakdown. Where the intention was to remain separated or
to get assistance with the separation process a quarter of the men and 38 per
ccnt of the women.in fact remained in their relationship.

Influences on Relationship Outcome

In looking at relationship outcomes for mamage counselling clients, it is
important to have some Idea of the motivations and reasons for attending

11 6
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counselling in order to understand the outcomes of counselling. Accord-
ingly, counselling outcomes in relation to changes in a relatiomhip of those
who were committed or not committed to a relationship pre-counselling,
and whether or not they felt optimistic or pessimistic about the relationship
surviving were examined. Within a relationship there can be very different
motivations for attending counselling, nd very different perceptions of the
viability of relationships.

Commitment and the degree ofoptimism and pessimism about the future
of their relationship at the start of counselling was significantly related to
relationship status at the end of counselling 2 2for males and females (m.,!es
chi 42.4, p .000; females chi 68.7, p .000), There was very little difference
between males and females for those who were committed and optimistic.
It is amongst those who were committed but doubtful that their re!ation-
ship would survive that we see the differences between men and women.
More of the men who were in this ambivalent situation remained separated
(37%) compared to women (19%). Among those with low commitment,
women arc more likely to reconcile, whereas men are more likely to remain
separated.

Another indicator of the differential levels of intention about the relation-
ship can be seen frbni the responses to the question 'who made the decision
to scparate?' (Table 38).

Table 38: Who made the decision to separate?

Male Female

Husband initiated 24% (16) 32% (3(j)
Wile initiated 58% (39) 50% (64)
Both decided 18% (12) 18% (211

In over half of the cases in this study, where separation o airred, it was
the woman alone who had initiated the action. 1 Jese differences in levels of
commitment and decisions to separate between men and women confirm
that women are less satisfied with the relationship. Thus they are more
likely to initiate counselling to resolve these issues one way or another. For
this reason there is a higher rate of preservation and reconciliation amongst
women whose motivation about preserving their relationship initially
appeared low.

As Table 39 shows, 25 per cent of men and 30 per cent of women were
more optimistic about the relationship continuing than a. the time they
began counsellingilthough a higher proportion of women than men
remained pessimistic. More %% omen (15.per cent) than men (9 per cent) were
also more committed after counselling than before counselling, although
more women than men were also less committed since counselling gilded.
Overall, men remained both more optimistic and were more committed
than women to their marriages.
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7, !Fable 39: Optimism about future of relationship: comparison of Time 1 and
Time 2

Males Females
cY0

,-. ,

Optimistic Time 1 & Time 2 57 44

_ 'Not optimistic Time 1, optimistic Time 2 24 30

--Optimistic Time 1, not optimistic Time 2 9 6

---:- ,Not optimistic Time 1 & Time 2 10 20

,Committed Time 1 & Time 2 82 64

Not cominitted Time 1, committed Time 2 9 15

--_ Committed Time 1, not committed Time 2 9. 13

Not committed Time 1, not committed Time 2 1 8

., n 93 220

These findings highlight the 'his and her' experiences of marriage and
counselling. Overall, women appear more dissatisfied with their relation-
ship, but are also more inclined to initiate counselling in order to confront
the issues and make decisions.

After counselling, individual measures of wellbeing and sclf-esteem
improve significantly for both men and women who remain together and
for separated women, but not for separated men. It appears that counselling
provides women with the support and skills to cope more effectively with
separation and its consequences, but does not assist men through this
separation process to the same extent.

While those who remain in relationships improve their levels of marital
satisfaction and marital consensus, men are still more contented with their
relationship than their partners after counselling. This finding is consistent
with the findings of Weston (1986) who states that the 'presence of a partner
is more important to the v ellbeing of men than of women, while the
quality of the relationship iF more crucial for women than for men'. She
suggests that women have higher expectations of their relationships than
men, or perhaps they are less tolerant of difficulties and more sensitive to
flaws in the relationship than men.
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CLIENT
SATISFACTION WITH

MARRIAGE
COUNSELLING

Several aspects of satisfaction with marriage counselling was assessed:
satisfaction with the counselling received. with the result or outcome of
counselling, and with the counsellor relationship.

Table 40 sets out these dimensions of satisfaction with counselling in
relation to the status of the relationship at the time of the follow-up.

Satisfaction With Counselling
Received

Overall, at a point in nine up to eight months after the commencement of
counselling. 71 per cent of women and 62 per cent of men indicated they
were satisfied with the marriage connsdling they had received; a response
rate similar to most other studies of marriage counselling overseas (Jacob-
son and Gilman 1986; Hooper 1985) and in Australia (NMGC 1978;
Wiederkehr 1981; Hartm 1986). 0 wr the years. information collected by
the Attorney-General's Department has consistently indicated that around
70 per cent of clients who fill in a client outcome tbrm at the end of
counselling report being satisfied with counselling at that time. However,
as Cramb and Hills (1982) point out, there nuy be 'a degree of bias due to
the demand characteristics of the situation'. Clients may be reluctant to be
critical of counselling if they did not want to hurt their counsellor or if they
wanted further conuct with the agency. which may account for the
proportion of clients who were 'neutral' about counselling.

Satisfaction with counselling is signthcantly related to relationship status,
particularly for men. There is little difference between men and women
who remain together (71 per cent men, 73 per cent women). but amongst
the separated, there .are significant differences, with 68 per cent of women
compared to 48 per cent of men satisfied with the counselling they received.

Ambialent reactions were often related to feeling that some problems
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Table 40: Satisfaction with counselling by relationship status post-counselling

Aspect of satisfaction
Male (%)

Together Apart Total
Female (%)

Together Apart Total

With the marriage
counselling received

Satisfied 71 48 62 73 68 71

Neutral 72 31 25 19 20 21

Dissatisfied 7 21 13 8 11 6

With the results of
counselling

Satisfied 62 41 54 61 54 58

Neutral 76 26 26 26 28 26

Dissatisfied 17 33 20 14 17 15

With the counsellor

relationship

Satisfied 88 71 82 85 77 81

Neutral 8 21 13 11 14 17

Dissatisfied 3 8 5 5 10 7

Total number 95 61 156 770 116 336

Table 41: Couple satisfaction by relationship outcome by sex

,

Together Apart
Male
Total Together Apart

Female
Total

Satisfaction with
counselling received

Both satisfied 57 29 47 53 43 50

I am satisfied 13 17 15 19 25 20

Partner is satisfied 77 22 13 7 1 6

Neither 8 :'7 /--D 70 31 74

n 83 41 124 161 68 230

Satisfaction with results

of counselling

Both satisfied 55 20 47 16

I am satisfied 8 15 16 36

Partncr is satisfied 7 23 8 7

rn Neither 29 43 30 25

n . 83 41 159 87

Table 42: - Couple perspective on satisfaction with counselling

Satisfaction with counselling received
Both satisfied,

Satisfaction with counselling results
Both satisfied

Satisfaction with how you 'got along' with counsellor
Both satisfied

54%

49%

73%

120 109
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had not been resolved or the relationship status was still not as desired but
the counselling received was not necessarily 2: fault.

'Was in one way pod made us commtmicate ma realise what the problems were.
But in the long rim it was no ood, it didn't pt us together apth.' (Separated
male)

Since marriage counselling is primarily concerned with relationships,
satisfaction levels need to be examined from the couple, as well as individ-
ual, perspective. In some instances the data allows us to look at the
perspectives of both partners, either where respondents were asked how
they thought their partner felt about counselling, or where both partners
were in our sample.

Satisfaction results based on both partners' perspectives lowers satisfac-
tion levels. Table 41 shows that only 47 per cent of males and 50 per cent of
fcmales reported that both partners were satisfied considerably less than
the 62 per cent and 71 per cent reported for individuals. Where both
partners' perspective was obtained for the couple sample, Table 42 shows
that 54 per cent of both partners were satisfied with the counselling
received.

Satisfaction with the Results
of Counselling

Overall, 58 per cent of women and 54 per cent of men reported sansflction
with the results of their counselling experience; 15 per cent of women and
21 per cent of men were dissatisfied with the outcome of counselling. Over
a quarter of men and women had neutral feelings.

Relationship outcome was significantly related to satisfaction levels with
the results of counselling. Just over 60 per cent of men and women in Intact
relationships were satisfied compared to 41 per cent of separated males and
54 per cent of separated females a significant difference. Almost one-
third of the separated men stated they were dissatisfied.

Couple satisfaction was significantly related to whether the couple ended
up together or apart. In over 50 per cent of cases maks and females who
remained together reported that both partners were satisfied with counsel-
ling outcomes. However the separated husbands md wives reported differ-
ent satisfaction levds' within couples. Only 29 per cent of separated males
reported that both partners were satisfied, compared to 43 per cent of
women who felt both parties were satisfied. This suggests that separated
women were over-estimating male satisfaction levels. Where there is couple
data, 49 per cent were both satisfied, but these were predominantly Intact
relationships.

The' following comments Illustrate how satisfiction with the results of
counselling were influenced by respondents' expectations and assumptions
about their relationship and counselling.
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It didn't help at all as now I am going through a divorce.' (Separated female)

Shou ing us what was needed to get on better together and understand each other

better.' (Male in intact relationship)

Counsellor didn't get our relationship back together agam.' (Separated male)

It clarified what our problems were and helped us to understand why they frustrated
us.' (Female in intact relationship)

For some respondents, although the outcome of counselling for the
relationship was not satisfactory, the counselling itself was appreciated:

Although It hasn't helped the relationship much, it has certainly helped me. It's
allowed me :o talk over my concerns instead of keeping feelings secret. It is good for
me to do something for myself. I also feel less responsible for the breakdown.'
(Separated male)

The same range of comments were given by those clients who did not
complete the second stage of the study but who gave their opinions when
contacted by telephone. Approximately 57 per cent of men and 67 per cent
of women interviewed indicated they were satisfied with the counselling.

It was pretty good, made me stand up for myself We were able to sort out our
problem.' (Female in intact relationship)

I don't think counselling helped us sort out our problem or come to any solutions.'
(Male in intact relationship)

Satisfaction with the Client-
Counsellor Relationship

Over 81 per cent of both men and women were satisfied withthe way they
got along with their counsellor. Tile status of tho relationship was sig-
nificantly related to satisfaction with the counselling relationship with both
men and women who were separated less satisfied with their relationship
with the counsellor. Looking at satisfaction from the couple perspective we
find that again it is the separated who report least couple satisfaction.
Among the couples, 73 per cent were both satisfied with how they got
along with their counsellor.

The relationship between the client and counsellor is considered by
theorists to be the most significant factor in client satisfaction and therapy
outcome (Gurman and Kniskern 1978; Lebow 1981). Qualitis of warmth,
empathy, and genuineness consistently have been associated with client
satisfaction (Beck 1975; Gurman and Kniskern 1978; Hunt 1985). These
comments by respondents tend to support this view.

I was very pleased at how comfortable the counsellor made me feel.' (F,1le
intact relationship)
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I found the counsellor somewhat WM; cold an) judgemental, totally dissatisfied.'
(Separated male)

The therapists' ability to present treatment in a manner congruent with
client eApectations and experience has been related to treatment outcome
(Crane, Griffin and Hill 1986) as is the establishment of a 'therapeutic
alliance', the degree of understanding and agreement on the goals of
counselling (Hunt 1985). Kantor and Kupferrnan (1985) assert that the
clients also 'interview' the therapist and decide what it is safe to disclose,
whether the therapists' values or background and personal experiences will
enable them to understand their situation, and whether the style of therapy
is comfortable. The following comments arc illustrative of this important
relationship.

Our counsellor was marvelous. He was married with kids and was so reasonable.'
(Female in intact relationship)

We were happy with the way we were approached, with the questions the way
they were put. We are very private people, it was difficult for us to, approach
counselling, but she was very good.' (Female in intact relationship)

The counsellor was very professional, very helpful.' (Male in intact relationship)

I did not relate well to the jemak. I feel my wik related to our counsellor well
because she was female.' (Male in intact relationship)

The woman asked one to do things I considered silly.' (Fmule in intact
relationship)

As part of another series of questions specifically about whether some
aspects of the service offered by the counselling agency created problems,
over 94 per cent of men and women indicated there was no problem with
their counsellor. In open-ended comments about how counselling had failed
to help, less than 10 per cent mentioned the counsellor, and when giving
reason, why counselling finished when it did the counsellor was rarely
mentioned. This is consistent with the high reported levels of client
satisfaction with their counsellor.

Aspects of the counsellorclient relationship or counsdling approach that
appeared to be associated with dissatisfaction NN, ith the counselling experi-
ence will be explored in a later section..

.1 0
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COUNSELLING
OUTCOMES:

THE PERCEIVED
EFFECTIVENESS OF

COUNSELLING

Satisfaction with counsdling is generally associated with how effective
counselling has been in resolving the problems brought to counselling and
meeting the expectations clients had for their relationship and for them-
selves as individuals. Several measures of effeenveness were included in this
study to assess perceived changes in several areas. problems, the relationship
and individually.

Resolution of Problems

At the time of follow-up, respondents were asked to indicate how things
were now, considering the problems they had come to counselling about.
Table 43 sets out how respondents felt about their problems now and how
much they believed marriage counsell;ng contributed to resolving their
problems.

Table 43: Clients' perceptions of probkm resolution and contributft: of counsel-
ling to resolving problems by relationship status

Mak (%)
Together Apart Total

Fem:le (%)
Together Apart Total

Flow problems are now

Better 83 37 65 78 49 68

No different 14 41 1";) 19 31 13

Worse 3 21 10 4 10 9

How ninth marriase «mmellms
contributed to solo* problems
A great deal 31 13 13 26 19 14

Somewhat 55 26 45 51 31 44

Not at all 14 61 32 13 50 31

Total no. 95 62 157 121 118 339
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Overall, approximately two-thirds of men and women believed their
problems in general were better. Again :le status of the relationship at
follow-up affected their opinions. Amongst those who remained with thei:
partner, 83 per ccnt of men and 78 per cent of women felt the problems hzd
improved. However, just undcr half (49 per cent) of separated women and
37 per ccnt of scparatcd males believed this. Forty-two per cent of separated
males believed counselling had made no difference at all to their problems
and one-fifth of scparatcd men and women believed counselling had made
things worse, particularly those whose partncr wished to leave the
relationship.

When askcd how much they thought marriage counselling had contribut-
ed to solving their problems, almost one-quarter of men (23%) and women
(24%) said a great deal and over two-fifths of men (45%) and women (44%)
said somewhat. One-third of women and men said that counselling did not
contribute at all to resolving their problems.

It didn't sort out the sex problems.' (Male in intact relationship)

It didn't bridge the gap between my husband's work and the family as I hoped.'
(Female in intact relationship)

In fact, if wc look at separated men and women, wc find that 50 per cent
of the women and 61 per cent of the men felt marriage counselling did not
contribute anything at all to resolving their problems. The limitations of
counselling to resolve all problems was articulated:

I was looking for answers that could not be finmd.'

And by this man, still in his marriage:

It hasn't changed my feelings toward the other wotnan.'

Change in the Relationship

Some respondents felt counselling changed thcir relationship for the better.
Table 44 shows how the respondents thought their relationship had
changed as a result of counselling.

Table 44: Clients' perceptions of relationship change by status of the relationship
post-counselling

Male (%) Fenule (%)
Together Apart Total Together Apart Total

Relationship changed as a
result of counselling
Better 73 15 55 68 30 56
No different 23 54 35 27 56 37

Worse 3 11 10 4 14 7

Total no. 94 61 155 220 111 331
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Overall, approximately 55 per cent of both men and women thought
their relationship had changed at least somewhat for the better as a resplt of
marriage counselling, while 10 per cent of men and 7 per cent of women felt
the relationship had changed for the worse. Again, one-third of mem ,and
women said counselling had made no difference to lie reLtionship.

As expected, those who remained together we - more satisfied with the
results (73 per cent of men and 68 per cent of women) to a far greater degree
than separated men (25%) and women (30%). Over half of separated mei
and women believed counselling had made no difference at all to the state Os
their relationship whereas one-fifth of separated men and 14% of separatied
women perceived counselling to have contributed to deterioration in the
relationship.

In answer to a specific question about how satisfied respondents were
about what had happened to the relationship overall, two-thirds of men and
womcn were satisfied with what had happened to the relationship. How-
ever, only one-third of separated men compared to just over one-halfloc
separated women were satisfied with the outcome of their relationship.

Change in Eat'

For many respondents, counselling was beneficial because of the individual
or personal changes that occurred. Tabk 45 shows clients' perceptions _pf
how counselling changed memselves and their partners. Three quarter of
those who were still in thcir relationship felt they had personally changed
for the better as a result of counselling (75 per cent of males, 73 per cent of
females). Two-thirds of separated ft:males also believed they had changed
for the better, but less than half the separated males (47 per cent) believed
they had made personal gains.

Table 45: Chents' perceptions of personal and partner change by status of the
relationehip post-counselling

Male (%) Female (%)
Tugetlwr Apart Total Together Apart Total

Personally changed as
a result of cou»selliv
Better 75 47 64 73 67 71

No different 13 47 33 25 . 30 17

Worse 1 i 4 2 3 1

Partner chauqed b a
result of counselling
Better 62 29 53 62 33 51

No different 33 49 37 37 57 44

Worse 5 12 10 2 10 4

Total no. 95 61 157 110 115 335
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Since women more than men had been dissatisfied with personal aspects
of their lives as discussed in previous sections, It is not surprising that there
would be greater opportunities to feel assisted by counselling in personal

'Whether or not respondents felt there had been any gains resulting from
marriage counselling or if any gains had been maintained up to the time of
the follow-up affords another measure of how counselling was perceived.

Table 464hows respondents' answers to the general question, 'Have the
gains, if any, resulting from marriage counselling lasted up to this time?'

Table 46: Clients' perceptions of gains maintained as a result of counselling by
status of the Jelationship post-counselling

Male (%)
Together Apart Total

Female (%)
Together Apart Total

Have the gains resulting from
counselling been maintained?
Yes 77 31 58 67 35 57
Nb 9 1 5 8 13 10
No gains 15 68 36 15 51 33
Total no. 94 61 156 216 112 328

While the overall proportion of men and women who felt gains had been
maintained were approximately the same (58% men and 57% women), the
status of the relationship significantly affected this response. Approximately
68% of separated men and 52% of separated women believed there had
been ho gains resulting from marriage counselling compared to 15% of men
and 25% of women who remained together who felt this way. Again, a
majority of men (77%) and women (67%) who remained together believed
they had made gains from counselling which were maintained. Women
who were in intact relationships, nevertheless, were less optimistic about
gains made or maintained than men who were together, suggesting that
these women were still not entirely satisfied with the state of their relation-
ship despite remaining together.

Effectiveness from the Couple
Perspective

The couple perspective .s shown in Table 47. For 61 per cent of couples in
our sample, both partners considered their problems had improved. For
fifty-five per cent of the couples, both partners believed their rehtionship
had changed for the better and in 66 per cent of cases both partners were
satisfied with what had happened to the relationship. On a personal level, 54
per cent of couples agreed both partners had changed for the better as
individuals. Where gains had been achieved, 52 per cpnt of both partners
agreed these gains had been maintained.
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Table 47: Couple perspective on satisfaction and counselling effectiveness

4'iob1enis improved
-BOth perceive improvement 61%

-,-Sitisfaction with what happened to relationship
Both satisfied 66%

:Change in relationship
Both changed for better 55%

Individual client changed for better
Both changcd 54%

Have gains lasted (where gains achieved)
Both agree 52%

Commitment to relationship (for those still in relationship)
Both committed 67%

Chance of scparation
Both perceive is low 65%

If we look at levels of commitment and confidence in thc futurc of thc
relaiionship, amongst those still in their relationship 67 per cent ofsouples
both feel committed to, thcir relationship and, in 65 per cent of cases both
partners believe the chances of their relationship breaking up are low.

Couple information gleaned from thosc whose partncr attended counsel-
ling enabled some insight into whether or not both changed as a result of
counselling. Table 48 shows that amongst those still together, 58 per cent of
males and 55 per ccnt of females reported that both partncrs changed for thc
bettcr as a result of counselling. Amongst the separated, 20 per ccnt of males
and 26 per cent of females reported that both changed for the better.
Scparatcd males reportcd that, in 44 per cent of cases, neither partncr
changed for thc better, but only 28 per cent of femaLs reported that neither
changed fe: the bcttcr. Separatcd women appear to believe that thcy
themselves changcd whilst their partner did not.

Table 48: Respondents view of couple or partner change by status of the
relationship post-counselling

Mak (%)
Together Apart Total

Female (%)
Together Apart Total

How much have both of you
changed as a result of

counselling?

Both bcttcr 58 20 46 55 26 47

I 1111 bcttcr 16 27 20 20 39 26

Partncr is better 5 10 6 7 7 7

Neither 21 44 28 18 28 21

Total no. 83 41 124 163 70 234
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PREDICTORS OF
PERCEIVED

COUNSELLING
EFFECTIVENESS

A number of factors have been found to be associated with the effectiveness
of counselling as reported in the literature. Jacobson and Gurman (1986) nd
(human, Kniskern nd Pmsof (1986) in their review of marital therapy
outcomes identified relationship variables as predictive of treatment
outcome. In many of these studies, positive Outcome is e(uated with
improvement in marital satisfaction measures. The authors conclude that
'the quality of emotional ffection' pre-counselling. inchiding level of
coimmtment, sexual satisfaction nd feelings of togetherness, is a predictor
of post-counselling sansfat non Low er st ores pre-t ounselling result in less
degree of improvement.

The literature reports int onsistent effects of other %mbles, particularly
demographic variables on the effet tit mess of counselhng. One reason for
this may be that man) studies reported hat e fairl) homogeneous samples.
Sonic studies ha% e indicated that ) ounger couples bcnetit more from
marital therap) than older couples (Jatobson and Gin ni.ui 1986, (;unn"
Kmskern and Pinsof 1986) Cramb nd 1 lills (1982) found length of die
relationship (closel) correlated w ith age) to influence outtome those in
longer term relationships benefited less. Bet k and Jones (1973) reported
lade differences in outcome related to socio-econonnt status.

Regression results presented earlier in this set non of the report showed
how counselling had contributed significand) to w cllbeing. self-esteem,
mantal satis6ction Ind improvements iii mantal (onsensus post-
counselling Rather than examine an Os erall measure of effet ti% mess as used
previously. iii this section 111 attempt w ill be made to identif*), the predu tors
of two dimensions of effectiveness, nanwly:

I. whether counselling contributed to pert els ed unprot ement in the t 11-
ent's relationship or not

2, whether counselling contributed to an) pert els ed nnprot einem ID the
client personally or not.

To identify the characteristics that distinguish bets% eel] those w ho found
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counselling effective or not effective for tlkmselves individually or for their
relationship the following variables were included in discriminant function
analyses.

A measure of satisfaction with social life and friends was used to measure
thc degree of social imegration or isolation. Since commitment to the
relationship and marital satisfaction have been correlated with positive
client outcomes, the following measures were included: marital satisfaction
at the start of counselling, the level of the commitment to the relationship
and the degree of optimism about the relationship continuing. As there are
perceived costs and benefits to remaining in or leaving a relationship

P".., (Levinger 1976; Udry 1981), we measured perceptions of whether life
would be better or worse if one left the relationship. Measures of whether
or not the respondent had children, length of relationship, and whether or
not the client remained in their relationship or separated were also included.

Other measures added were the number of counselling sessions attended,
whether or not the respondent had initiated counselling, and expectation
about wanting to acquire skills from counselling (indicating an active
interest in change):-

Four stepwise discriminant function analyses were c mducted to identify
the predictors of perceived counselling effectiveness both for the individual
personally and for their relationship.
Discriminant Function Analysts to predict counselling drectiveness for the relation-

ship:
The aim of this type of analysis is to establish and appropriately weight a

set of variables to best predict membership of a group in this case
clients who believed counselling had assisted in improving their relationship

The best predictors of effectiveness in order of importance for men were
found to be:

remaining in the relationship
having children.
No other variables were predictors of counselling etTectiveness for the

relationship. It was found that 74 per cent of cases were correctly classified
and the canonical correlation was .49 p .0000. As Table 49 shows, remain-
ing in the relationship is considerably more important a predictor than
having children.

The best predictors for counselling effectiveness in order of nnportance
for women are:

Remaining in the rdationship
Initial marital satisfaction
Attending more counselling sessions
Initial optimism about the future of the relationship
Shorter duration of relationship
Expectation of counselling to acquire skills.
Seventy-two per cent of cases were cometl ). classified and the canonical

correlation was .49 p.0000.
Perceived effectiveness for the relationship for men seems very much

1 3 0
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Table 49: Discriminant function analysis for predicting perceived relationship
improvement as a result of counselling for male and female clients

Males n=137 Standard Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Together/apart post-counselling
Have children/no children

Percentage of cases correctly classified 74%
Canonical Correlation .49 p.0000

1.00
.28

Females n=290 Standard Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Together/apart post-counselling .53
Marital satisfaction -.43
Number of sessions -.34
Optimism about relationship surviving (T1) .28
Length of relationship .24
Camc to counselling to acquire skills -.20

Percentage of cases correctly classified 72%
Canonical Correlation .49 p.(XXX)

more dependent on retaining their spouse and having family responsibil-
itks, whcrcas for women in addition to retaining thc relationship it is more
related to the level of satisfaction with the relationship and counselling
factors.

Discriminant Function Analyses to predict counselling effiy iveness for the client
personally:

Discriminant function analyses for predicting the effectiveness of coun-
selling in assisting clients personally showed that the best predictors formen
in ordcr of importance were:

Remaining in the relationship
Believing life would bc worse without the relationship
Attending more counselling sessions
Satisfaction with social life and friendships
Initial optimism about relationship surviving
Initial commitment to the relationship

It appcars that for men to gain from counselling personally they need to
bc highly motivated to retain their relationship. The discriminant function
analysis correctly classified 70 per cent of cases. Canonical correlation .47
p .000.

Thc best prcdictors for women were in ordcr of importance were:
Attending morc counselling sessions
Initial marital satisfaction
Initial optimism about relationship surviving
Expectations of counselling to acquire skills
Initiated counselling
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Table SO: Discriminant function analysis for predicting those who found they
personal!), improved as a result of counselling for males and females

nalysis I Males n=138 Standard Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Tiagether/apart post-counselling
prtionS available if separated
Umber dsessions
OCial andfriends satisfaction (T1)

OptitnitM about relationship surviving
Conunittnint to relationship

Percentage of cascs correctly classified 70%
Canonical Correlation .47 p.0000

Analysis 2

.74
.67
.62
.34
.18
.12

Females n=292 Standard Discriminant
Function Coefficients

Number of sessions .65

Marital satisfaction (T1) .58

Optimism about relationship surviving .16

Came to counselling to acquire skills .41

Initiated counselling .32

Had children/no children
Committcd to relationship (T1) .24

Percentage of cases correctly classified 73%
Canonical Correlation .35 p.0000

Having children
Committed to the relationship
For women, whcthcr or not they remained with their spouse was not a

significant factor. Seventy-three per cent of cases were classified correctly.
Canonical correlation .35 p .0000. (The variable relating to consequences if
the relationship failed had 50 missing cases and was ciropped from the
women's discriminant function analyses after checking that it was not
significantly predicting effectiveness on either measure.

There were similarities and differences in predictors of effectiveness
between men and women. Both men and women felt that remaining in the
relationship was important if counselling was effective for their relation-
ship. If men were to gain personally from counselling, staying m the
relationship was also an important factor. For women, expectations of
counselling and initiating counselling were also predictors. For both men
and women being positive about their relationship at the onset of counsel-
ling were predictors of effectiveness. This suggests that counselling is more
effective with those who have less severe relationship problems.
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ASSISTANCE FRnhil
COUNSELLING

Information on how counsPlling helped clients, or failed to help clients, was
gathered in several ways. Respondents were asked how counselling assisted
them, using, in most instances, the same items they had been asked at the
outset of counselling in relation to what they hoped to gain from counsel-
ling. At the start of counsellmg, clients were asked about their expectations
for the outcome of their relationship to improve or prevent breakdown,
get back together again, or get help deciding about separation. In addition,
they were asked questions about what they hoped to gain from coursdling
individually and for their relationship. Basically, expectations centred
around three num issues: gaining insight about themselves and their
relationship, acquiring skills to deal with mdieidual and relationship prob-
lems, and getting emotional support.

Because what is meant by being assisted, being helped or a positive
change may mean difident things to different people, qualitative accounts
were also obtained. Respondents were asked to describe in their own words
how counselling Lelped them, or faded to help them. Eighty-three per cent
of respondents gave some open-ended comment on how counselling hdped
them, and 57 per cent commented on hoye counselling could have helped
them more.

An examination will be made of the quantitative data first, Ind this will
be followed by a seunnwy of clients' qualitative perceptions of how
counselling helped, or failed to help them.

Table 51 sets out lmw counselling assisted clients by sex and relationship
status post-counselling. This ek ill not be discussed in detail because a factor
solution on this data has produced scales which summarise these findings.

Howevcrimongst those who remained in their relationship, 80 per cent
of men and 70 per cent of women believed counselling helped them
improve their relationship and prevent breakdown. Anmngst the separated,
43 per cent of men and 55 per cent of women believed counselling assisted
them with the separation process.
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Table 51: Measures of counsdlmg asststance b relationship status post-counsdling
and sex

Mak
'Together Apart

0/0

Fentak
Together Apart

0k 0

Total
"Ai

, Relationship faaors
-Iniprove relationship 80 -r-t 70 19 53

Prevent relationship breakdown 80 15 69 10 49

Get back together 61 9 47 11 35

Assist separation process 71 43 8 55 15

Individual assistance
Sort out thouOts and fedings 91 78 85 80 84

, Change yourself 75 51 70 50 64

Obtained support and
understanding 65 60 71 73 70

Specific advice 62 47 61 53 58

Decisions about life 58 55 65 59 61

Develop better personal
--'relationships 77 51 68 51 64' Solve personal probknis 68 55 71 61 66

Leant techniques to handk things 77 511 73 61 67

Gain confidence in self 36 34 35 61 51

Confide in someone 65 68 76 70 70

_ Relationship assistance
Settle differences (a 15 55 27 47

Improve communicaion 68 51 69 46 61

Fklp handk conflict 68 43 65 50 59

Understand what went wrong 69 (t3 65 73 67

Understand what happeniA 85 73 79 70 77

Understand partner better 78 53 73 51 66

Bring about changes in partner 49 11__ 49 18 38

Enable partner to see mistakes 49 31 54 31 45

Enabk you to see mistakes 78 72 78 64 73

Help partner understand .

you better 58 31 64 30 51

, Accept an unacceptable situation 59 54 61 41 55

Bring things out in open 75 60 75 64 71)

n= 95 68 223 126 516

Irrespective of gender or relationship outcome, between half to three-
quarters of clients believed counselling helped them make decisions about
their lives, understand what had gone wrong, helped them solve some of
their personal problems and enabled them to see soli of the mistakes they
had made.

In all instances (with the exception of separated women who gained
confidence in themselves more than women still in relationships) men and
women who remained together gained more assistance than those who
were separated.
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-

Overall, women had higher initial expectations of counselling than men.
Post-counselling, both men and women were assisted by counselling.

Excluding items which related specifically to the outcome of their
relationship, factor analysis on the remaining items set out in Table 48
revealed that counselling assisted marriage counselling clients in four main
ways.

The acquisition of skills: helping clients to acquire skills to deal with
personal and relationship problems enabled clients to change, to handle
things more effectively, to develop better relationship skills, and to
communicate better and handle conflict.
Facilitate change in relationship: by increasing understanding within the
relationship clients were able to settle differences and this improvement
enabled change to occur.
Gaining insight: counselling assisted clients to gain insight into them-
selves and their relationship, including where it had gone wrong.
Emotional support: clients were able to confide in someone outside their
situation and gain confidence in themselves, obtain advice on what to do
and also obtain support and understanding.

Set out below are details ot' these scales.

Scale I: Acquire Skills
(Alpha Reliability .87 15 8-item scak)

Items Factor load*
Change yourself .7339
Learn some techniques to handle things more effixtively .6863
Develop better personal relationships .6573
Solve some personal problems .6635
Improve the way you communicate .5858
Help you to handle conflict .4976
Enable you to see your mistakes .4115
Accept a previously unacceptable situation .3840

Scale 2: Facilitate change in relationship
(Alpha Reliability .8509, 5-item scale)

Items Faitor loading
Helped partner understand you better .8325
Enabled partner to see his/her mistakes .8302
Brought about change in partner .7986
Settled your differences .6107
Brought things out in the open .6093
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7-'Scale 3: Gain insight in relationship
-,(Alpha Reliability .8105, 3-item scale)
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ltems Factor loading

:Helped understand what went wrong .7903

=Helped understand what was happening in relationship .7794

-;kielped understand your partner better .5834

Seale 4: Gain emotional support
--::(Alpha Reliability .8017, 6-item scale)

Items Factor load*

Confided in someone outside relationship .7647

Obtained support and understanding .7561

Gained confidence in yourself .6190

Made decisions about your life .5069

Obtained specific advice on what to do .4897

Sorted out thoughis and feeliUgs .4567

20
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tS

15
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Figure 11: Ataristonco gained from counselling by sex (standardisoa means)
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Figure 12: Assistince gainad.from courisoMng by relationship type
(standardised means)
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Figure 11 shows, a romparison of stmdardised means shows that the
most widely recognized assistance by women was gaining insight into what
had gone wrong in their relationship, and receiving emotional support.
Men also reported they had gained insight .md understanding of their

'.ationship; however, they were significantly less likely than women to
acknowledge receiving emotional support from counselling. Men were less
inclined to have sought counselling for emotional support in the first
instance. There were no significant differences between men and women on
acquiring skills to cope with individual and relationship problems. Assis-
tance in facilitating change in their relationship was acknowledged least by
both men and women.

Figure 12 shows that assistmce received from counselling is related to
relationship outcome. Whether separated or together, both husbands and
wives believed they had gained insight into their relationships, separated
males having the lowest mean. There were significant differences between
men and women on emotional support received. Men and women who
were still together post-counselling gained more skills and learned more
from counselling than those who separated, and as one would expect it is
unlikely that those who separated would be assisted in these ways.

Satisfa,:tion with counselling, and perceived improvements as a result of
counselliag, were positively correlated with all n ir measures of assistance
for men and women. Education was not correldd with these four types of
assistance, nor was age for men, however younger women were signifi-
cantly more likely to gain insight into their situatk.., than older women.
Self-esteem was not correlated with my of the four asstst.ince measures for
men but was positively correlated w ith all types of ssistance for women.
Feelings that counselling facilitated clunge in the rdationship and that one
learned skills from the counselling experience were significantly correlated
with remaining together for both men and women.

Responses to the open-ended questions extend our understanding of how
counselling was or was not effective by illustrating how clients perceived
the help or the lack of help they received from counselling. Generally
women gave mo.e detailed comments on how counselling was helpful, not
helpful or what could have helped more. These qualitative comments were
coded and are summarised in Table 52.

The themes that t. nerge from the respondents' connnents are similar to
those summarized in the scales. Comments concerning communication
skills and handling conflict relate broadly to the area of helping clients
acquire skills. Clarifying issues, enabling recognition of problems and
helping clients accept their situation . -e associated with gaining insight.
Confiding m someone outside their relationship and gainmg self esteem can
be equated with the emotional support dut counselling provides.

Where counselling was not perceived as helpful it was often related to not
being able to change the situation, for example persuading a spouse to stay
in a relationship or being able to get a reluct.mt partner to come for
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'Table 52: Summary of qualitative comments relating to hom, counselling helped
or did not help marriage counselling clients.

Row Counselling Helped:
Nelp acquiring skills:
Iinproved communication
Learned to handle conflicts
Clanficatioi: and insight:
'Helped clarify issucs
Enabled 'Self to see problem
Enabled partner see,problem
Acccptancc of situation
Emotional Support:
Improved self esteem
Confide in someone outside situation

How Counselling Least Helpful:
Situation Related:
Not able to change situation or partner
Partner would not come
Criticism of Counselling:
Did not acquire skills, get advice
Counsellor style
Frequencies of sessions
Raised idea of separation
Biased towards marriage

Males
Tog. Apart

Fe. lales
Tog. Apart

(44) (27) (45) (28)

38 11 37 20
14 7 13 8

(46) (41) (45) (49)

30 14 32 ,35

10 13 12 11

4 6 7 11

? 15 5 11

(16) (21) (32) (39)

1 7 14 24

15 7 13 8

(14) () (24) (36)

13 18 14 26

4 11 11

(23) (36) (27) (38)

12 IS 12 17
9 18 11 14
1 8 9

1 6 1 3
3 1 1

(Figures m brackets are combined openended responses, these are muluple responses Rents )

counselling. In many circumstances these situations arc beyon r! the control
of counselling.

Counselling was most unhelpfid because the problem was between two people only

one (me) of whom sought counselling'. (Separated female)

Well, she wants to leave and that's all there is to it'. (Separated male)

It can't solve my problems as my partner can't face anything'. (Female in intact
relationship)

One of the roles of counselling as defined previously is to enable clients to
confront reality and integrate the experiences in a more positive way.

Whilst the acquiring of skills was one of the main expectations clients had
of counselling and onc of the areas where they were assisted most, Table 41
shows that for some this is also an area where some clients believed
counselling had failed them.

The remaining areas where clients believed they had not had their needs
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met related broadly to the particular style of the counsellor, the operation of
the agency or a perception amongst a few clients that there was a bias
towards marriage or separation.

Rather than discuss Table 41 in detail, the broad themes will be discussed
using examples of case studies to illustrate the complexity of the situations
that counselling deals with.

Clarification and Insight

One of the major themes was that counselling enabled clients to clarify their
thoughts and feelings in a supportive environment, gaining insight and
understanding about their own or their partner's contribution to what was
happening or had happened in the relationship. These case studies where we
have both partner's views of counselling help to show this:

Case 1: a separated couple

Jane was not happy living with her partner. As Ted put it: 'My wife did not
want to live with me any more, and I wanted to find out if counselling
could show us what went wrong in our relationship and c if we could
rebuild it'.

Jane found counselling made it easier to explain things to Ted and he
found that counselling helped him 'to see what went wrong in the marriage,
but it did not make any difference to Jane mainly because we came to
counselling too late.'

Case 2: a de facto relationship
This couple came to counselling to sort out their future plans regarding
marriage and children. He was feeling uncertain about their future, and she
defined the problem as 'my partner felt I was trying to dominate the
relationship. I felt he was being too slow making decisions and I was
running out of patience'. They both found counselling useful as he said 'It
was unbiased, pin-pointed the problems, and helped us understand how
they had come about. It also helped us with techniques to resolve some of
these conflicts'. His girlfriend expressed this as 'It clarified what our
problems were, and helped us to understand why they frustrated us'.

Case 3: married couple
This highly conflictual couple came to counselling because in his words
'Fighting with spouse over 90% per cent of all elements of day to day
living', d in her words 'Heated arguments too often disrupting family
harmony'. For them counselling was of assistance. In his words 'It held a

mirror to the relationship and exposed the effects that other relatives in
particular were having on our marriage'. His wife found that 'It helped me
not to be so emotional when we have a point of difference. It also helped me
to respect my partner's point of view'.
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Another of the major themes was learning techniques to resolve conflicts
and problems more effectively and improve commuuication. Below are
two case studies which demonstrate how counselling helped clients acquire
skills:

Case 4: married couple
The husband defined the problem as a lack of effective communication. He
felt that 'They both said things they regretted in the heat of the argument'.
His wife's change in working hours had, in his mind, introducCd extra
strain on the family. He felt they .vere having too many destructive
arguments. His wife defined their problems as being unable to communi-
cate effectively and the husband not ,:oping with additional stress. She was
also feeling rejected.

Counselling helped ihem both. He found it enabled them to work out
what was important in their relationship, and they learned 'not to be afraid
to talk truthfully about feelings rather than cover them up'. The wife found
she was able to cope better with her partner's moodiness and attitudes. She
found her acceptance of the relationship was more realistic. When consider-
ing the least helpful aspects of counselling the husband sair' he sometimes
felt that he was being put under pressure to change. . . 'my spouse said that
too but later found this was not to be a problem'.

Case 5: married couple
This couple came with major problems relating -,) domestic violence. The
presenting problems according to the wife were "Violence, conflict, anger,
abuse, involving both of us and the children." She also felt very depressed.
The husband acknowledged that the problem was to do with domestic
violence and parenting issues.

They both found counselling helpful, as he said 'It improved our commu-
nication we have an evening set aside now to talk things over. Counsel-
ling also made me see my own selfishnebs as a cause of much of the discord.
We learnt some child management techniques'.

The counselling enabled the wife 'To understand myself better. Helped
me to learn ways of dealing with anger and expressing it. Helped me and
my spouse find better ways to communicate and raise our children'. She
also wished counselling had been able to hdp more with her depression, and
it would have been good if it had changed some of her husband's attitudes.

Acquiring commu..ication skills and techniques for handling conflict
were areas where some clients received help. Other clients found that
counselling was least helpful in this area, as -hese quotes suggest:

was hoping that we would have learned s,tne sfrategies to deal with conflicts in the

future. After four sessions of talking we felt that We had gone as far along that course
as necessary. I still wish the counselliq had tried to teach us something . . . I felt it
was too passive'. (Female in intact relationship)
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'I would have liked to learn more skills in how to argue properly . . . keeping to ihe
topic, keeping in «mtrol, accepting unresolved issues etc'. (Female in intact
relationship)

'I think if our approach to each other could have been studied, arguments between us
observed by the counsellor and rerun with more appwriate input as suggested by an
outsider. We both need to be caring qf each other's feelings, cotwersations become a
battleground, and hostilities are caused by even one word said or taken incorrectly'.
(Male in intact relationship)

Emotional Support
Thc provision of emotional support had components of increasing and
maintaining self esteem, reassurance about separation decisions and assis-
tance with the process and consequences of separation. Another component
was the opportunity to confide in an outside, neutral person.

'Being able to talk to someone else, I get a different perspective, ideas'. (Male in
intact relationship)

'It has helped us to remain good .friends since sep ::ation. communicate well
now'. (Separated female)

'Helped tne to feel better about myself and understand myself I gained some self--
esteem'. (Separd female)

In some cases, counselling was perosived as providing reassurance or
reinforcement for a decision to leave a relatamship.

'It helped me decide that the relationship was finislu,-P. (Separated male).

'It probably gave me the courage to make it on my own'. (Separated female)
For some respondents there was arknowledgement that while counselling

had been useful to one partner, it did not always have the same benefit to the
other partner.

'It made my wife more determined about her new life, space and room to glow she
said'. (Separated male)

Case 6: separated couple

In another situation where the couple separated the husband felt that
counselling had helped because 'I felt that even though this relationship had
failed, I was not a failure. I was a special person who had qualities that could
be valued in a new relationship. It gave me hope. Also the issues that needed
to be dealt with were brought right out in the open and the fighting was
over very quickly' The wife found counselling had helped her to 'reestab-
lish myself outside the relatiomhip and go on to better things'.

Clients were given another opportunity to express their feelings about
their perceptions of how counselling affected them. To counter any poten-
tial bias towards positive answers these questions were posed in the negative
(Table 53),
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Table 53: Client's perceptions of negative aspects of counsellmg by the relation-
ship status post-counselling

Problem

Males Females
Together Apart Total Together Apart Total Total

Agreed % % % % %

Brought up things I didn't want
to talk about 65 52 62 59 60 55 57

Made relationship worse 10 12 17 28 18 14 15

Upset me too much 13 18 15 17 28 21 19

Did not solve the problem 39 51 55 74 62 55 54
Total* 93 /// 69 121 508

* overall total which varies by 1-3 respondents for each quesnon

Sixty per ccnt of men and 55 per cent of women found that counselling
brought up things thcy didn't want to talk about. Sometimes clients found
counselling 'too upsetting':

'Many memories were brought to the surface causiv inner hurt and self-cotylice.
(Separated female)

'Confrontation resulted between us when things were dragged up from the past'.
(Separated male)

'My wife would come home pruned fOr nagging sessions'. (Male in intact
relationship)

Somc clients felt counselling made their relationship worse (17 per cent
men and 14 per cent women), those who are separated are more likely to
fecl the situation was made worsc (28 per cent of separated men and 18 per
cent of separated women). Others felt it "upset them too much" (15 per cent
men and 21 per cent women). More of thc separated people, particularly
womcn, believed this. This may be because they had hoped for a reconcilia-
tion which did not occur.

'It did not bring my wife and family back together agam'. (Separated male)

'It just didn't bring my husband back to me'. (Separated female)

Over 55 per cent of men and women stated that counselling did not solve
thcir problems. However, as the case study material shows, counselling
may not be able to solve all clients' problems. Its aims are to assist couples
confront problems and develop strategies for coping with these problems,
and adjust to living within the relationship or be assisted to separate with a
minimum of pain and damage to self esteem.

One of thc functions of counselling is to enable clients to explore and
confront difficult issues within their relationship in a supportive atmosphere
with professional assistance. Naturally, this may evoke unpleasant emo-
tions and raise issues that may have gone unacknowledged or unrecognized
by one or both partners.
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'I suppose one faces up to the truth of oneself, good and bad points. It is not always

pleasant to hear, but if being realistic enough we can do our best to change and at
least make an effort that is something'. (Separated female)



16

NUMBER AND TYPE
OF INTERVIEWS

Considerable debate has centred on whether the number of interviews
clients attend affects the outcomes of counselling (Gurman and Kniskern
1981; Beck 1975). Nationally, according to the Attorney-General's Depart-
ment figures, 22 per cent of all agency clients attend for only one session.

Twenty-three per cent of men and 27 per cent of women who participat-
ed in the follow-up survey attended for one or two sessions. Table 54 shows
the number of interviews for respondents in the follow-up study.

Table 54: Number of interviews

Interviews Males Females
per cent No. per cent No.

1-7 23 (37) 27 (95)

3-4 25 (40) 27 (96)

5-6 23 (37) 72 (77)

7+ 30 (49) 74 (84)

One would expect that satisfaction with counselling would be related to
the number of sessions attended since there would be greater opportunity to
have problems resolved. However, this study found that results differed for
men and women. The more interviews women had, the greater their
satisfaction with counselling (pearson r = .25, p.000), but there was not a
significant relationship for men. However there were significant positive
correlations between number of sessions and the assistance received with
their relationship (males r=.20, p.006; females r=.35, p.000), and the
assistance they received for themselves generally (males r=.20, p.01;
females r-.36, p.000).

Approximately half of men and women who attended one or two
sessions indicated they were satisfied with their counselling experience and
found it helpful on dimensions of change in themselves and their relationship.
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This comment from a client contacted by telephone who attended for one
interview supports this view:

'The things he talked about with us in the one and one-half hour interview we were
talking about for months afterward.' (Woman in intact relationship)

Other studies have concluded that one or two interviews can benecit
clients by providing information, reassurance or advice that can have some
impact or resolve a specific situation, although more interviews are deemed
necessary if behavioural changes are to take place and skills to be learned
(Hunt 1985; Weiderkehr 1981). Coming to counselling for even one inter-
view may also spark motivation to work on a problem without further
assistance, as these clients illustrate:

'She said go away and work out what you want and then come back. We worked it
out and didn't need to come back.' (Man in intact relationship)

'Because he knew I was going, and was serious, that helped too. Explained
alternatives, learned to react difliTently and not to get involved in his anger.'
(Woman in intact relationship)

At the other end of the spectrum, some clients who had attended for a
greater number of sessions were dissatisfied or perceived that their situation
had worsened or that no inprovement had taken place. Perhaps these men
cmatinued to attend in hope of restoring a relationship or were disappointed
that counselling could not change their situation. In some cases this may
have meant a referral to individual counselling or other services would have
been more appropriate.

Joint or Individual Sessions

Table 55 sets out the numbers of mterviews attended individually or jointly
with a partner.

Table 55: Type of sessions by relationship outcome

% Male % Female
Together Apart Total Together Apart Total

Individual sessions 9 r 18 18 35 18
Individual and joint 37 46 41 47 41 17

Joint only 54 r 40 29 13 45
Total number 94 71 113 118

Men were more likely to attend all sessions with their partner in contrast
to women who were more likely to attend on their own. Nine per cent of
women compared to 4 per cent of men had indicated they would have
preferred to attend all sessions on their own. Conversely, more women
than men complained that their partners would not attend counselling.
When type of sessions is looked at by whether or not clients remained
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together or separated after counselling, it can be seen that men who
remained with their partner were significantly more likely to have only had
joint sessions (Table 55). Very few males who remained together had come
to counselling for individual sessions alone. Separated women (35 per cent)
were the group most likely to have had only individual counselling It is
notable that over 70 per cent of separated couples came jointly to counselling.

Figure 13 illustrates the relationship between type of interv;ew and
improvement from counselling. There was least improvement for those
separated men and women who only had joint sessions. Although these

:differences are small, they suggest that those who separate would perhaps
benefit from counsdling more if they stayed on for some individual sc3sions
post-separation.
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Although Gurman and Kniskern (1978) categorically concluded that
couples who are seen jointly during counselling benefit the most, other
research suggests that sometimes when only one partner attends counsdling
it can be beneficial (Hunt 1985). It is unclear whether the benefit referred to
is related to improvement in the relationship alone or includes individual
improvement since some studies have shown that counselling may benefit
one partner, particularly women who improve in confidence and self-
esteem, although the relationship itself does not improve.

qfeel it helped me grow personally although the marriqe (bawd httle and only for
a short time because of it.' (Separated woman)

'My husband attended only once with me then rclioed to go, but I still went aml
appreciated very much the raring, but unemotional, counselling.' (Woman in intact
relationship)

Retention of Clients

Why clients drop out of counselling prematurely (for example, after one
interview) has been the subject of much speculation.
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Client expectations of what counselling can realistically provide may be
related to whether clients remain in counselling. Krupmski and Marshall
(1967) found that clients, especially men, who expected counselling to bring
their partner back were more likely to only attend one session. Hunt (1985)
reported that clients who attended only once or twice appeared to come to
counselling as a last resort and had little motivation to change the situation.
Nixon (1988), in a small study investigating the failure of clients to keep
initial intake interviews, found that the refusal of a partner to attend was a
major factor in not keeping the appointment. It may be recalled that 12 per
cent of women indicated this was a reason counselling was not helpful to
them.

In their analysis of the factors contributing to premature termination of
counselling at the Marriage Guidance Council of Victoria, Krupmski and
Marshall (1967) found that those who attended for one interview only were
also more likely to have a lower education level, to be non-English-
speaking, to be those who attended without a spouse, as well men who
expected counselling to bring their wife back. Gaunt (1985) also found men
more likely to drop out after one session.

Counsellor 'style' also appears to contributi to retention rates of clients in
counselling. Although we are unable to determine whether those clients
who dropped out of the study did so because they did not respond to the
counselling approach offered, we can look at what respondents said about
their counselling experience. The perception of counselling as directive
rather than reflective in approach appears relevant.

It was earlier noted that 14 per cent of men and women felt counselling
had not been helpful because they were not given specific advice, guidance
or concrete techniques to handle problems. Another third of men and
women who had expected advice on what to do or techniques for handling
problems claimed these expectations had not been met.

Nevertheless, it was the 'non-specific' (Strupp 1986) therapeutic factors in
counselling understanding, encouragement, support and clarification of
feelings that were identified specifically by one-third of respondents as
the most helpful elements of their counselling experience, and by even
higher proportions who indicated that their expectations of sorting out
thoughts and feelings or gaining support and understanding had been met.

Consistent with other counselling studies (Hunt 1985; Brannen and
Collard 1982; Gaunt 1985) men were more likely than women to criticin
counselling for its failure to offer concrete advice and strategies. Women
more than men appeared to see value in just talking and clarifying feelings.
Perhaps, as Brannen and Collard suggest, this reflects their more general
comfort with self-disclosure.

Perhaps the provision of clear explanations of the counselling process and
what it can and cannot do would be useful to ensure that clients do not
retain unrealistic expectations of what counselling can achieve. This may
avert unnecessary feelings of frustration or dissatisfiction with the counsel-
ling experience.
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'When I first attended iounselliv I assumed a nwhalliirmula would be waved ma
everything would he OK. Uglortunately this is not true and I don't think this
possibility is ever really stressed.' (Woman separated)

Hunt (1985) suggests that an agreenwnt or contract be established with
clients at the first session which sets out the focus of counselling and likely
number of sessions. Redefinition of the focus and goals would be necessary
as counselling progresses. The following comment supports this view.

`It needed to be a little more goal-focused. I realised we were unsure where we
wanted to head and perhaps needed some mutual goal settMg and counsellor
direction.' (Female, separated)

Gaunt (1985) and Nixon (1988) reviewed a number of studies which
suggest that intake procedures clarifying clWnt expectations and the coun-
selling process may lead to reduced numbers of inappropriate early termina-
tion of counselling. In Gaunt's study of initial interviews, clients who were
more likely to return for more than one session perceived their counsellors
to be more understanding of their situation and to have focused on specific
issues than those who dropped out after the first session.

Most counsellors would state that they do negotiate an agreement of
some kind at the start of counselling. Clearly, for some clients, an explicit
and more structured framework would have been preferred. It appears
necessary for counsdlors to be tramed to asNess clients accurately, and to
have a repertoire of intervention styles that can be fitted to diverse client
needs.

,
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PERCEPTIONS OF
MARRIAGE

COUNSELLING
SERVICES

Respondents were asked their view s about several aspects of the marriage
counselling service they attended. The provision of service at appropriate
times is an important aspect of any evaluation.

Appointments

A proportion of respondents (12 per cent of w omen and per cem of men)
had difficulties obtaining tirst appointment (The comments that follow
were given by women respondents )

'A delay o./ 4 to 5 weelo lot appomunent Au ailiti appointment would have
been more desuable.'

'The jirt '1p/imminent 6 timid! and it 6 rel) naumant having to wait Jot weelopt

There is no Wa \ of determining w hether a mlable first-time appoint-
ments were inconvenient for respondents or w hether there were no
appointments available diming this time. flow e\er, a ailabilit of on-going
appointments was a problem for 20 per cent of men and 23 per cent of
women.

'API'munnetit iivadablittY "red' to be mote tlemble Tbi` Ihnt of the se"' We
.lopped gow. it ma.% diffiolt to get to due to oui wog; «minutmen6

'C'oinhelling would have been moue helphil y appointment% had been available at
more suitable timo.'

With a majorit of both men and w wnen in the workforc e,. it w ould seem
likely that evening or weekend appointments w mild be convenient for
many potential clients A munber a agencies report waiting lists for their
evening, hours The Marriage Guidance Comic ii of the Northern Territory
began Saturday mormng sessions in 1989
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'After hours tounsellim because it is hard to get time (!if work to attend.'

'It should be available in the city and on weekendsj'or workers.'

Some employers allow employees leave from work to attend counselling

as part of their Employee Assistance Programs, an idea that perhaps could
be expanded to more -vorkplace situations.

Support for inconvenient appointment hours as a barrier to accessibility

was found in a small study (30 clients) investigating reasons for client failure

to keep initial intake appointments at one agency (Nixon 1988). Over one-
third of clients who failed to keep an appointment indicated that inconveni-

ent hours was a reason.

Accessibility

For some respondents (14 per cent of women and 11 per cent ot' men)
distance from services was a problem, particularly in country areas.

'I would like to go again to marriage iounselliv, but now that I live in a country

area there is no such service.'

'Having to drive long distance to attend sessions put stress on both parties.'

The Attorney-General's Department has recognized that a small number

of towns and cities do not have a local branch of a marriage counselling
agency; however it claims that over 90 per cent of the population lives
within a reasonable distance of existing marriage counselling branches

(Harvey 1983a).

Other Comments

A few people mentioned that childcare facilities would be useful and make
attendance more feasible. Longer sessions would have been useful for some

respondents.

'I think an hour isn't hmg enough always because you're hist gettim into the nifty-

gritty when you are told to finish bec,.use the time is up.' (Female)

ToRqer, more intense session would improve efficiehiy in reaching the cause of the

problems. (Male)

Costs

All agencies that charge fees use a slidmg fee scale and insist that fees are
negotiable according to financial circumstances. The issue of charging fees

is controversial and has been discussed in Part One.
It is difficult to ascertain with accuracy the total cost of counselling for

each respondent since some respondents who came as a couple paid as
individuals and some together or fees may have varied if a partner came
alone for sonie sessions and with a partner for others.
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Costs Per Session

Approximately 10 per cent of women and 8 per cent of men did not pay
anything for counselling, either because the agency they attended did not
charge fees or their incomes were too low to mern payment.

Of the women, one-fifth paid an average of S20.00 per session with 71
per rent of all women paying S25.00 or less per session. For the men, 17 per
cent paid 'either S20.00 or S30.00 per session with 75 per cent paying an
average of S30.00 or less per session.

Overall Costs

tic total cost oi counselling would depend on the number of Interviews
respondents had. If we include the number of men and women who did not
pay anything for counselling received, approximately 40 per cent of women
and 31 per cent of men paid a total of less than S50 for counsdling; 22 per
cent of men and women paid between S51S100; 25 per cent of men and 19
per cent of women paid between S101S200, 10 per cent of men and women
between S200S3(X) and 11 per cent of men and 7 per cent of women paid
between S301S500. For 3 per cent of men and 1 pir cent ofwomen in this
sample, counselling cost over S500.

Approximately 20 per cent of men and women listed costs as a problem.
In response to a separate question about reasons for finishing counselling
when they did, 10 per cent of women and men stated that 'it cost too much'
as the reason for discontinuing counselling.

It was mainly women who wrote in comments on this aspect. perhaps a
reflection on their financial position in terms of earned income or depend-
ene on their spouse to pay the fees.

'I would have liked to continue but for the costs involved.'

'I am really disappointed that we had to stop going (*cause of that fee, it could have
made a difference.'

'Considering the importance of counsellinq, it would help if iharges were deduitible
or claimable on health insurance.'

'Youngfamilies are often striigc*ng to make ends meet and counselling fees may add
to tension or make counselling less desirable.'

Costs created difficulty in some cases where one partner was resistant to
counselling and used the fee as an obstacle to continuing counselling.

'I would have continued certainly if the cost for sessions was less than S5.00 as my
spouse disagreed with counselling and I had to find the money out of housekeeping.'

The symbolism of paying for a service has been noted in previous
research (Herron and Sitkowski 1986). Payment of a fee can be considered a
way of equalizing the relationship between the professional and client or
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engendering a sense of reciprocity rather than charity given. The willing-
ness to pay for marriage counsel!, tr, has been equated with client motiva-
tion or value placed on the relationship by the partners and the necessity of
demonstrating this linkage to clients. Conversely, the argument is made
that marriage counselling is an essential social welfare service like medical
care and should be freely available to all to use as necessary. A review of the
literature related to the payment of fees in family therapy (Ogren 1989)
found a lack of consistency in findings that payment of a fee for therapy
affects continuation of treatment, duration of treatment, missed appoint-
ments or outcome.

One indicator of whether clients believed counselling to be a worthwhile
experience is whether they would go to marriage counselling again if the
need arose. Overall 63 per cent of men and women stated they would return
to counselling if the need arose. There were no significant differences for the

men or women who answered positively in terms of whether they were
together or apart at the time of the follow-up.

Although only 63 per cent of men and women stated they would return
to counselling if the need arose, over 80 per cent of men and women would
recommend counselling to others. Again the status of their relationship was
not significant in this response, although fewer of the men who separated
during counselling would recommend counselling to others.
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COST BENEFITS OF
MARRIAGE

COUNSEI LING

Thc study brief did not require us to measure the cost effectiveness of
marriage counselling services provided by the approved agencies in com-
parison with other counselling and family support services in the commu-
nity. However, the study design incorporates components that enable sonw
assessment of direct and indirect cost savings to the community to be made.

Preventing Marriage Bre-kdown
The provision of nurriage counselling through government subsidisation
of marriage counselling organisations is considered to be one means of
reducing the cost to government of marriage breakdown. An assumption is
madc that if couples ca9 be assisted in reconciliation or conciliation through
counselling they will be less likely tc have recourse to legal costs associated
with the Family Court of Australu and Legal Aid. In ddition, couples with
children who are assisted to remain together rather than separate will reduce
thc numbcr of parents requiring Supporting Parents Benefits. In terms of
the Family Law Aa's reference to marriage counselling, these outcomes
relate to, 'counselling of a person in relation to (b) reconciliation of the
parties to a marriage'.

Overall, 66 per cent (62) of men and 7 per cent (132) of women in the
post couaselling sample, who came to counselling with the hope of remain-
ing together and preventing the marriage from breaking down, were still
together eight months afte.- marriage counselling ended.

While there is no guarantee that the, .. marriages will continue to remain
intact, 77 per cent (90) of men and 73 per cent (216) of women who were in
an intact relationship at this time stated that both they and their partners
wcrc committed to the relationship. When asked about the likelihood of
separation taking place since coming to counselling, of those clients who
had considered this a possibility, 64 per cent (58) of men and 58 per cent
(124) of women who were in intact relationships indicated this was less
likely now. Approximately 68 per cent of men and 64 per cent of women
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,

with children remained together after counselling, compared to 54 per cent
of men and 50 per cent of women who did not have children who remained
together. It is possible to assume, therefore, that these people will not need
the services of the Family Court, Legal Aid or Supporting Parents Benefits.

Since ma:riage counselling is aimed at preventing either separation or at
least some of the conflict associated with separation, sonie indication of its
relative cost-effectiveness can be obtained by comparison with the actual
costs emanating from divorce in Australia.

According to the Attorney-General's Department's 1987-88 Annual
Report, the cost of the Family Court was $37 million excluding the cost of
the Family Court of Western Australia and reimbursements to the states for
family law related matters.

The total cost of Legal Aid was S88 878 000. It was estimated that 60 per
cent of Legal Aid costs are associated with family law related situations.
Family law costs of Legal Aid thus equal S53 326 000.

If we look at the cost of Supporting Parents Benefits as a component of
costs to the community of marriage breakdown, the estimated annual cost
in 1988 was $1.9 billion including those receiving relevant Widow's Pen-
sions (Department of Social Security 1988).

It could be argued that marriage counselling w ith its dual role of assisting
couples to remain together, or separate with the least amount of stress,
reduces the cost to government of marriage breakdown. Couples who
remain together will not be using the Family Court or Legal Aid, and those
with children will not be in need of Supporting Parents Benefit. Where
couples have been assisted through the separation process It is hoped, with
less conflict and more time spent resoh mg areas of contention, that they are
less likely to be involved in lengthy legal proceedings within the Family
Court,

Since 1979 there have been several attempts to estimate the savings to
government as a result of the use of marriage counseiling services (Harvey
1979; Crawley 1987; Hartin 1988, Eastman 1989). Based on results of the
AlFS study, a crude estimate cah be made of cost savings related to Family
Court, Legal Aid, and Supporting Parents Benefits. This estimate is crude
because there nuy be other costs that could be included in the calculation.
However, it should be borne in mind that these estimates arc based on the
current marriage counselling client population, so it is not possible to
generalise about the potential cost savings if funding were increased.

As women are more likely to be the initiators of both counselling and
separation, calculations are based on the number of w omen. Using only
women avoids the possibility of double counting for couples. Women are
also the major recipients of Supporting Parents Benefits.

The following argument is based on the assumption that the marriage
counselling survey results are representative of marriage counselling results
general] y.

' An estimate has been made of divorces .1k erted and from this has been
subtracted the number of divorces where counselling could be said to have
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contributed to the separation, leaving us with a net figure of marriages
'saved',

Prior to counsellmg, respondents were asked what the chances were of
their relationship ending in the next twelve months. Amongst those who
remained together, we have taken fifty per cent of those who thought there
was an `about even' chance their relationship would end, plus all those who
felt there was a high or very high chance of separation. It could be said of
this group that, as they have remained together, divorce has been averted as
a result of counselling.

Conversely, amongst those w ho were together at the start of counselling
but have since separated, we have taken 50 per cent of those who felt there
was a 50/50 chance of separation and all those who believed there was a low
chancc initially that they would separate. It could be said of this group that,
as they have separated but had not expected to initially, counselling

contributed to their separation.
Using this approach, it is estimated that in 25 per cent of all marriage

counselling cases divorce was averted, and in six per cent of cases divorce
was `caused', leaving a net saving of 19 per cm.. Nmeteci per cent of all
cases would mean that marriage counselling subsequently averts a net 4111

divorces annually.
On the basis of these figures. if the total cost of the Family Court is

$37 000 000 and there are 40 000 divorces annually. , the estimated Family
Court costs of divorce are S925 per divorce. If marriage counselling
prevents an estimated 4111 divorces on the basis of the argument presented
here, then the cost saving to the Family Courts would be in the vicinity of
$3.8 million.

It is estimated that 60 per cent of Legal Aids costs are associated with
family law related situations. In 1987-88 this amounted to S53 .3 million.
Institute of Family Studies research on divorce (McDonald 1986) suggests
that 46 per cent of young women with children use Legal Aid. As there
were approximately 40 000 divorces, the estunatcd cost of legal aid spread

across all divorces is S799.50 per divorce. This means that the estimated
savings on legal aid costs as a result Of marriage counselling would be S3 3
million.

The savings estimated for the Family Court and Legal Aid could be
criticised on the basis that acerage costs are used rather than marginal costs,
that is, a 10 per cent drop in the number of divorces may not lead to a 10 per
cent drop in the costs of these services because of the fixed infrastructure
costs involved. For these services, however, the difference between average

and marginal costs is likely to be small.
The major cost of marital breakdown is Supporting Parents Benefit.

provided to a separated parent with at least one dependent child under 16
years ef age, who is caring for children with minimum or no financial
assistavce from a partner. The cost to government for Supporting Parent
Benefits as a result of relationship breakdown is estimated to be S1.9 billion
In this 3tudy, 80 per cent of women had childrenind according to other
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AIFS sources (McDonald 1986) 70 per cent of women at sonic stage during
marital breakdown go on Supporting Parents Benefit. According to the
Department of Social Security, the average weekly payment of Supporting
Parent Benefit is S10, and the average length of thne on Supporting Parent
Benefits is 24 months. On the basis of these figures, it is thus estimated that
the savings to government on Supporting Parent Benefits as a result of
marriage counselling will be approximately S40.4 million.

Therefore, combining the estimated savings on Family Law cOsts, Legal
Aid and Supporting Parent Benefit, it could be estimated that marriage
counselling saves government around S47.5 million annually. As stated
earlier, this estimation does not necessarily imply that a doubling of
government expenditure on marriage counselling would lead to a doubling
of these savings because the population using the additional marriage
counselling services may not behave in the same way as those currently
using these services.

There are also indirect cost-benefits that arise from marriage counselling.
These benefits are not easily quantified as they arc more subjective than
objective in interpretation. In general, indirect benefits are associated with
the objectives and potential of marriage counselling to improve the quality
of the marital relationship. This may result in reduced levels of tension,
frustration, and conflict that, if not moderated, could lead to marital
breakdown and consevent recourse to the Family Court and Legal Aid.

Regardless of outcome, counselling assiste4 !lents in acquiring interper-
sonal skills such as improved communication and handling of conflict.
Respondents gained insight into themselves, their partner and the relation-
ship that had contributed to the problem. Men and women obtained
emotional suppe; t and women pat tictUar4 in,proved in self-e%teem Coun-
selling is oftin defined in terms of these therapeutic and facilitative out-
comes as stated in the operational definition of marriage counselling in use
by the Attorney-General's Department.

For the majority of respondents who remained together and were assisted
by counselling to enhance their relationship, to improve their parenting
skills, to learn how to lundle conflicts, and to become more realistic in their
expectations of their relationship, it is possible to presume or speculate that
such gains prevented escalation of problems and deterioration in the rela-
tionship. As one client put it:

'It helped me to tmdmtaml mr elf better, helped me to learn war of dealing u,ith
anger and expre.swig it. Helped nte and my yowe.Iind better war to tommunkate
and also raise our child.' (Female in intact relationship)

Counselling that enables couples to communicate more effectively, to
handle conflict, anger, and aggression, to improve their parenting skills, to
increase their self-esteem and to understand the consequences of their
actions may lead to a reduction in:

instances of domestic violence
child neglect or abuse
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excessive use of drugs or alcohol
stress related accidents and illness
absenteeism and lower work pioductivity

Assisting With the Separation
Process

Given that marital disruption is considered to be among the most stressful
of life events (Holmes and Rahe 1967, Royal Australian College of General
Practitioners 1983), assisting people to cope with the consequences of
marital breakdown should be an essential government concern.

Almost half of separated men and two-thirds of separated women in the
sample indicated they had changed personally for the better and 45 per cent
of separated men had received some assistance with the separation process
compared to 59 per cent of women. Approximately one-third of separated
men and half of separated women stated their problems were at least
somewhat better since counselling. For 30 per cent of separated women and
25 per cent of men, the relationship between them had changed for the
better as a result of counselling.

In relation to the Act, marriage counselling appears less effective in
assisting clients with 'adjusting to the dissolution of a marriage'. It is

perceived as less helpful in situations where breakdown occurs, particularly
for men who do not want the separation.

For these separated nwn and wonwn whom counsdling did assist there are
benefits, but these are not easily quantified. For couples whc do separate
and divorce, counselling may enable former partners to reniain responsible
and involved parents, thus ensuring children benefit from the advantages of
having an on-going relationship with both parents.

Counselling that enables couples to understand the processes of marriage
breakdown may enable each partner to form and maintain a satisfying
future relationship, as this comment illustrates:

'It helped me to realise where I went wrong in my marriage 30 hopditIly it won't
happen agat.' (Male, separated)

From the cost-benefit perspective, individuals who have been to counscl-
ling may, even if they do have recourse to legal and other services, use them
more appropriately and effectively.
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CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of marriage counsel-
ling. An important component of the analysis was to distinguish between
thosc clients who benefited and who were satisfied with the counselling
they received and those who were dissatisfied and did not feel counselling
assisted them. Effectiveness in this study was determined by the following
outcomes:

change in relationship status
change in level of commitment to the relationship
satisfaction with counselling
improvement in problem area, personai wellbeing and vubility of the
relationship
viability of the relationship

How clients judge the counselling experience will be affected by their
expectations of what they want to happen or do about their relationship and
by what they expect counselling can achieve.

The majority of marriage counselling dims who participated in the
study came to counselling with the expectation or hope that marriage
counselling could improve the relationship and prevent its breakdown. A
significant minority of clients, particularly women,approached counselling
to make decisions about separation or for assistance in coping with the
consequences of separation.

Clients also looked to counsdling to gain insight into what was happen-
ing to their relationship, to obtain emotional support and to acquire skills to
enhance their personal lives and their relationships.

Women were more likely to approach counselling and to encourage their
partners to attend. Analysis demonstrated that women also had lower self
esteem, satisfaction with life, marital satisfaction and were less committed
or optimistic about the future of their relationship when they commenced
counselling. This general dissatisfaction is no doubt the reason they initiate
counselling. Women also had higher expectations of counselling for them-
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selves individually and for their relationship than their partners did.
If we look at the changes in relationship status approximately eight

months after the commencement of counselling, of those who were togeth-
er at the start of counselling, 81% of men and 78% ofwomen remained
together and 19% of men and 22% of women had separated since counsel-
ling. Of those who were separated 11% of men and 30% of women had
reconciled since counselling. One-quarter of men and almost one-third of
women were more optimistic about their relationship continuing since they
had attended counselling.

Satisfaction was significantly related to the status of the relationship,
particularly for men. Around 60% of men and women who were living
with their partner post-counselling and separated women were satisfied
with the results of counselling in contrast to only 41% of' separated men
who were pleased with the outcome. Similarly, over two-thirds of men and
women in intact relationships and separated women \vele satisfied with the
counselling they received compared to less than one-hilf of separated men.

Over 80 per cent of men and women were satisfied with the way they got
along with then- counsellor. Dissatisfaction was mainly expressed by men
who had separated.

In terms of improvement and change for the better in the relationship, the
same pattern emerges. While over one-half of men and women believed
their relationship had changed for the better,less than one-third of those
who had separated felt this way.

Overall, two-thirds of all men and women believed counselling had
contributed to the resolution of problems. However, 55 per cent ofseparat-
ed women and 61% of separated men felt marriage counselling did not
contribute at all to re.;olving their problems.

Marital consensus scores significantly increased for men more than
women, as did marital satisfaction for men and women who remained
together or had been reconciled Separated women significantly improved
in self- esteem and wellbeing and were more likely to report that their life
after sepaiation was better in relation to their social life, parenting and
career, than separated men These post-counselling improvements were
significantly related to counselling effectiveness.

Since counselling is mainly ,..-icerned with the relationship, if we consid-
er the 'couple perspective over half of men and women still together
reported that both partners had changed for the better, compared to one-
fifth of men and one-quarter ofwomen who were separated. Where we had
the opinions of both partners, in two-thirds of cases both partners were
satisfied with what had happened to the relationship and more than half
believed both partners had changed for the better.

Remaining in the relationship was the best predictor fordetermining the
effectiveness of counselling in improving the relationship between men and
women. For men, having children was another factor. For women, factors
such as initial marital satisfaction and optimism about the future of the
relationship, attending more counselling sessions, shorter duration of
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relationship, and the expectation of aequiring skills w ere also positive
predictors.

The best predictor of counselling effectiveness in assisting men personally
was remaining in the relationship. This was not true for women. For
women, initiating counselling and attending more sessions were important
For both men and women, being positive about the relationship when they
came to counselling was a predictor of individual effectiveness.

Counselling thus appears to be highly effective for the majority of clients
who conic to improve their relationship or manage to prevent breakdown
It is less effective in dealing in situations where breakdown occurs, par-
ticularly for men who do not want the separation. This suggests that
counselling is more effective with those w ho have less severe relationship
problems.

The helpfulness and benefits of counselling most frequently mentioi ed
were acquiring skills in communication and handling conflicts, gaining
insight into themselves, their partner and the dynamics of the relationship
that had contributed to the problems, and obtaining emotional support.
increased self-esteem and coping skills. (particularly for women), and a
sympathetic neutral person to talk to. The process of counselling is often
defined in terms of these therapeutic and facilitative outcomes.

Counselling was perceived as assisting clients individually as separate
from the relationship. particularl) for w omen Men who separated since the
start of counselling were the least satisfied with their lives as a whole
whereas women gamed more in self-esteem and appeared more able to be
assisted in coping with the process of separation. Nevertheless, almost halt'
of separated men and two-thirds of separated w omen did indicate they had
changed personally for the better and over tee o-tifths of sepaiated men had
received some assistance w ith the separation process, compared to more
than half of women.

Since women more than men w ere dissatisfied with personal areas of
their lives when the came to counselling, it is not surprising that there
were greater opportunities for them to feel personally assisted by counsel-
!mg. While both men and w omen who remained in their relationships
improved thew levels of marital satisfaction and consensus, men were still
more contented with their relationship than their partners after counselling

Women may also be more familiar and comfortable w nh what the
counselling process involves. Women more than men appear to see value in
just talki ig and clarif mg feelings, hich may reflec t their inure general
comf,rt with self-disclosure. Men, on the other hand, see benefit mostl iii
finding solutions which they deem satisfactory.

These findings highlight the 'his and her' experiences of marriage and
counselling. Although w omen appear more dissatisfied w ith their relation-
ship, they are also more inclined to inmate counselling in order to confront
the issues and make decisions. This may reflect not only the impact of
counselling, but the wider social changes and reappraisals regarding expec-
tations of nv.:a's and women's roles and the external rules governing the
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Institution of m.riage and its dissolution.
The emphasis on the interpersonal or emotmul and affective aspects of

the relationship support the theory that the companionate components of
marriage are more salient than environmental factors in decisions about
maintaining relationships.

The study highlights the imrortance of publicizing the message that
seeking help for marital and relationship problems is a positive action, not a
sign of failure or dysfunction as an individual. It should be seen as an
opportunity to increase understanding and acquire skills to improve a
relationship or to cope with the consequences of breakdown.
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IMPLICATIONS

As marital disruption is considered to be among the most stressful of life
events (Holmes and Rahe 1967; Royal Australian College of General
Practitioners 1983), assisting people to find ways of resolving marital

e.-
dysfunction and strcss to achieve more satisfying relationships or to cope
with the consequences of marital breakdown should be an essential govern-
ment concern.

To achieve this task is not c..ay and requires the pro vision of a range of
marriage and family support services along a continuum of educational,
preventative and remedial interventions. These interventions must be tar-
getted to men and women at various points in the life cycle at the time of
pre-marital involvement, m the early stages of cohabitation, at the birth of a
child, during the years of raising adolescents, during a crisis phase of illness
or unemployment, or when a couple is confronting the retirement years.

Given the association of self-esteem with the ability to form satisfying
relationships, these interventions may begin with the provision of parenting
education that encourages the development of self-esteem in the family
setting. It is critical to include human relationships education in the schools,
to provide skills m communication, problem-solving and conflict resolution
which will prepare men and women for mature relationships as partners,
parents and community members.

Provision of services must also encompass community education and
training of other professionals who work with families.

Since supports for marnage and family life are difficult to contain in a
narrow definition of marriage counselling or marriage education, it is

necessary to consider again the questions raised earlier by the AIFS in its
review of marriage counselling policies (Wolcott 1984). 'What should
marriage counselling be trying to do? and 'Who should have jurisdiction
over the provision of marriage.counselling services?'



Marriage Counselling in Auscralu

Implications for Government
Departments

Current Government Policy Towards Provision of Marriage
Counselling

In 1989-90, the Attorney-General's Department prov ided S7.6 million to
subsidise the work of marriage counselling igencies throughout Australia
(see Table 1) Department pohc), confirmed in 1988 (Fox 1988), ts to fund
only up to 75 per cent of an approved organization's marriage counselling
expenditure and to encourage agen(ies to raise 25 per cent of expenditures
from fees. HCAVeS er no chent is t( be denied Serylles be(ause ofan inability
to pay a fee.

The Attorney-General's Department has also been concerned that mar-
riage counselling be distinguished from health and w elfa re or individual
psychotherapy w hicii is funded by other State or Federal I lealth and
Welfare I kpart ments.

Coordination

In resr, ,t to go% ernment. the A IFS r ts its pre% mous recommendation
that greatcr coordination of pohcics related to the provision ofmarriage and
family support serck-es is essential to assure ay ailability aid aicessibility to a
range of services Coordination is neLessary to ensure that there is a

minimum of duplication and cwnpetition for scarce rusourtus and to unsure
adequate distribution of resources and scrc iLes a ross all Lommunities.

Since the provision of marriage and family supports crosses go% ernment
departments of health. education. community sen Iles and the law greater
consideration needs to be gic en to how better wordmation (an be adneced
across both State/Federal and departmental boundaries.

Innovative approadies to prov iding supports for marriage and family life
along the continuum from pre-marriage to post-di% ()Re need to be devel-
oped. The recent inclusion of family mediation and y outh mediation as

activities funded by the Attowey-General is an example of this broader
approach Coordination v ould iiahle a national approadi to promoting
services and programs.

Clarification of Aims

Closely related to aspects of coordination. I_ Ia ritic.mon of the aims and goals
of marriage counselling as provided by the approved agentics is required if
the agencies arc to remain organised and funded along current lines. The
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type and scope of services that are allowed need to be clearly set out to
eliminate confusion over wlut acnYmes are to be encouraged and support-
ed. This would enable an evaluation of whether government policies should
be reconsidered or legislanon amended to more efkctively meet commu-
nity needs.

Accessibility

Although only a few clients m the study comnwnted that distance to an
agency was a problem, the absence of approved agencies in rural or outer
metropohtan areas coilld be an obstacle for potentul users of the service. A
look at a map pmpointmg where current services are located indicates gaps
in these areas that need to be considered.

Adequate provision of mterpreters and outreach to ethnic communities
would improve the accessthility of these populations.

Provision of marriage counselling services from a multi-service centre
where other services such as parentmg education. financial counselling, or
even recreational programs are offered may improx L accessibihty in two
ways. First, the stigma tlut nuy attach to attending a marriage counselling
service may be reduced. Second. cost-savings on rental and ancillary
adnnnistrative supports may be possthlc. Sey eral agencies currently share
accommodation with state, local or non-government agencies.

Scope of Service

Fee for service

The question of w hether marriage counselling ser, it-, should be offered
free of charge, as are the services of the Family Court Counselhng service,
or costed on a sliding scale basis related to client income needs to bc
resolved.

Professional training

The complexity of marital and family dynanncs demands a level of (Aim-
tise in practitioners of marriage and family counselling w Inch obviates
teliance on poor" paid staff or volunteers.

Training and supervision of staff are essentul adjuncts to proy ision of
services. On-going evaluation of service effectiveness is also necessary
Adequate funding for these components IS an important consideration if
services are to be available at reasonable cost to clients.
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Accountability

By approving and funding selected service providers of marriage counsel-
ling, the Attorney-General implies that such services meet standards the
public can rely on Any department that may be involved in provision of
services must provide for and support on-going monitoring of the quality
of funded services, the efficiency of their management, and the setting of
standards to be met.

Implications for Marriage
Counselling Agencies

In relation to the agencies, seeral recommendations arc suggested by the
siudy.

Referral

Because admitting to having a marital Noblem is still unacceptable to some
peopk, marital distress may be disguised as somethmg more acceptable
such as a medical symptom, stress at work or difficulties with a child.
Marital stress and conflict may lso contribute to symptoms w Inch bring
people to seek medical attention. For this reason it is important to educate
'gate keepers' such as doctors, lawyers, infant w &are nurses, the police and
personnel managers about the vailability of counselling services and assist
them in recognizing underlying marital problems and making appropriate
referrals.

Liaison with ethnic community leaders and organizations Is ecessary to
improve the potenual for this population to use eounselhng services.

Outreach

Although studies have revealed that men w ho are separated (mild benefit
from social services (Jordon 1988: Chadw ick 1989), men do not seek or
receive help as often as women. Since men appear to be less eomfortable or
motivated to attend counselling, mformation about marriage counselling ni
a format appealing to men should be available w lk.re men tend to gatherit
sporting clubs, work centres, even pubs. For both men and women
marriage counselling information should be accessible at work locations and
in community venues such s child care centres, neighborhood houses and
community social centres.

Since lower educated men and women ppear to take less advantage of
marriage counselling, information should be made aailabk in a format
attractive to this audience. One option is articles nd dvertisements in
popular magazines and on radio or television programs, that appeal to a
wide range of groups in the community.
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Community forums and media programs on typical marital problems
and strategies to resolve them should be considered. Community education
is a priority. The myth persists that marriages arc made in heaven and
require no skills or preparation and should be able to be resolved in the
privacy of the Camily. It is essential that the community understand that
assistance with marital and family stress is not equated with failure, or that
only the disadvantaged and 'real' problem families need to seek assistance.

Accessibility

Weekend and evening times for counselling are necessary if working men
and women arc co be able to take advantage of the services. It is not feasible
to have sessions concentrated during working hours.

Clarification of Aims

Clear explanations of the counselling process and what it can and cannot do
would be useful to ensure that clients do not retain unrealistic -,xpectations
of counselling. This may avert unnecessary feelings of frustration or
dissatisfaction with the counselling experience.

Agencies providing marriage counselling must present a clear image to
the community of their objectives that counselling helps not only in
`mending' but also in `ending' marriages (Hunt 1985). Increased training of
counsellors in separation counselling, mediation and education may be
required.

Because the study suggests that marriage counselling is personally ben-
eficial to women, apart from any impact on the outcome of the relationship,
counsellors and their agencies must clarify the objectives of the counselling
offered. Referral for individual counselling may be appropriate at times.
Since individual improvement may result from a focus on how a person
relates to another in the context of relationships, the boundaries may be
blurred between individual therapy and counselling which focus on
relationships.

Approach

Some clients felt counselling had not been helpful because they were not
given specific advire, guidance or concrete techniques to handle problems.
For some individuals a more practical orientation rather than an emphasis
on insight and clarification of feeling is desired. Increased emphasis on
defined communication, problem-solving and conflict resolution skills is
called for. Mediation has been recommended as a process than focuses on
problcm-solving techniques.

Although the general effectiveness of marriage counselling has been
confirmed in this study, the need for innovative approaches and improved
accessibility and availability is also clear. It is the responsibility of marriage
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counselling agencies and practitioners to focus on their methodology and
explore interventions that will be most effective and productive with
diverse clients. It is the responsibility of government to ensure that services
are equitably available to all.
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PART 1
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PART 2

rThineing hack to when you I rst came to e ounselling in Oetobei UI
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onion colt? Mose write 0 If tho wonot ma
hoe.

1
Con on Senan



. .
23:Appiitarmally twat ow* Impos

3.-1-,_"...11!"1 Wet 1410 lOr10131711:

Did not we elythi+iial

Under Ng 0 a

WW1 0 3
NM 0 4

3100-116 0

$07013211111 0 II

3X0303 0 7
s40040 0

n,r1§90

ff more then 4600. plow *OSOItY GIY4uot IL_

24. 'Makin about the mon Hes canualirq you
Noe mays& bow eseSttisd orr dlesatieftsi Will
you with the followina:

Orefetbe werstar et Meacham that coma dem*
to how you 1st

1
3
41 1 1

1 1 I
il 3 31 1 il

The merrive eoureelling
you have remhed 1 2 3 4 6

The way you and you(
oaunedior hem rotten done 1 2 3 4 5

The mutts of your
cournerhne experience 1 2 3 4 5

25. How much do you think you pomposity hers
changed a a raultof marriage counselimer,

A great deaf for the WIN

Somewhat for du better i 2

Med. no cht Femme 1 , I

Somesstsat for the worse 4

A great deal for the worse 6

\ I I \ iph o

t you attended counWifing mth a partner answer
CI 26 and CI 27 otherwrse go to 0 28

26. How waded or assedded do you Wok
hada vas with the %amine

II 1 II 1 1

The fmmIllo osuraPire
you meshed 1 2 3 4 5

The my Itetehe ano your
toured* pet del 1 2 3 4 6

The rarebits el the
muneard experienol 1 2 3 4 5

27. How much do you think your what has
olumpd as s moil of marrieds 4010fdAlle

A peat &el for the bettw 0 I

Somewhat for the better CI 2

Med. no difference L 3

Somewhat for the won* LI

A rem deal for Hu worse L 5

28, How much do you think yoUr relationship has
chars* at a math of marker moraine

A great deal for du batter Ci I
Somewhat for Ma bettor [1 2

Mad. no difference L_ 3

Somewhat for 0,..e worse 4
1-1 _

A peat doe for the worm L.....; o

29, H. the geins, if any, resulting from marriage
counselling lasted up to this time?

Yes 1 I

No t 2

No gains _1 3
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\ 1 tr i lot t LIl \ ti

Yee

0 2
*pi

to(MflISSd Y-dtlmtltrithgril=I! b!"

Is I

II you apphed for legal aid continue otherwise
pleat. go to 0 42,

It you me still attending courwelling go to 0 46 I

44:4*.tif you -*kik ,*4.413-N*410,

11

DieWier. i311.417.44i,LJ

-N4i4iis 6:14146 -`

0?-t"IP
om ii-trw`n

to
*gotta caiin,11,rlorty* t-J

45. ititio14 iou fo marries cotursilini n if
tivinsiocl 'roar

Yet' U 1

NoL-,

Ocei kriow 0 3

1911



---]Now we would like to ask you some questions
about your current situation

47 iviici, of iotiowing cnessetio mod but
dosotibeiyourpqmilt inmost desumstsnose?

jom ttwil.dand Low 0 t
sm tiv" 0.44 witao...
.,Ottt pot monied to hinytwe L..) 2

I Nivil 6 NANINNI4 Wiitt Nowa, r-1,
bt# v16 an!nat Nen, togother LJ 3

I em not`priintly Ii4rNatinNp 0 4

48. Akt what k +mit rnorl status?

mow owriut CD 1

Now in tint miniap 0 2

Now Nmstrisd 3

%proud from mardalp
but not dhersed 4

ONe4wd L..]

%%NNW 0 6

Please answer the following questions lor yourself
and, if you have a partner for your partner

00it Your Aoki activity att present ond
sof rur ottani partner?
-5 Piesietk* ox only lot youral f and aw kr

Nowts/
Vontif pertimr

1 Di0202
0 a 0 3
0 4 0 4
D ID 5,

hill4k66

tototes=006, era silloot you ot your
receiving any of the }Wowing

doyetronsnt portions or bonsfitt?

Not Notlyins any twilit&

Nromploynent beNtih

Summed,* oven% beratit

Widow', pinion

Med Wean

levekt pentlon

Skknass buwnt

Other

leNowIf

2I

D
0 4
Os

6

7

i_11

Vow
own/

El
0 2

j 3
0 4
E3 5

E e

E

If you have children aifswer 0 51 and 0 52
otherwise go to 0 53

st How null a rostrum children aro um IkIng
wilit you 0 11,4y 000060?

1Mae* 01ktrin livin with you

Number of ~NI Mks Numnani____

52. Whet it V/0 op of your w..moott and oldest

/44_ of Youtoottr



M IT T110.t. l Ot111,(.11111:; 111 VIll 011

19 2

_...... _ _
53. Hon ere. minim e different mats of your I& now.

How toddial or dimodsfiedani you with Ins followine
C4414 the sunk In 0144444144 el a t maw gene to 4444 you fog
Circle 0 I I th lam don ON eyery tO me

I

0 Iii 1 A
I!
ii

=

Your Income 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 6 9 0

Your otinded of tviry: the
thInse you hew, hotel?* ow.
turnture. etc. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0

Yoer lob 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 6 9 0

YOUlt WOrt HO homemaker 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0

Your kelversdenee or footle=
the chum you hive to do what
you WNW 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 a 9 0

Your relstionohlo wit your children 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0

Your resift or phypeol condition 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Your personal, ernotionol Me 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0

Your social Mr and frlendeletps 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 II 9 0

Nor met you art 4:44484 and
Indurhod by Often 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

How if44411141 Your dey4o.doy
life Is 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 el 9 0

The extent to which you aro the kind
of person yea would like to he

rh WM of cows and monk*

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

In your life 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0

The way you Non& problem thet
come up 51 your Ill* 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 9 0

Wlvit you ere Esomplishine In Itfe 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 0

Your neec Me 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

Your 4,441.40141stIons144 in email 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a c 0

Your Me el il wises 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0

1 (', ' t )
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[The next section is concerned with the relationship you first came to counselling about It you have been
separated from yir...ar partner for some time and are not likely to live together xgain please go to a 60

54:444" AM
ImdS*IIUMf
n C354545;i5+;55454-ceitii5555t

44.014 10404

arlso illosinimit in Visit
inronamit 0241110150.0at

155to s
1441444

015 it011114241 Wow. 0003 550
1202545 Imo int run porlisli in lila port tint
harrow OW. Cis* Woo ssi 84 M hew SWIM

4111441440141

Miro aw
Mel 94n4

we.
0991940

ndy
0194,14

42-4;44
Aimy#
Mime

Any,
Mow

Dow
Nat

Apply

Hundllne *ay flesnem 5 4 3 2 I 0 0

Lsisias 0.41014tots
end resistion outMdits 5 4 3 2 i 0 5

Frlatig 6 4 3 2 I 0 9

Af$9, ;lids wid 690
6111evet 1,416.14,4 t1. 4 3 2 I 0 5

Mourn 51 tInte sown
inprint $ 4 3 2 I 0 9

:Ithys et' 642116$ with
Pm" Ind Ittowg $ 4 3 2 1 0 $

ine Fa* Ihnonni 5 4 3 2 I 0 9

114,11141,19910 $ 4 3 2 i 0 5

0244.444 04801 0 4 3 2 I o 5

55Ftmours 5 4 3 2 I 0 6

low* minim
i

6 4 3 2 i 0 $

4240441004I4 MYR 45
0dinnel insio 4 3 2 1 3 5

Onaidonnis en Nein 5 4 3 2 I 0 0

Hsaddre osnalas 5 4 3 2 I 0 1

nshin5 inninn 5 4 2 2 I 0

I ( 7
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114142 2
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Yoe 010114:. '

tIrf4-"3 .
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411,4 .

Answer this next question only if you are separated
otherwise go to 0 61

_-

Ati thm wit
vou,wish moks.aimive lowrOmp..teueallimets
kid ** on** so MosIved
raitt7.7.1krfarmation Oa would

$end he "Imp,elod (411fit,Onr.I# lo
he A01.14,1 I mt 11.1e of Fen.v Stud..

the etAy pa.d envelope we have ol,ludvi



APPENDIX 2

SCALES USED IN
MARRIAGE

COUNSELLING
SURVEY

Wellbeing Scale

Wellbeing Time 1 (n=534)
12 Item Scale
Wellbeing Time 1 (n=1302)
12 Item Scale
Wellbeing Time 2 (n=534)
12 Item Scale

Items

Alpha Reliability .8767

Alpha Reliability .8712

Alpha Reliability .9080

YOUr 111kOlUe

YOU1 standaid °Honig tht. things Not! 11,o.t. housing, U ILII liltul i ctt
Your nitkpendent i r liii. dont the hark. i u hak ( to dO N hal N 011

W.1111

Your health or phNsk al «mthoon
Youi personal, emotional Ittc
Your ',owl life mid Ii iendships
I low mu( h are .11.u:1'ted alld in( hided bs otlicts
I lov interesting yOlal (lay-to-kb) v.,

rile LAIC111 11) VN Ina are the kind of pt.i.011 N' M.o. to
The .,cnse ot- purpose and meaning, m

The V J. ymt handle problems that onw up in l/tH

What you .1re aC(ompklung in your lire

1)9



Marriage Counselling m Australia

Marital Consensus Scale

Marital Consensus Time 1 (n=534)
10 Item Scale
Maritd Consensus Time 1 (n=1302)
10 Item Scale
Marital Consensus Time 2 (n=534)
10 Item Scale

Items
Handling family finances
Leisure nme interests an(l recreation activities
Friends
Aims, goals and things believed important
A meunt of time spent together
Making major decisions
Household tasks
Showing affection
Amount of time spent on individual interests
Handling conflicts
use format 21 here

Alpha Reliability .8317

Alpha Reliability .8565

Alpha Reliability .8897

Consequences of Relationship
Breakdown Scale

Consequences Scale Time 1 (n=534)
4 Item Scale
Consequences Scale Time 1 1,n= 1302)
4 Item Scale
Consequences Scale Time 2 (n=534)
4 Item Scale

Items
Your standard of living
Your social life
Your caree- opportunities
Your sex hie

26 0

Alpha Reliability .6439

Alpha Reliability .6626

Alpha Reliability .6812



Self-esteem Scale

Self-esteem Scale Time 1 (n=534)
5 Item Scale
Self-esteem Scale Time 1 (n=1302)
5 Item Scale
Self-esteem Scale Time 2 (n=534)
5 Item Scale

AU'S Monograph No 8

Alpha Reliability .8639

Alpha Reliability .8467

Alpha Reliability .9040

Items
How interesting your day-to-day life is
The extent to which you are the kind of person ) on v ould like to be
The sense of purpose .md meaning in your life
The way you handle problems that conic up ni your life
What you are accomplishing in K.

2(11. 197



Marriage Counselling in Australia evaluates the effectiveness of counselling
in assisting couples and individuals resolve those problems and concerns
about their relationships which bring them to a marriage counselling
agency. Differences between clients who benefittcd most from counselling
and those who were less helped are identified. The study explores clients'
expectations of counselling, the ways in which they were assisted, and
improvements achieved, both in their relationships and in their personal
lives.

In this book, the Australian Institute of Family Studies has provided a
readable, well-documented study of marriage counselling in Australia today
which offers insights into the pathways and perceptions of men and women
who seek assistance.

An Australian Institute of Family Studies Research Project

,z.
.000.'-;

Australian Institute of Family Studies
300 Queen Street

Melbourne 3000 Victoria
Australia
f7, el


